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ABSTRACT 

Hard, brittle and wear-r(-sistant materials like (crainics pose a problem when 

being machined using conventional IIKK hining ]>ro(esses. Machining ceramics even 

with a diamond cutting tool is \er\ diffic ult and costly. Near net-shape processes, 

like laser evaporation, y)roduce micro-i racks that recjuire extra finishing. Thus it 

is anticipated that ceramic machining will have to continue to be explored with 

new-sprung techniques before ceramic materials become commonplace. 

This numerical investigation results from the numerical simulations of the ther

mal and mechanical modeling of simultaneous material removal from hard-to-

machine materials using both laser ablation and conventional tool cutting utilizing 

the finite element method. The model is formulated using a two dimensional, planar, 

computational domain. The process acronymed, LAHM (Laser Ablation Hybrid 

Machining), uses laser energy for two purposes. The first purpose is to remove the 

material by ablation. The second purpose is to heat the unremoved material that 

lies below the ablated material in order to "soften" it. The softened material is then 

simultaneously removed by conventional machining processes. 

The complete solution determines the temperature distribution and stress con

tours within the material and tracks the moving boundary that occurs due to mate

rial ablation. The temperature distribution is used to determine the distance below 

the phase change surface where sufficient "softening" has occurred, so that a cutting 

tool may be used to remove additional material. The model used for tracking the 

ix 



ablat i \e surface does ni)t assume an isothermal melt phase (e.g., St<'fan problem) 

tor laser ablation. Both surlace absor]>tioi: and volume absorption of laser energy 

as a function of depth have been considered in the models. 

L.AHM, from the thermal and HUH haiiit al point of view, is a (complex machining 

process invohing large deformations at high strain rates, thermal effects of the laser, 

removal of materials and contact hetwe(Mi workpiece and tool. The theoretical for

mulation associated with L.\HM for solving the thermal-mechanical problem using 

the finite element method is presented. The thermal formulation is incorporated in 

the user defined subroutines called by ABAQUS/Standard. The mechanical portion 

is modeled using ABAQUS/Exphcit 's general capabilities of modeling interactions 

in\olving contact and separation. 

The results obtained from the FEA simulations showed that the cutting force 

decreases considerably in both the LAHM Surface Absorption (LAHM-SA) and 

LAHM volume absorption (LAHM-VA) models relative to the LAM model. It is 

observed that the HAZ can be expanded or narrowed depending on the laser speed 

and power. The cutting force is minimal at the last extent of the HAZ (heat 

affected zone). In both the models the laser ablates material thus reducing material 

stiffness as well as relaxing the thermal stress. The stress values obtained showed 

compressive yield stresses just below the ablated surface and chip. The failure 

occurs by conventional cutting where tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of 



the material at that temperature. In this hybrid machining process, the advantages 

of both the conventional and laser machining processes were realized. 
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(^HAP TER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 

1.1 lntro( luction 

Demands tor cost-etfective priiducts and increased rates of production, 

specificallv- for hard-to-machine materials lik(̂  ctMamics, necessitates the 

development of improved cutting techniques. Ceramics are generally utilized 

because of their relative chemical inertness, hardness, strength, and heat resistance 

capabilities. Due to their spawning applications in the manufacturing industry, a 

need for cost effecti\'e machining processes exists. However, while such applications 

are growing, the ease of precisely machining these materials has not increased 

proportionately. Machining is necessary because of distortion, contraction, limited 

formability, and lack of dimensional control in net-shape processes for structural 

ceramics. Grinding or diamond machining remains the only practical methods of 

machining ceramics in an industrial setting. However, both grinding and diamond 

machining are slow and expensive, representing 60% to 90% of the cost of the final 

product [1]. Also abrasive machining is restricted to simple parts that are flat or 

have axial or radial symmetry. Besides being slower, abrasive machining also 

weakens the ceramics. Therefore, there is a need to develop nontraditional 

methods to machine complex and asymmetrical parts. Other processes used in 

machining ceramics include ultrasonic and electric discharge machining. 
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Three-dimensional ultrasonic machining of (erami( s recpiires a die. This die wears 

down during proct^ssing, making it dillicult to control the final dimensions of the 

part. Electric discharge machining is limited to electrically (onductive materials 

only. .All these processes are slow and expensive Laser evaporation has been 

proposed as an alternative machining process; however, evaporation induces 

surface micro-cracking and alters material composition in the heat-affected-zone 

necessitating additional finish machining. Alternative processing techniques 

include near-net shape forming. However, a lack of dimensional control is a 

problem with this method. Laser Assisted Machining (LAM) is a technique that is 

currently being heavily investigated. With LAM, the laser beam is used to heat 

the material in question and then the softened layer is machined. The workpiece 

material surface is not thermally removed. In this investigation a new method of 

machining hard to cut materials referred to as laser ablation hybrid machining 

(LAHM) has been proposed. The laser energy is used for two purposes in LAHM. 

The first purpose is to thermally remove material by ablation. The second purpose 

is to heat the unremoved material that lies below the ablated material in order to 

"soften" it so that a conventional cutting tool removes additional material below 

the depth of the heat affected zone. Thus LAHM can potentially overcome the 

need for additional finish machining by simultaneous tool cutting. The theoretical 

advantages of LAHM is similar to those identified in LAM [2]. Until recently the 

development of cutting processes has been based mostly on experimental studies. 
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Some quantities such as stress and t.(Miii)era,ture distributions are very complicated, 

if not impossible, to measure for a complex machining process like LAHM. Thus 

computer modeling of the maihining prcx (-ss <an be a worthy substitute. 

Moreover it is possible to implement complex geometries, material combination 

and cutting parameters with a reliable simulation mod(4 thereby allowing one to 

estimate the feasibilit\- of the proposed laser ablation hybrid machining process. 

1.2 Objectives 

The general objective of this research is to develop a thermal-mechanical 

model of laser ablation hybrid machining (LAHM) using the finite element 

method. The code will be used to predict the temperature distribution within the 

workpiece material and track the moving boundary that occurs during material 

ablation. The temperature distribution will be used to determine the distance 

below the phase change surface where sufficient "softening" has occurred so that a 

cutting tool may be used to remove additional material. The stress that results 

due to the action of the cutting tool on the workpiece will also be predicted. 

1.3 Thermal-Mechanical modeling 

The capability of laser assisted machining of advanced ceramic materials for spe

cific conditions has been demonstrated [2]. It has already been established that laser 

assisted machining reduces cutting forces and tool wear by lowering the mechanical 

stresses involved in the cutting process [3]. However, machining of these materials 
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in an industrial setting, in\ olving parts of complex shape, recpiires the development 

of a material renunal process. One sue h improved process model could be LAHM. 

Simulation of L.AHM must include a eomplete thermabmeciianical solution that 

simulates tool-work interaction and chip formation in orthogonal machining and 

laser ablation and plastic deformation of the work matcTial. Simulations of LAHM 

will be used to determine the feasibility of LAHM as a material removal process for 

hard-to-cut materials. If the results from this computational study prove promising, 

an experimental investigation should then be performed. 



CHAPTER II 

LlTl'.RATURE RLATEW 

There is a large amount of publisluMl resc^arch regarding eithcn- laser machining 

or conventional orthogonal machining of materials. There- are significantly fewer 

articles published on Laser .Assisted Machining (LAM) and no articles have been 

found to date on Laser Ablation Hybrid Machining (LAHM). Also the materials 

undergoing the machining processes (LAM, laser machining etc.) in those articles 

have been considered as non-participating opaque mediums. Thus it has been 

found that until now research in the area of machining hard to cut materials has 

been primarily focussed on conventional machining processes. Since LAHM is a 

combination of machining by conventional methods and laser machining, a review 

of the literature, both numerical and experimental, is warranted. 

2.1 Overview 

Research activities in the past mainly dealt in the improvement of the 

characteristics of ceramics showing less interest in machining these materials. 

Pampuch's [4] book gives an extensive review on ceramic materials under external 

loads both at low and high temperatures. In Pampuch's book several property 

tables for known ceramic materials are presented. Also major uses of ceramic 

materials are given in the book. Datsko [5], extensively reported on many 

manufacturing processes. The treatment of thermal-mechanical types of problems 
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using finite element methods have be<Mi discussed by Hsu [6]. J. F. Ready [3] gave 

the historical overview from circa 1960 to 1980 discussing the type of lasers best 

suited for material jMocc-ssing. He cited that the deposition of energy was 

maximum at the surface and monotonically decreases with depth and opined that 

for all practical applications laser irradiation could be regarded as a source of heat 

energ>- at or near the surface of the workpiece. The same type of survey was also 

presented b>- Islam and Campbell [1] who studied the eff"ects of different types of 

lasers on ceramics and also gave an in depth review of existing laser machining 

techniques. De\'ries and Shaw [7, 8] provided information primarily about 

material removal process using conventional machining processes. 

2.2 Theoretical: heat transfer due to a moving heat source 

To date most of the theoretical work on laser treatment heat transfer has 

centered on the solution of the classical heat conduction equation for a stationary 

or moving semi-infinite solid. The classical solution for the temperature 

distribution over a semi-infinite solid due to a moving point source was given by 

Rosenthal [9]. He used an assumed temperature profile and reduced the 

conduction equation to a simplified form. Only idealized models have been used to 

derive the exact solution for temperature distribution. Carslaw and Jaeger[10] 

have presented several analytical solutions for conduction problems in solids. The 

Cline and Anthony [11] solution for a moving Gaussian heat source is also an 
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anal>tical treatment. Brugger obtained an exact solution for the temperature rise 

in a laser heated slab [12]. He avoided the gcMieral problem of moving boundaries 

due to phase change at melt temperature. .Andrews and Atthey [13] presented a 

mathematical model for the moving boundary due to laser heating. (!hryssolouris 

[14] presented theoretical modeling of heat transfer due to various laser machining 

processes. He also provided data collected from several references on ceramic 

materials by laser machining. Miyazaki and Giedt [15] analytically calculated heat 

flows assuming the heat source as an elliptical cylinder maintaining the peripheral 

temperature constant. Zubair and Chaudhury [16] reported temperature solutions 

in closed form under quasi-steady state and pulsed situations, but gaussian form 

sources were not discussed in their presentation. The temperature solutions were 

presented by incomplete gamma functions. It should be noted that point and line 

heat sources do not model laser ablation processes. The laser ablation process was 

modeled by plane heat sources in the shape of a plane sheet. However, only a 

one-dimensional solution was presented for both transient and quasi-steady cases 

for a pulsing gamma type source. Zeng et al. [17] presented two-dimensional 

analytical thermal solution schemes for transient and quasi-steady problems for 

line and point heat sources under a variety of boundary conditions, however all of 

their solutions were based on a preferential trial function. Though their model 

lacked significantly in addressing plane heat source problems, extensive insight 



regarding the nature of cjuasi-stc^idy problems was communicated. 

2.3 Experimental machining 

Satish [IS] investigated the mechanics of machining ceramic materials. He 

pointed out that b>- increasing the feed rate, or the depth of cut, the size of the 

chip increased, resulting in degraded surface quality. He added that the friction 

factor was a parameter that controls the tensile stress distribution near the cutting 

zone and that the chip formation was confined to a narrow region parallel to the 

machined surface due to a large friction force. Hirotaka et al. [19] showed that it 

was very difficult to perform a turning operation on siHcon nitrides using sintered 

diamond tools at room temperatures. This had been shown by means of evaluating 

tool life and surface morphology. Firestone and Vesely [20] used laser machining 

on silicon nitrides and showed that they could be laser machined without fracture 

at elevated temperatures, but a reaction layer formed at the surface. 

2.4 Theoretical and experimental: laser machining and LAM 

In this context it is necessary to review the theoretical and experimental work 

put forward by Un-Chul Paek and Francis P. Gagliano [21]. They established a 

theory of heat transfer due to a moving heat source in order to predict the 

temperature profile, the distribution of thermal stresses and the shape of a laser 

drilled hole. Morita [22] discussed that the hmitations of laser machining of 

ceramics are due to generation of recast layers and cracks due to thermally 
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induced stress. He }nesented a hot-piessed tec hnicine for machining ceramics. 

Rozzi et al. [23) presented results obtained by numeiical simulation and 

experimentation using a translating CO2 laser on a rotating Si3N4 workpiece. The 

thermal profiles of L.AM were of main interest in this paper. They used the 

manufacturer supplied lasc;r flux distribution for the numerical prediction of 

temperature. It is concluded from this paper that quasi-steady conditions were 

not reached for laser machining processes. They studied the surface temperature 

of the workpiece at three different locations at three different laser powers and 

translational speeds. In the companion paper by Rozzi et al. [24], it was concluded 

from the numerical results that mixed convection and surface emission from the 

silicon nitride workpiece were negligible. Copley [25] gathered Rosenthal's 

formulation for the temperature distribution for a point heat source moving at a 

constant velocity and combined it with Wiener's [3] shear plane heating in context 

to his experimental method. He investigated both laser assisted machining and 

laser machining. By using laser assisted machining it was demonstrated that the 

cutting forces on the tool could be decreased thereby increasing material removal 

rates. Surface finish of the material was not a parameter under investigation. Jou 

et al. [2] published their experimental work regarding laser assisted machining. 

They found that for hard to machine materials it is possible to heat the material 

on the shear plane without significantly heating the face of the cutting tool thus 

allowing increased material removal rates and tool life. The cutting process was 
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analyzed and the shear plane temperaluie was determined. They concluded that 

L.AM had a 100% increase in matcnial removal rates over conventional machining 

and also was economically viable. It has becMi established from exi)erimental work 

by Klemens [26] that cutting speed h<is a great eliect on the temperature 

distribution on the cutting edge; the higher the s|)eed, the more uniform the 

temperature. Klemens carried out laser machining experiments on both oxide and 

carbide ceramics in order to find the optimum laser cutting process for ceramics 

and put forward the heat balance equations due to laser heating. Sheng and 

Chryssolouris [27] discussed the drawback of the HAZ (heat-affected zone) in laser 

machining. In this paper they emphasized that a key factor in maximizing the 

surface quality of laser machined parts was to reduce the HAZ. 

2.5 Theoretical studies in laser ablation mechanism 

Applications for laser ablation as a valuable process in high tech industries are 

numerous. In the early fifties and sixties, theoretical analyses were made 

extensively in this area [28, 29, 30]. There are two models of laser ablation defined 

in publications [31]. One is photochemical ablation defined as a consequence of 

bond breaking due to photon absorption and the other is the pure thermal 

ablation resulting from intense heating of the bulk material. We follow the 

thermal definition of laser ablation because for ceramic materials, a plasma does 

not form above the material surface due to laser ablation [32]. Clearly, the laser 

ablation process is a complex process and hence it is very difficult to 
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experimentall\ determine- i>arameters such as surface pressure and t,emperature 

during ablation. Thus it is rc-ason.d)lc- to |)CM-form the ablation prcjcess cmly 

numerically. Current numerical models are obtained under simpliliecl conditions 

and can be used to qualitatively concei)tualize the main features of the thermal 

laser ablation process [33]. The laser on-tinu-, or the duty cycle, dictates the laser 

workpiece thermal interaction phenomenon and determines if the relaxation time 

is enough for Fourier heat conduction theory to be valid. If the interaction 

duration exceeds the relaxation time, conduction theory becomes invalid and 

kinetic theory is used to evaluate the temperature profile [34]. 

2.6 Selection of lasers 

Table 2.1 shows key features of various kind of lasers. Continuous wave (cw) 

lasers are mostly used for surface processing and cutting while pulse lasers are 

mainly used for drilling and welding. Diode lasers are used for etching and laser 

C\ 'D [35]. It has been found that CO2 lasers are better than Nd:YAG lasers for 

ceramic processing when speed is important [36]. CO2 lasers emit in the far 

infrared. CO2 lasers are attractive for industrial application because they can be 

fabricated very easily. Basically, the conventional cw CO2 laser is nothing but a 

combination of a water cooled tube with mirrors on both ends through which the 

laser mixture is excited electrically resulting in a high output laser emission [37]. 
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Table 2.1: Laser features 

Kind of Laser 

Solid laser 

Ruby 
Glass 
YAG 

Gas laser 

CO2 

Ar ion 

Wave 

0.694 
1.06 
1.06 

10.6 

1.06 

length Output range 

Pulse 0.5 mJ - 400 J 
Pulse 1 mJ - 400 J 

P u l s e d mJ - 100J 
CW 0.1 W - 1 kW 

CW 1 W - 20 kW 

Pulse 0.2 mJ -10 kJ 

CW 5 m W - 4 0 W 

Applications 

Drilling 
Drilling 

Drilling 
Scribing,marking 

Cutting.surface 

processing 
DriHing 

Etching 

2.7 Selection of ceramic and silicon as workpiece materials 

The foremost reason for choosing non-ductile ceramic materials over ductile 

materials for the LAHM model lies in their properties, mechanical and thermal 

[38]. It has been observed that silicon nitride can be laser machined at 996°C ten 

times faster than diamond grinding [1]. Discussion of all thermal and mechanical 

properties by itself would amount to a volume of a book [39, 40]. It may be noted 

that there is still a void in the record of ceramic properties. Hence only Si3N4 and 

silicon values have been used in the analyses. These values will be referenced in 

the appropriate sections. The properties that are important in the selection of 

cutting tools are fracture toughness and hardness. Figure 2.1 shows selection of 

tool material based on bending strength and temperature requirement during 
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machining. It has been reported that polycrystalline CBN (cubic boron nitrides) 

ha\e 15 times more tool Hie than gc-nc-ral carbide tools. Also PDC (Polycrystalline 

Diamond) can be used for machining cc-ramic materials [41]. In our case the tool is 

modeled by a rigid surface only, since we are not interc-sted in the tool stress. This 

information though not important for the scope of the current investigation will 

come into pla>' when the scope is expanded. 

4 1200 

I 
Silicon Nioidc 

400 aoo 

Tcmperaiure ̂ -C 

Figure 2.1: Selection of ceramic materials 

2.8 Plastic behavior of ceramics 

The very first paper regarding the plastic nature of ceramics at elevated 

temperature was published by Wakai [42]. Several simple tensile test experiments 

were carried out at elevated temperatures to show the plastic nature of ceramics. 

Ceramics exhibit high tensile elongation prior to failure at high temperature. The 

elevated temperature transforms brittle polycrystalline ceramics to behave as 
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ductile materials. \\ ith the ad\ent of this propeitv moie reseaic h interest has 

been drawn into ceramic proc c-ssing [13]. Kouxel et al. [42] rc>})C)rted that the 

stress-strain cur\es of the silicon nitridc-s at high tc-mperat nres have profiles 

similar to many ductile m.itcMials. ^'ue [44] showed that glass viscoplastic 

constitutive equation can be defined by a non-Newtonian flow stress curve, where 

the viscosity is obtained from the well known Fulcher equation and has been used 

in determining the stress distribution with respect to deformation rate in hot 

glass. Figure 2.2 shows that as the temperature increases, the chip material 

removal becomes continuous because of the plastic nature exhibited by the 

material at higher temperatures. Also evident from these experiments is the 

brittleness at lower temperatures [45]. Another added advantage of hot machining 

mentioned in this paper is that the surface roughness of the ceramic material 

decreases considerably as shown in Figure 2.3. 

:) 1100-C Irrm <*) 1250'C 

Figure 2.2: Chip formation at various temperatures 
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Figure 2.3: Surface roughness versus temperature 

2.9 Numerical investigations: FDM, FEM, BEM, etc. 

Several numerical investigations of interest have been found in the Hterature 

survey for multi-dimensional problems [46, 47, 48]. They mainly used different nu

merical techniques for thermal analysis [49]. The book by Ozisik [50] is an excellent 

one to study FDM methods in an extensive manner, while several other deals with 

FEM [51, 52]. Harding [53] numerically solved one-dimensional phase change prob

lems with a single defined melting temperature and solidification temperature. This 

problem is very famous and is referred to as the Stefan problem. K. Morgan [54] 

gave an approach using an explicit finite element code to track the moving boundary 

and then applied it to melting and freezing problems with convection. 

Numerical simulation problems involving thermal analysis of laser machining 

are numerous [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. H.K. Tonshoff and C. Emmelmann [62] 

introduced the basic problem in laser machining of ceramics from the thermal stress 
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being induced by high gradients of temperature which nia,y result in damaging the 

ceramic workpiece. The- lasc-r can cause- high gradients of tempc-rature that can 

produce damaged zones on the cut face- due to the britflc-ness of ceramic materials. 

.Also in the paper, laser induced temperature- and stress fields are numerically eval

uated bv the finite difference method. Volle-r [63] piesented a numerical solution 

for a one dimensional phase change problem using the enthalpy formulation. The 

moving phase front is continuously tracked and a single temperature is obtained by 

this method. 

A numerical algorithm was put forward by M. Kleiber and Sluzalec [64] where 

they discussed the nonlinear diffusion problem in flash welding. It is worth noting 

that the diffusion partial differential equations are inherently similar to the energy 

equation to be solved in our thermal analysis. Andrez Sluzalec [65] using a finite 

element method presented a 2D temperature field due to laser microwelding. He 

presented a physical model for radiation absorption and analyzed the models of 

laser microwelding. An appropriate mathematical description of the heat conduc

tion process in a material region was modelled and the phase change process was 

constructed using a variant of the enthalpy method. He then analysed thermal ef

fects in biological tissue undergoing laser irradiation [66] using the finite element 

method. Scattering and absorption of the laser were analysed in another paper that 

included modeling of the phase change process using the enthalpy method [67]. 
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.An explicit, Lagrangian, e-lastic-plastie, nic-chanic al model using the FE method 

has been presented by llaslu-mi et al. [6S]. An imi)ort,ant fc-aturc- of this model is 

that, unlike the conventional finite- e-lement modeling programs, the- global stiffness 

matrix is not used; instead the nodal forces are dirc-c lly calculated from the element 

stress at each time step during the integration. The simulation of continuous chip 

formation as well as segmental chip formation due to brittle fracture of chips have 

been obtained using this code. It has been proved that [69] tensile stresses persist in 

the work piece surface in front of the cutting tool due to the ploughing action of the 

tool which in turn increases the surface hardness. Chandra et al. [70] compared two 

bench mark problems for predicting machining distortions and evaluated prospective 

finite element codes for their ability to simulate material removal. They found that 

ABAQUS provided more accurate results than ANSYS. 

2.10 High strain rate parameters 

In order to model the machining process we must know high strain parameters of 

machining for the specific materials in use. This is because the material behavior at 

high and low strain rates are different. Experimental observations during high strain 

rate operations involving ceramics are few and some involving split Hopkinsons test 

bars results are reported [71]. Currently, the strain rate values are ascertained from 

other experimental machining processes. An alternative way, although not used in 

this work, is to predict these values from the deformation mechanism maps at those 

temperature and strain rates [72]. 
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Figure 2.4: Laser cutting speed without fracture [36] 

2.11 Plane stress and axisymmetric models in laser cutting 

Li and Sheng [32] studied fracture initiation in ceramics due to laser cutting 

using a plane stress model. The plane stress model was justifiable in those cases be

cause the aluminum oxide workpiece was considered thin. In laser machining of the 

work piece they found that increased cutting speed increased the stress distribution. 

Also they found the kerf width using an analytical model while temperature and 

stress distribution were predicted by a finite element plane stress model. Again a 

continuous wave CO2 laser beam was used. Also experimentally they found that as 

the laser power increased, the cutting speed could also be increased until fracture. 

Thus, there is significantly less chance of failure at a cutting speed below the frac

ture curve as shown in Figure 2.4. Also they concluded that plasma did not form 
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during laser cutting of ce-rainics, hence- plasma kinetics could be- avcjided altogether. 

The moxing melting front was not niode-le-d but a kc-rC width was mode-led a priori 

using the material renunal temperature- as the boundary condition. They concluded 

that it was necessar\ to use a high powc-re-d continuous wave laser at low cutting 

speed to avoid fracture. Michaud e-t al. [73] studied the- effects of laser pulse shapes 

on welding. Of particular interests were the evolution depth, temperature gradient 

and the interface velocity at different pulse shapes. Modest [74] reported thermal 

stresses due to laser drilling of silicon carbides, using an axisymmetric model and 

concluded that visco-elastic (creep) effects were hmited to a very thin layer near the 

ablation front. 

2.12 Thermal radiative properties 

Though there is no dearth of articles regarding thermal radiative properties of 

materials, it has been observed that all previous laser machining studies consider 

only surface absorption under the assumption that the medium is opaque. When 

the material is opaque only surface absorptivity is required which can be obtained 

directly from reflectivity measurements. However, when the medium is homoge

neous and participating across a spectral range, a domain of optical constants are 

required. Hsieh and Su [75] reported the thermal radiative properties of window 

glass from optical constants data over a spectral range. They also reported that 

at shorter wavelengths, glass was semi-transparent while at far infrared it became 

opaque. The bulk properties were determined from the surface properties using 
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electromagnetic tluH>r\. They concluded that the- bulk piope-rt ie-s were the same as 

surface properties at far infrared which supporte-d other |)hysic al models also. Zhang 

and Modest showed that the absorbtance- of silicon nitricle ceiamics near ablation 

temperature was near 0.7r) [76|. Optical material properties of various materials are 

reported in the handbook of elcHtronic materials [77]. We are particularly interested 

in Silicon. For heat transfer in semi-transparent solids [78], several assumptions are 

made which will be discussed at a later section. 

2.13 Motivation for the current work 

The intent of this research is to develop a thermal-mechanical finite element 

model that will simulate the LAHM process. Specifically, the model will include a 

moving boundary caused by laser ablation, plastic deformation of the work material 

by the cutting tool and chip separation. The simulation will be used to predict the 

temperature as well as the stress within the material during the LAHM process. 

Results from the simulations will be used to determine the feasibility of the LAHM 

process. 



CllAPTlOR 111 

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPI'.RTIKS OF 

M.ATERIALS 

3.1 Introduction 

Ceramics are solid compounds of metallic and nonmetallic elements. Silicon 

is a tetra\alent nonmetallic solid element. Both ceramics and silicon form crys

talline structures. In general all materials and their thermophysical properties dur

ing visco-plastic anal>'sis are sensitive to both changes in temperature and strain 

rate magnitude. We are interested in silicon and silicon nitride ceramics; particu

larly because of their plastic property at high temperature. Plastic deformation is 

a response of the workpiece to some applied stress. Failure occurs if the material's 

stress state exceeds the material's yield strength. Plastic deformation, failure and 

laser ablation are important phenomena that must be predicted in the thermal-

mechanical LAHM model; consequently, thermophysical and mechanical properties 

must be known. This chapter provides the thermophysical property data of sili

con and silicon nitride that was gathered from various sources to be used in the 

thermal-mechanical modeling of LAHM. 

3.2 Mechanical properties of silicon nitride 

It is to be noted that plastic deformation is common in metals at room temper

ature but only occurs in ceramics at high temperature. The mechanical behavior 

21 
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ol ceramics can be established from the concepts of strc-ss and strain. This section 

mainl\' focuses on the high temperature failure- prc)|)erties of ce-ramics. The basic 

advantage of high temperature processing is plasticity. Solid form or /? form of 

silicon nitride is onl>- considered [79] in this work. The solid form of silicon nitride 

is obtained from silicon nitride powder. I'igure 3.1 shows that the tensile strength 

of silicon nitride decreases with temperature. 

1200 

u) a. 
800 

400 

800 1000 

Temperature '̂C 

Figure 3.1: High temperature strength of sihcon nitride 

Figure 3.2 illustrates [38] that silicon nitride has a plastic nature at high tem

perature as the amount of silica in silicon nitride increases. 

Table 3.1 lists the mechanical properties of commercially available silicon nitride 

[41]. 
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Figure 3.2: Stress-strain curve for siHcon nitride at 1400°C 

Tab 
Ceramic 
Material 

GN-10 
HP-coors 

EKasin D 
HP79 
N-600 

XL144 

e 3.1: Mechanical properties of 
Density 

gm 

3.31 
3.31 

3.3 
3.2 

3.15 
3.23 

Flexural 
Strength 

Mpa 
779 
906 
700 
750 
687 
770 

Young's 
Modulus 

GPa 
306 
311 
306 
320 
304 
382 

silicon nitride 
Poisson's 

ratio 

0.23-0.28 
0.26 
0.25 

Sound 
Velocity 

m 
sec-

9614 
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3.2.1 Deformation of silicon nitride at high temperatures 

The deformation responses of silicon nitride at high temperature is assumed us

ing the deformation mechanism map as proposed by Ashby [72, 80]. The high strain 

rate during machining is considered in the range of lO^s"' and lO^s"^ High strain 

rate testing of material behavior can provide useful information for applications 

such as machining, forging, punching, crash analysis, and other types of impact. At 

high rates, many materials deform by a mechanism which is different from those at 

low rates. Therefore, quasi-static stress-strain data often do not produce accurate 

predictions of processes at high strain rates. 

The coefficient of friction for ceramics on ceramics ranges from 0.05 ~ 0.5 [80]. 

Uehara et. al. [45] noted that at temperatures higher than 1300 ~ 1380°C the 

cutting state is of plastic deformation type. They observed that the cutting force 

decreases with temperature rise above this temperature range due to the decreasing 

flow stress of the ceramic. Thus the effect of high temperature cutting of ceramics 

follows the same trend as metal cutting. The schematic in Figure 3.3 shows the 

cutting force variation and chip type due to temperature change. 

Hot pressed or hot isostatic pressed silicon nitride are generally used for ma

chining. We find that the stress exponent for silicon nitride is near 2.7 [38]. Figure 

3.4 shows the deformation mechanism map for silicon nitride [81]. 
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Figure 3.4: Deformation mechanism map for silicon nitride 
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3.2.2 Constitutive model for high temperature ceramic 
machining 

The characteristic material behavior for a stress-strain analysis is best described 

by a constitutive model [82]. It is not easy to devise such a general constitutive 

law. In L.AHM, the induced stresses and strains are the response of the ceramic 

material to the thermal and mechanical loads. Ceramics deform plastically at high 

temperature like metals. Also in high strain rate dynamic processes like machining 

the material is best modeled as rate sensitive because the flow stress increases as 

the strain increases [71]. 

3.3 Thermal and optical properties of silicon nitride 

In order to find thermal solutions to the heat diffusion equation we need to know 

both the thermal and optical parameters of silicon nitride, Si3N4. The only optical 

parameter needed is reflectivity, p, when the material is opaque to the incident radi

ation. This can be derived from absorptivity of Si3N4 near the ablation temperature 

range [83]. It is noted that emissivity and reflectivity are measured at the single 

point ablation or target temperature. The absorption coefficient is given by 

47rfc' 
CCa = - ^ . (3.1) 

For transparent or dielectric material k' is negligible while for opaque and semi-

transparent materials it cannot be neglected. The index of refraction n — 2 and 

index of absorption at high temperature is fc' = 4.1. Hence the characteristic length 
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is 0.41/ni'i for silicon nitride; thus we sc-e that the skin depth is 25 times lower than 

the wa\elength of the- t 'Oi lascM- e-neigy and for any thicknc-ss of sillcoi] nitride more 

than a few hundred micromete-rs, the transmissivity will be zeio and the absorptiv

ity can be simply calculated as, a = \ — p. Thus silicon nitricle is opaque to laser 

energ> at high temperature. Thermal and optical properties used in this investiga

tion are listed in Table 3.2 [84]. The range of ablation temperature is from 2151K 

to 2400K. This range is considered from experimental observations by Modest [85]. 

The JANAF tables [86] were used to obtain the enthalpy values for silicon nitride. 

The property data listed in Table 3.2 represents a qualitative average from different 

published resources [2, 76, 87]. 

Table 3.2: Thermal and optical properties of silicon nitride 

Thermal or optical property 
Molecular weight 
Conductivity 
Thermal expansion 
Specific heat 

Sensible enthalpy[2, 87] 

Enthalpy of fusion [2] 

Enthalpy of vaporization[2] 

Heat of ablation[2, 76] 

Activation energy for gas phase[86] 
Gas constant 

Thermal diffusivity 
Minimum ablation temperature 
Critical temperature 

Reflectivity(C02) 

Value 
140.28 

12 .14 iS 
4.6 X 10-^K-i 
1 2 9 4 . 5 ^ - ^ 

2207^ 

1 3 0 ^ 
H i 

9770p 

12100|^ 

2 6 0 ^ 
mol 

59.26J/kg-K 

0 . 0 3 ^ 
sec 

2151K 
3500K 
0.15 
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3.1 Mechanical properties of silicon 

The strength of silicon depends on crystal perfection and oxygen content [88]. It 

is observed that ox.\gen content has little affect on dislocation of free silicon crystals. 

Therefore we assume defect free silicon crystals. It is noted by Noyes [88] that at 

elev^ated temperatures the oxygen content has no influence on dynamic processes. 

Significant softening occurs at elevated temperature that is evident by the decreased 

failure stress of single crystal silicon at elevated temperature [89] as shown in Figure 

3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Failure stress versus temperature for single crystal silicon 

The number of papers published on just mechanical properties of silicon is huge 

[90]. Polycrystalline silicon is a brittle material at room temperature, but plastic 

deformation occurs above 800°C. The ultimate tensile strength of silicon decreases 
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from 3r>0MPa at 900°C to lOOMPa at I l()0"C. In pure silicon the- tlic-rnial c-xpansion 

coefficient is approximate-ly 1.7 \ IO^ 'MK"' at temi)eia,tures above- <Sr)()K. The stress 

exponent for the o\er stress |)cnver law to lie used foi silicon has been suggested by 

Gerk [72] as p = 3. Table 3.!> gi\es the- me-chanic al properties of silicon. 

Table 3.3: Mechanical propertie-s of silicon 

Silicon 
Material 

Crystalline 

Densitx 

m3 

2330 

Flexural 
Strength 

Mpa 

350 

^bung's 
Modulus 

GPa 
150 

Poisson's 
ratio 

.25 

Sound 
velocity 

m 
ne.c 

8023 

3.5 Thermal and optical properties of sihcon 

Silicon is opaque in the visible range (short wave length) of the thermal radiation 

spectrum. 0.39 ~ 0.78^m, but it is semi-transparent in the infrared (long wave 

length) region. This is evident from the high index of absorption in the visible 

region and low index in the wavelength of the laser light. Thermal and optical 

properties of silicon are reported mainly in semiconductor relevant publications 

[77, 91]. Optical constants for silicon at different wavelengths are given by Brewster 

[92]. The refractive index of silicon is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The refractive index 

at the laser wavelength is thus equal to 3.42 [77]. The data in Table 3.4, used in 

this investigation, is adapted from several published resources [77, 91, 92]. 

The transmittance of silicon has been assumed [84] to be 0.03 at a higher average 

temperature of 600K, the absorptivity has a value of 0.67. The index of absorption 
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Figure 3.6: Refractive index versus wavelength of silicon 

Table 3.4: Thermal and optical properties of silicon 

Thermal or Optical Property 
Atomic Weight 
Density 
Conductivity 
Thermal expansion 
Specific heat 

Enthalpy of fusion 

Enthalpy of vaporization 

Heat of ablation 

Activation energy in gas phase 
Gas constant 

Thermal diffusivity 
Minimum ablation temperature 
Critical temperature 

Reflectivity(C02) 

Value 
28 
2330 ^ 

4.7 X 10-VK 
1 0 4 9 i - ^ 

1408f 

15934|^ 

19964^ 

2 1 9 ^ 
mol 

296.08J/kg-K 

0 . 0 7 ^ 
sec 

1683K 
4886K 
0.3 
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at 'lOOpiu is 0.011. Also to determine the- gas constant, the- molecular weight of Si 

is taken as 28.08. 



CHAPTEH IV 

MArilKM.AriCAL DI-RIVATIONS FOR Till ' LAHM 

MODEL 

1.1 Introduction 

.Any physical process can be modeled by mathematical formulations under a 

suitable set of assumptions. The mathematical model for LAHM consists of both a 

thermal and a mechanical model. The thermal model predicts the temperature dis

tribution in the workpiece and the location of the moving front while the mechanical 

model predicts the stress distribution. 

In this investigation both ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit are used 

to simulate LAHM thermo-mechanical simulations. The general thermal and me

chanical modeling capabilities in ABAQUS are not sufficient to model the LAHM 

process, therefore, complementary user subroutines are developed and used in 

ABAQUS/Standard to complete the thermal modeling. Some of the limitations 

of ABAQUS/Standard thermal problems relevant to our present context are listed 

as follows: 

1. Unable to model laser energy deposition as a function of depth. 

2. Unable to model laser ablation using phase change in ABAQUS/Standard. 

3. Unable to track the moving boundary. 

32 
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This chapte-r introduces the go\e-ining diffe-rc-ntial c-c|uation and the related 

boundar^• conditions to bê  use-d in the thermal mode-ling usc-r subroutiiie-s for sim

ulating L.AHM. The nie-chanical modeling dc-scribing the behavior of the material 

due to the action of the LAHM will be- fully ac complishe-d using ABAQUS/Explicit 

and the input file for the mechanical model using ABAQUS/Explicit options is de

scribed later. The modeling capabilities of ABAQUS/Explicit will incorporate an 

element removal criterion associated with LAHM. 

4.2 Thermal model 

The important part of the thermo-mechanical analysis is the heat conduction 

analysis which relates the thermal conditions to the resulting temperature field in 

the workpiece. The thermal model which is described by the temperature field 

in the work piece has to be determined as a necessary first step in the LAHM 

simulation. The thermal solution will be uniquely defined provided appropriate 

initial and boundary conditions are given. 

4.2.1 Thermal model assumptions 

We will incorporate the following assumptions: 

1. Geometry is two-dimensional. Since the laser beam radius is very narrow (on 

the order of nanometer) compared to the thickness and the width of the work-

piece, a two-dimensional analysis is assumed. The temperature gradient in the 

z-direction (assumed outwards to the plane of the paper) will be similar to 
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temperature gradient in the- x -direction and is considerably smaller than the 

gradient in the \-clire-ction [91]. Figme -1.1 shows the two-dimensioual model. 

2. Governing heat equation is transie-nt. 

3. Laser beam has a Gaussian distribution. 

4. The plasma formed, if any, is transpare-nt and ine-rt to the laser flux density 

and is thereby neglected. .As a consequence we also ignore the non-thermal 

photo-chemical ablation. 

5. The tool moves with a speed u in the negative x direction. 

6. Thermophysical properties are constant. 

7. Laser beam suflficiently ablates the solid in one step, i.e., no melt phase. That 

means we are considering only first-order phase transition. 

8. Laser beam operates in TEMQC mode. The beam divergence angle is small and 

the beam is focused intensely. 

9. Incident laser energy is directional and collimated. 

10. The workpiece is diffuse, homogeneous, isotropic and gray. The refractive 

index, n is uniform throughout the material. 

11. Kirchoff's and Planck's laws are valid because of local thermodynamic equilib

rium. 

file:///-clire-ction
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Laser radiation 

yA 

Workpiece 

Figure 4.1: LAHM two-dimensional geometry 

4.3 Scalable variables and parameters 

The following non-dimensional variables are defined to obtain a parametric rep

resentation of the results obtained from the simulation. It is to be noted that 

ABAQUS/Standard does not allow a non-dimensional representation of the heat 

equation; therefore the output variables must be scaled as needed when a compari

son is required. 

(T-T.A 7- 7/ 
(4.1) 

^ {T - Too) ^ 

{Ty-TooY i?(0)' 

The dimensionless parameters are given as follows: 

X _ y 
y = — 

VF 

N , = 
k{Ty - Too) 

aFoR{0) 
,Ne 

Bi 

pAHyVn 

hcR{0) 

aFo 
, t = 

period 

(4.2) 
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4.4 Governing differential equation 

The governing transient heat equation assuming energy inflow is positive is given 

b N-

dT 
- V • (qc + eJqd) = pCp— (4.3) 

where qc, is the conductive heat flux and q j is the radiative heat flux. The con

ductive heat flux is given as follows. 

qc = - f c V r (4.4) 

In the above Equation 4.3, p is the density and Cj, is the specific heat of the 

material. The conduction equation is valid for laser assisted processes because 

the characteristic time scale for a ceramic is above 10~^sec. The above governing 

equation can be generalized using dimensionless variables yielding a nondimensional 

heat equation when needed, but this is not required for ABAQUS/Standard. 

4.4.1 Surface absorption of laser beam intensity 

It is to be noted that in Equation 4.3, if e5 = 0, we consider the surface to be 

opaque and only surface absorption takes place. When the solid is assumed opaque 

the governing transient heat equation is given by 
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The equation for absorbed lase-r beam intc-nsity foi TEMoo lower order mode is 

gi\en below, assuming that the be-ain is incide-nt normally [93]. 

F = „ F o ( n - j ) e ^ ' ' ^ (4.6) 

where j is a unit \ector in the y direction. The laser intensity at the focal plane is 

given by: 

2P 

where P is the beam power. 

For this research, the laser energy distribution is only a spatial function for cw 

(continuous wave) lasers [48]. It has been assumed that the intensity is uniform at 

the small solid angle and the particular wavelength involved. Also we note that for 

surface absorption, the absorptivity of the workpiece is obtained from the reflectivity 

of the material. 

The radius R in Equation 4.6 is a function of the expanding laser beam: 

R = R{y) = ft, \jD^yV 
TTHg 

(4.8) 

where XL is the primary wave length of the laser beam, D is defined as the distance 

from the laser focal plane to the material surface, and y is the distance from the 

file:///ector
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surface to the point of de-pth in the- y-dire-ction. /i',, is the- laser be-am radius at the 

focal plane which is defined hv: 

2^0 = 0 . 6 3 ^ (4.9) 

where N.A is the Numerical .Aperture of the laser system, which is defined by the 

focal length and diameter of the lens. It is a constant for a particular system and 

is defined as follows: 

NA = 0 . 5 ^ (4.10) 

where Di is the diameter of the lens and F; focal length of the optical system. 

4.4.2 Volume absorption of laser intensity 

Silicon is a radiative semi-transparent media. Thus internal radiation at the 

ablation temperature can be important. Therefore a volume absorption model is 

developed allowing the evaluation of the thermal gradients including the internal 

radiation contribution in the silicon layer during LAHM. For volume absorption, 

i.e., putting ĉ  = 1, in the general Equation 4.3, we have 

dT 
kV'T - V • qd = pc,-^ (4.11) 
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4.4.3 Divergence of the radiative heat flux 

V • qd is the divergence of the radiative heat flux. This also known as the 

radiative source term. This term arises due- to the absc;r|)tion and emission of 

the internal radiation source in the semi-transparent material (scattering is not 

considered). This term can be expressed by the radiative transfer equation. V • q j 

is expressed by [94] 

V • qd = aa ( 4 n V r ' ' - G*) . (4.12) 

The divergence of the radiative heat flux due to a collimated laser beam in a 

semitransparent media can be obtained as follows. In this case we assume that the 

medium is participating and it is emitting and absorbing but nonscattering. Figure 

4.2 shows the condition of the laser intensity through a semitransparent object like 

silicon. It may be noted here that for transparent or optically thin materials nothing 

is absorbed and the intensity is passed through unattenuated. The mathematical 

derivation for a semi-transparent solid follows from the equation of transfer in a 

participating media [95]. The derivative of the radiative flux is obtained by the 

integration of the transfer equation. The transfer equation is an integro-differential 

equation; mathematical manipulation converts this to a differential equation as will 

be demonstrated in this section. 
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.̂y 

(a) 
(b) 

Figure 4.2: Intensity in semitransparent workpiece 

Equation 4.11 is the governing equation for the temperature distribution within 

the material. Evaluating the divergence of the radiative heat flux. Equation 4.12 

requires that Gt. the absorbed radiative flux be evaluated. 

Referring to Figure 4.2, the laser beam intensity is shown entering the material 

from the y=0 surface {0 < | ) in (a) and the y=L surface {6 > | ) in (b). The 

intensity within the material due to irradiation from the top (y=0) surface is 

I{T,e) = r /6exp[-(r , - T\)]dT's 
Jo 

(4.13) 

r = T,cos9 (4.14) 

For 0 < ^ < f, 

I{T,9) = h 1 — exp 
cos^ 

(4.15) 
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For the irradiation e-ntering at the bottom (y=L) snrlace, | < ^ < TT, the 

intensitv is. 

I{TM)= r lixM-{rs-T',)]dT', 
Jo 

i{T,e) = h 

T = T.jCC)S 0 + Tl 

{TL - T) 
1 - e x p - -

cos 6 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Howe^'er. for this research irradiation occurs only from one surface orienting the 

axis similar to (a) with the laser intensity in the positive y direction. Due to only 

emission then 

G = 27r / ' I(T,0)sinede . (4.19) 

Jo 

Substituting Equation 4.15 yields. 

G = 27r J:< 1 — exp 
cos^ 

sin ed9 (4.20) 

where r = J^ Kds. The integral part can be simplified by using exponential integral 

functions. Let u = cos 6, therefore, du = — sin 9d6 

G = du 2TX I /(, (1 — exp 

27r/(, — 27r/b / f exp f \\ du 

2nh{l-E2iT)) 

(4.21) 

= 2 n V r ( l - £ 2 ( T ) ) . 
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/•-•J(T) is the exponential inte-gral function and can IM- evaluated [96] as an infinite 

series. It is to be noted that this applie-s to optically thin materials only. For 

opticall>- thick material the term \amshe-s l,o zero. 

2 3 

/•;,(r) = 1 + (.577 - 1 + /n T)T - ~ + ^ - ... (4.22) 

Including the laser irradiation incident on the surface yields an expression for the 

total irradiation, 

Gt = {l-p)Foexp{-a,y) + 2n^aT^{l-E2{T)) . (4.23) 

Finally, we get the divergence of the radiative heat flux, that is required. 

V - q d = a,{4n^aT^-Gt) (4.24) 

= a a 4 n V r - (1 - p)aaFoexp{-aay) - aa2n^aT\l - E2 (r)) 

The solution scheme thus consists of the following three steps. First is to calcu

late Gt with a time step, A^, second is to calculate the term, V • q j and third is to 

discretize the thermal equation for each element. The over all system obtained is 

a non-linear tridiagonal system. This is solved using the ABAQUS/Standard finite 

element solver. The temperature at the next time step is then calculated using a 

backward differencing scheme in ABAQUS. 

file:///amshe-s
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4.5 Initial condition 

The initial condition for all the nodes in the workpie-ce is given by 

r (a- , j / ,0) = 293.0 K. (4.25) 

4.6 Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions required to determine the temperature distribution 

from the respective governing equation necessitate several surface energy balances. 

The location for the various boundary conditions that are needed are illustrated in 

Figure 4.3. For convenience, the upper surface boundary condition has been broken 

down into four regions; the first region being the laser unimpinged zone, the second 

region is the laser impinged zone, the third is the tool-chip zone and the last is the 

machined surface zone. The boundary conditions are described as follows. Figure 

4.5 shows the boundary dimensions of the workpiece. 

4.6.1 Boundary condition 1 

Region I(unimpinged zone): The unimpinged zone is the area where ablation has 

not occurred because the surface temperature is below the minimum laser ablation 

temperature. Performing an energy balance yields the boundary condition for this 

region. The equation is given by Equation 4.26 when u„ is set to zero. 

In region II (impinged zone): Within this region ablation of the material occurs. 

In Figure 4.5, we have defined Xmax and Xmin- We have neglected fixed temperature 
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Laser radiation 

Boundary Condition 
Region 

VF 

yA 

Workpiece 

Figure 4.3: LAHM process (not drawn to scale) 

ablation as some authors [97, 14, 76] have assumed in the past, because the laser 

ablation problem is not physically modeled by the Stefan condition. The following 

formulation has been derived following Chryssolouris [14]. Heat is lost both by 

convection and radiation but is negligible. The surface energy balance for this 

moving boundary is given by the Equation 4.26 and is shown in Figure 4.4. 

aPh = -h{kWT) + h,{Ts - Too) + ea [T^ - T^^) + v^pAHy 

a t y = S{x), Xrain < X < Xr, 

and Ts = Ty [l + 
r T 
^^^•p± y 

+ 
RTy 

(4.26) 



Laser energy absorption 

Convection and racJiation 

/ 
Ablat ion 

Figure 4.4: LAHM surface energy balance at the moving boundary 

This boundary condition contains the ablation velocity i;„. Since v„ is not known 

a priori, additional equations must be introduced. Section 4.6.4 presents the ad

ditional equations required to determine u„. It is noted again that the ablation is 

occurring within a temperature range rather than at a fixed temperature. Equation 

4.26 can be non-dimensionalized as follows: 

Ne - N, (B i f - n • V f ) l + ( § ) — e = 0 (4.27) 

at y — 5(x) , —1 < X < -f 1 

4.6.2 Incorporating enthalpy of removal 

The term Ai /^ , includes all the energy that is required to vaporize the solid 

in one step. By definition, ablation means instantaneous removal of melt [98]. 
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Therefore, the sensible he-at in the ve-ry thin non promine-nt liciuid silicon phase zone 

is neglected because of the- low thermal diffusivity of metal oxides and nitrides, i.e., 

ceramics [99] and also because the- vapor pre-ssnre-s (c-.xccedlng atmospheric pressure) 

that forcibly expel the licjuid silicon obtained as a result of decomposition following 

the chemical equation, SiaN, = 3Si(liquid) -1- 2N2(gas). Taken into account are the 

sensible heat term due to the solid phase and both the latent heat of vaporization, 

hg, and fusion, hf, in the enthalpy of removal. 

AHy = Cp[Ts - Too] + hj + hg (4.28) 

The enthalp\ of vaporization decreases with temperature and is updated as 

follows [100]. Here, Tc. is the critical temperature. The critical temperature in 

Equation 4.29, is the highest possible temperature where the phases co-exist. 

hg{T) = h TJ (4.29) 

4.6.3 Normal velocity at the solid-vapor interface 

The LAHM process is by definition not an equilibrium process. Equilibrium 

concepts are unable to provide information about the time required to attain equi

librium, the steps involved in the pursuit of lowest energy state, or the rate of 

ablation during the transition from the solid to the final gas state. These could 

only be addressed in terms of kinetics. Even with a state of near thermodynamic 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of boundary dimensions 
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equilibrium, kinetics control the ablation rate- The dc-scription of kinetics of the 

L.AHM ablation process invohc- hot h solid and gas phase- activation energy. For the 

LAHM process the diffe-rence betwe^ni the forward and ic-vc-rse reactions occurring 

at the ablation interface are much smaller than the rates themselves since the re

moval rate is t>picall>- very small. Thus the ablation |)rocess can be treated as a 

near equilibrium s>stem considering only the vapor and sohd immediately adjacent 

to the interface [101]. 

Two conditions are to be defined at the moving front. One is the temperature 

range that describes the phase change from solid to vapor and the second is the 

heat balance [102]. The normal velocity is required to obtain the heat balance 

equation at the moving front. The required normal velocity has not been calculated 

in Chryssolouris's formulation [14]. The planer front velocity cannot be used in laser 

processing because for a finite superheat the front velocity attains a non-physical 

infinitive value as calculated by Anisimov [97]. 

The first ever article on the normal front interface velocity was presented by 

Langmuir [103]. His derivation was based on surface curvature and surface tension 

required for a liquid phase. In our present context we ignore the liquid phase. Also 

ignored is the plume expansion velocity that can be described by a Maxwellian 

velocity distribution as derived by Yilbas [58]. What is required is the surface 

recession velocity. 
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Modest [104] pre>sente-cl the- planer interface- ve-locity using a pre-ex|)onential 

factor, in the form of an .Arrhe-nius c-quation. These- pie exponential factors are 

derived empirically and matc^-ial constants are neede-d to be- specified [105]. Modest 

used the same t>pe of empirical equation as has bt-e-n clc-scribed by Wolf [106]. 

Ready [3] presented this velocity using a statistical mc-chanics relationship, but this 

approach required the surface atom density. 

In all the above formulations, the phase change has been assumed to occur 

isothermalh'. We must note that the process involved in typical laser ablation is 

non-isothermal. For an isothermal Stefan process or dirichlet boundary condition, 

the interface velocit}' is constant, which is not true for laser ablation. Thus, the 

Stefan problem as defined by a single ablation temperature is not applicable to laser 

ablation. One of the fundamental shortcomings of the Stefan model is that there 

is no upper bound on the phase boundary velocity. This explains why at very high 

temperature gradients like in the laser machining process it is incorrect to use the 

Stefan model. Besides, Stefan's formulation is incapable of predicting the formation 

of a residual layer. Also we note that at high irradiance levels ( » lO^^W/cm^), the 

surface temperature and vapor pressure approach or exceed the critical point. 

At this point, the distinction between condensed and vapor phases disappear. 

Any material near the thin ablation front than can be treated as an ideal gas. 

Hence the temperature dependence of the normal velocity can be used as a kinetic 

boundary condition for the heat conduction problem. 
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Examples ol non-isotlu-rmal phase- change- problems are v<-ry sc aice in the litera

ture. Notable publications that revie-w non isothermal |)hasc- change involve the fa

mous equations known as the lle-le-Shaw, Cahn-Hilliard, Lokker-Planck and Avrami 

equations [107, 108]. The Cahn-Hilliard ecjuation is actually a different form of 

Hele-Shaw equation. The Fokker-planck and Avrami e-c|uation employ stochastic 

processes and can handle the presence of porosity [34]. A new mathematical model 

currently used in phase transition theory is called Cellular Automata [109], which 

deals with the life and death of a cell and then uses mathematical relations to find 

the interface position; this is beyond the current scope of our thesis. The derivation 

to be used in this work is based on the general Gibbs free energy change [110, 111]. 

4.6.4 Procedure to track ablating surface 

The reason behind tracking the moving boundary is to find the ablated surface 

so that the boundary condition can be applied and ultimately to obtain the temper

ature distribution. The normal surface recession velocity is estimated by the rate 

of atomic transitions at the ablation interface. The advantage of this formulation 

is that no empirical constants need to be determined. The normal velocity at the 

interface can be derived from kinetic theory. The atoms near the interface can be 

viewed as located in potential wells, where the depth of the well is representative of 

the free energy of the atom in a particular state. Thus the well is deeper for atoms 

in the solid state than in the vapor state. The difference between the two depths is 
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essentially the free energy of ablation Ac/,, as shown in Figure- 4.6. The activation, 

AE, is the energ>- required for an atom to cross from the vapor to the solid. It is 

also known as the acti\ation energy of diffusion. 

• 

Free " 
Energy • 

' •> 

: " \ . A 

/ \ / 
: i •• AE 

• - 'V • 

; 
• • 

• a 

• 
• 

solid vapor 

Figure 4.6: Free energy versus position diagram 

Atoms are constantly vibrating as a consequence of the thermal energy in the 

system. If every atom is allowed to detach from the solid then the ablation rate 

would simply be ni/, where, n is the number of atoms and u is the atomic vibration 

frequency. There are two barriers in accomplishing this. The first is the kinetic 

barrier, AE, and the second is the the thermodynamic barrier, AGsg-, which is the 

net free energy change in the system after the solid has ablated. The thermodynamic 

enthalpy difference, AGsg, is actually the difference of free energies in the solid and 

gas state. From statistical mechanics, a successful jump rate of an atom from a 

solid to vapor is given by Boltzmann Probability function [112], 



(',,,, = i^ e-\p Rjr^ where-, T>Ty 

and an atomic jump rate- from the vapor to solid is given by. 
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(4.30) 

/Vs = ' ' exp 
- A A' 

RyT 
where, T > Ty (4.31) 

Therefore, the surface recession velocity is given by net difference in jump rates 

times the distance a between the potential wells [112], 

a{uys — i/sv) (4.32) 

The normal velocit\- is thus. 

Vn = 
-AE\ 

-AE\ 

RyT J au exp 

V exp 
-AE 

R„T 

1 — exp 

1 — exp 

-(A^ + Aq,) 
RyT 

-i^Gsg) 

RyT 

i^Gsg) 
RyT 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

Equation 4.34 is derived similarly by Kapat et al. and Buckbaum et al. [113, 

114], and essentially gives the rate at which atoms at the surface can escape from 

the potential well in which they find themselves and leave the surface. The distance, 

a, is in the range of 8 ~ 10^ units and i/, the atomic jump frequency for solids is 

around 10^^ Hz. v* is the characteristic speed of sound in the material [115, 116]. 

It is to be noted that the vibrational frequency, z/, is equivalent to the thermal 
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energ> and can be obtained from ~~, whe-re A; and /; are the- Boltzmann and Planck 

constants, respecti\ely. .Appre-ciable- ablation occ nrs at the- e-xpense of the Gibbs free 

energy change of the body if the solid is hc-ated beyond the vapor temperature. The 

maximum increase in surface temperature due- to the- ablation phenomena neglecting 

an>- morphological and compositional e-Hects on tempc-rature is given as [113, 117]. 

'• ='" (' ̂  ^ + f ) <"=) 

The surface temperature range for this work is restricted to 2151K ~ 2400K, 

for silicon nitride. It is to be noted that because of the large activation energy, the 

recession front proceeds ver}^ slowly. The activation energy can also be determined 

from the kinetic energy of the gas molecules [118]. The relevant properties of silicon 

are listed in Chapter III. The temperature range for silicon is assumed to be 1683K ~ 

1900K [119]. 

Now let us consider the thermodynamic property called Gibbs function. The 

Gibbs function G is defined by the following relation[112]. 

G = H -TS (4.36) 

It is noted that as H, T and S are all properties of state. Therefore, G is also a 

property of state. 
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In the exinession for the- normal velocity, Lc|uation 4.34, the Gibbs function is 

required. We need to formulate-, the- Ciiltbs Ire-e e-ne-rgy change for non-isothermal 

laser ablation, i.e, we need to show the tempc-rature- de-pc-ndence- of the Gibbs free 

energy. Let us make the following assumptions: 

1. Gra\ itational effects are neglected. 

2. There is no stress term contribution to the Gibbs free energy equation for laser 

ablation. Interfacial stress contribution is only appreciable during solidification 

[120]. 

3. Interfacial velocity is limited by the sound velocity [110]. 

4. There are no capillary effects. 

5. Reversible heat transfer occurs at the minimum ablation temperature. 

6. Specific heat of the solid is constant and specific heat of gas is negligible. 

7. Orientation dependence and trapping of particles are neglected [107]. 

8. Overheat term due to compositional and morphological change has been ne

glected [117]. 

9. Kinetics of laser ablation and solidification are symmetric [34]. 

The Gibbs free energy differential between the solid and gas phase during laser 

ablation is given by 

dG = dH - SdT - TdS (4.37) 



For processes that occur o\e-r a range- of tem])eral,ure entropy production must 

be found by integration. As entroiw' is a function of tc-mperatnre, the c-ntropy 

differential can be written as following 

dS = ~dT = S'dT . (4.38) 

Substituting this in Equation 4.37, we have 

dG = dH -SdT-TS'dT . (4.39) 

We are now in a position to integrate the above expression from the minimum 

ablation temperature Ty to superheat ablation temperature T. This will provide us 

the Gibbs free energy difference, AGsg-, as a function of temperature. Also we must 

note here that for any non-equilibrium (spontaneous) process like laser ablation the 

entropy production is always positive and Gibbs free energy change is negative. 

This is in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics. The integration is 

performed as following 

dG = dH - SdT - / TS'dT 

= j CdT - I SdT- I TS'dT (4.40) 
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The modification of enthali\v of re-mo\al arises due- to the fac-t that energy jump 

across the interface occurs at /' > /'„. Incorporating this in the aLove ec|uation we 

have 

AGsg = I CdT- I Tds- I SdT 

= CAT- I TS'dT- [ SdT (4.41) 

where AGgg, C are the change in free energy from solid to gas, and C is the the 

specific heat of the solid during ablation that is assumed constant. Every term 

in the above equation represents a non-equilibrium process. This condition is also 

defined as a metastable condition. The metastable region is due to the departure 

from equilibrium by an amount of excess energy [121]. Performing integration by 

parts, we can expand the formulation as following 

AGsg = / CdT - f Tds- [ SdT 

rT rT 
= CAT- I TS'dT- I SdT 

JTy JTV 

rT ( [T dT /-^ \ A^ 

= CAr-TX_s'<ir+(X_-/^_sVT)-/^^wr 
= CAT-T f S'dT + f SdT- f SdT 

Jn JTv JTy 

= CAT-T f S'dT 
JTy 

= CAT-TS{T)^TS{Ty) . (4.42) 
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To nie-asure the entrop\- of ablation N(/') at temperature- T, we would first 

cNaluate the entrop\ at minimum ablation tc-mperatnre- Then mc-asure how much 

superheat needs to be added for /' > Ty [122). 

AGsg = CAT - T 
T' 

S{ry) + C I d{lnT) + TS{Ty) 

= CAT - TS{Ty) - CT\n ( ^ ) -f- TS{Ty) 

CAT-CT\n (^ 
\Ty 

2AT 

T + Ty 
CAT-CT 

Let, {AG)j be the change of free energy at the equilibrium ablation temperature, 

i.e., when, T = Ty. At equilibrium, it is known that, AG = ( A G ) j = 0. In laser 

processing the surface temperature is not isothermal, thus the change in Gibbs free 

energy due to a temperature, T > Ty can be represented as AG{T). Let us call this 

the Gibbs free energy change due to non-isothermal ablation and represent the term 

as AGsg. This term is a measure of the driving force for the non-isothermal laser 

ablation process. It represents the non-equilibrium metastable condition between 

sohd and gas [123, 124]. 

At T > Ty, AGsg is negative and hence 1 - e «-T- is a negative number, leading 

to a negative value for u„. This is understandable, since when T > Ty, the material 

starts ablating. At Ty, AGy = 0, which yields, Vn = 0. As the temperature T is 
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increased, AG^, beconu-s incre-asingly ne-gative- with the- result that Vn decreases. 

Thus for the non ec|uilibrium lase-r ablation process and spontaneity, AG'̂ g < 0; we 

must have T > I\.. 

The normal \elocit\ is thus gi\en b\'. 

I'n = V exp 
AE 

R.:r 
1 — exp 

^'^T[i-^y 
RyT 

(4.44) 

where c" is the characteristic speed of sound in the material. This is given by, 

(4.45) 

Thus the removal of material is not only governed by the thermodynamical driv

ing force but also by the kinetics of the process taking place at the phase boundary. 

In region III (machined zone), the beam and the tool have passed. An energy 

balance in this region yields the following boundary condition with the above defined 

variables and parameters. In Figure 4.7, we have defined xc and X2F-

dT_ 
dy 

= 0 (4.46) 

at y = S{xc), X2F — Xc < X < X^F 
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Laser radiation 
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yA 
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\ 
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< Xr 

\Region 

Workpiece 

^2F 

Figure 4.7: Boundary condition 

4.6.5 Boundary condition 2 

The total yp is depicted in Figure 4.7. This boundary is the bottom of the 

workpiece as shown. 

5T 
dy 

0 (4.47) 

at y = yF, -XF < X < {X2F - XF) 

4.6.6 Boundary condition 3 

An adiabatic boundary condition on the left and right side of the workpiece as 

shown in 4.7 has been used: 

dT 
dx 

= 0 (4.48) 

file:///Region
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at r = xp and 

x = .r2F - -I'F 

at 0 < !/ < yp . 

4.6.7 Changed boundary conditions 

For the case when the material is considered to be semitransparent, the boundary 

condition previously specified for region II must be changed, because in the energy 

equation. Equation 4.11, the radiative flux is now included. In this case, the laser 

energy is not absorbed on the surface but it is volumetricafly absorbed as a function 

of depth. The surface energy balance for region II yields 

Ne - Nk (B i f - n • V f ) 
dS^^' 

^ + Ui = 0 (4.49) 

at y = S{X), 

-1 < X < -t-1 

4.7 FEM formulation and solution method of the thermal model 

For the thermal FEM we need global formulation from the differential equations 

representing the appropriate governing heat equation. The global system formu

lation consists of a system of equations in algebraic form. Sufficiently continuous 
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trial and weighting functions are required. In this se-ctiou we will discuss the fi

nite element formulation in ABAC^JS [125]. Figure- 1.8 shows the- lase;r beam and 

two-dimensional finite element mesh of the workpiece. 

Laser Beam 

Tool 

Workpiece 

Figure 4.8: Laser beam and two-dimensional finite element mesh of workpiece 

Using the standard Galerkin approach the energy balance equation can be ex

pressed in a variational form. The advantage of using the Galerkin approach is the 

use of the same shape function for the variables and elements. It is to be noted that 

ABAQUS/Standard uses the general Galerkin formulation [126] in which the shape 

functions are the same as the weighting function. 
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In summar\', the Gale-rkin me-thod can be de-se ribed as follows. If L(v)=f is 

the goxerning equation in a domain f], the-n the re-sidnal is, R=L-f. The CJalerkin 

method sa\s that if the weighting function tv = N, where Â  is the shape function, 

then the \olume integral of the- weighte-cl residual ecpials zero within the domain i.e.. 

/ RWSl = 0 . (4.50) 
In 

The overall thermal energy must balance at all times. In other words, the net 

rate of heat entering a control surface plus the rate of energy generated in the control 

volume must equal the rate of increase of internal energy of the control volume. 

The Lagrangian formulation of the energy balance equation for an arbitrary control 

volume can be expressed as follows: 

f qdT + J rdn = J pildn . (4.51) 

The first term in the above equation represents the net surface flux when q is 

a positive heat flux per unit area into the body crossing a surface F . The second 

term is the volumetric flux term and the third term represents storage. 

The finite element formulation begins with the governing differential equation. 

In general, 

pU = - ^ . q + r (4.52) 
dx 

file:///olume
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Now if wê  multipl\- the abo\e- e-nergy e-epiation by an arbitrary vailational tempera

ture field, ST and integrate- the e-e|uation cnc-r the- full domain(volume-) of the body 

we obtain a \-ariational form of the e-ne-rgy balance- e-c|nation: 

^ pCSTdn = - I ( ~ • g) STdn + / rSTdO. . (4.53) 

Now apply the chain rule to the first term on the right hand side of the above 

equation. 

r Q i i 1 

/ pUSTdQ = - f —• (q5T) + q • ^(ST) dn+ f rSTdn . (4.54) 
Jn Jn [dx dx J Jn 

We can now use the divergence theorem to transform a volume integral to a 

surface integral. The divergence theorem is applied to the first term within the 

brackets on the right hand side of Equation 4.54, yielding: 

/ pUSTdn - f ^ • q 5 ^ = - f q* fi{5T)dT + f rSTdn (4.55) 
Jo. Jn dx Jr Jn 

or 

/ pilSTdn - f ^ • q 8 n = [ q{5T)dV + I rSTdn . (4.56) 
Jn Jn dx Jr Jn 

The above formulation is known as the weak formulation. Substituting Fourier's 

heat conduction law, we have the following form: 

file:///-ariational
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L^^'''''^^+X i r •' ' kr '̂̂ ^ -.(''^^''+i'^^^'^ (4.57) 
where k is the thermal conductivity matrix. 

The domain is now discretized geometrically using finite elements. Let us as

sume the temperature T and temperature gradient | | within a finite element is 

interpolated from the nodal temperatures T ^ . This can be expressed as following: 

T = A ' ^ r ^ and ^ = ^ f ^ (4.58) 
dx dx 

where A •^' and A-^ are the interpolation functions or shape functions and the su

perscripts .M and V are the number of nodes. The shape functions in ABAQUS 

can be linear or polynomial. 

The standard Galerkin approach states that the variational temperature, 5T, 

is interpolated with the same functions as temperature. Therefore the variational 

temperature and the temperature gradient can be written as: 

riST dN^ 
ST=N''6f'' and ^ =. ^ S f " . (4.59) 

dx dx 

Let us now substitute these interpolation functions in the heat balance equation 

to obtain the following approximation: 
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ST'-1 / .V\./ dn + I '̂ ^y,' . k. '^dnf^' - f qN'^dr - f rN'^dn] = o . 
{•'ii Jn iix ()x Jr Jn j 

(4.60) 

In the above equation the \ariational c|nantitie-s are arbitrary, hence the term 

inside the curly brackets can be equated to zero, giving the following: 

/• V • r d V-^ dN^ r r 
j^.\'^pUdn + J ^ ^ ^ . k . ^ d n f ' ' = J^qN''dT + JrN''dn = 0 . (4.61) 

Now if the temporal change in internal energy is replaced by temperature rate, the 

formulation can be presented as: 

/ N^pCN'^^-^d^-V / ^ . f c . ^ d n f ^ = / qN^dV+ / rN^'d^ = 0 . 
Jn dt Jn dx dx Jr Jn 

(4.62) 

Thus for each element we get an equation in algebraic format. This can also 

be put in matrix form for computational purposes. Assuming that , {T^} is the 

nodal temperature vector, [G^], the element capacitance matrix, [K^], elemental 

conductivity matrix and [Q^], is the elemental load vector, the elemental matrix 

relation is given as follows: 

[K"]{T^}-b[C^]t" = {Q^} (4.63) 

file:///ariational
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where, 

[C^] = Jn ^' /'GpA''^'(fn is the- elemental he-at ca])acity matrix 

[A^] = JQ ~r • k • '-^^dO. is the elemental e ondnctivity matrix 

{Q'] = Ir^'^'^dr + J^rA^iin is the e-lemental exte-rnal load or flux vector. 

Using inter-element continuity equations and correspondence between the local 

and the global nodes we obtain the global formulation as 

[A]{T} + M t = {B} (4.64) 

where M is the global capacity matrix, that is obtained from the summation of the 

element capacity matrices. The global conductivity matrix, A, and the global load 

vector, B, are obtained from assembhng the elemental conductivity and load vector, 

respectiveh'. The temperature vector is T. The global set of equations is to be solved 

with specific boundary conditions for the temperature distribution. Nonlinearity 

is caused by either nonlinear governing equations such as temperature-dependent 

properties, radiation or nonlinear laser flux. A general approach to handle non-linear 

equations is to iterate using linear procedures. 

4.7.1 Time integration 

For time integration ABAQUS/Standard uses a fully implicit time stepping 

method known as the backward Euler method. The reference frame is Lagrangian 
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i.e., the meshes deform with the nnite-rial. Hc-ncc- for each material point or node 

" j " , the material time dc-rivatiNe is approximated as: 

7'J _ 7' 
',+A, - ^^ • (4.65) 

The iteration is continued until conxergc-uce- is achie-ved for non-linear problems. 

The above equation is derived from the following recurrence- time stepping operator 

of the form 

^'+A. = T, -f A^ [ 7 r ^^, + (1 - 7 ) t , ] (4.66) 

where ) is an o\ er-relaxation parameter. We get the backward Euler form when 

") = 1. Generally the relaxation parameter is defined within 0 < 7 < 1. 

4.7.2 Thermal model solution technique 

The system of equations that govern the LAHM process are nonlinear. Nonlinear 

equations are solved by a modified Newton's method in ABAQUS/Standard. This 

is a slight variation from the more well-known full Newton-Raphson method. The 

system of equations are non-linear in temperature. Thus the stiffness matrix has 

a direct dependence on temperature. The method is called a modified Newton's 

method because the tangent or the Jacobian matrix is approximated (not exact) 

[127]. The modified Newton's method differs from the full Newton-Raphson method 

in how frequently the stiffness matrix is recalculated. In the full Newton method 

the stiffness is recalculated at every iteration, but in the modified Newton method 

it is not. In ABAQUS/Standard the modified Newton method's stiffness matrix 
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is recalculated after every eight derations by default. This is because the tangent 

matrix or the Jacobian matrix change-s very litl le from iteration to iteration. 

Introducing the time inte-gration schc-nie-, the- nonlinear system of equations can 

be represented as follows: 

[ K j n n ; , = i n : (4.67) 

where K is the stiffness matrix , F is the load vector, n is the number of nodes and 

the index, "i" , denotes the iteration number. The residual is then given by 

{ m ? = [K]r{T}r^.i - {F}r . (4.68) 

The solution is determined iteratively such that . 

The modified Newton method is then, 

[J]{cr = -{RV (4.70) 

with {Tt^.At}"+i = {r^+At}" + {c}"- Here {c}" is the correction vector. The conver

gence criterion in the ABAQUS/Standard algorithm is given as < 10~^. An effective 

specific heat is used inside the latent heat at the temperature range as described 

earlier. The algorithm can be summarized as [128]: 

1. Assemble the global matrix [K]" and the global vector { F } " . Store non-zero 

elements only. 
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2. Calculate the residual, {/?};* = [K]"{^/'}r+, - {F]"^ using sparse matrix multi

plication in ABAQUS. 

3. -Assemble the Jacobian matrix [J]. 

4. Solve Equation 4.70 by the sparse solve-r available- in ABAQUS that automat

ically checks for convergence. 

4.8 FEM formulation and solution method of the mechanical model 

The mechanical modeling of LAHM, tooLworkpiece interaction, chip failure and 

separation, etc., used the .ABAQUS/Exphcit solver. The details of the machin

ing model is covered in Chapter V. From the machining point of view, the two-

dimensional assumption is appropriate because of the loading and geometry. Since 

orthogonal machining in two dimensions enforces consideration of non-colinear or 

bilinear forces, the related stresses and strains will be biaxial in nature. In this 

case, the strain in the z-direction is assumed to be constant or zero. The non-zero 

strains occur only in the x-y directions. As a rule of thumb, we can consider a 

two dimensional domain to be a plane strain problem when the width of cut during 

machining is more than five times larger than the depth of cut [129]. 

The equations of motion are integrated using a central differencing scheme in 

ABAQUS/ExpHcit. Boundary conditions are defined by the user. For this work, 

the boundary conditions, illustrated in Figure 4.9, are 
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U{x,!i = !IF) = 0 

U{X = X2F) = 0 . 

(4.71) 

Figure 4.9: Mechanical analysis boundary conditions 

The kinematic conditions at one increment are used to calculate the kinematic 

conditions at another increment. There are no simultaneous equations (iterations) 

to solve and hence no global tangent stiffness matrix is formed. For time integration 

ABAQUS/Explicit uses central difference algorithm. The program solves for the 

dynamic equilibrium condition at the beginning of the increment and this gives the 

nodal accelerations, as follows: 
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^'^\i\ = '^' '(P\<\-l\<\) (4.72) 

where .1/ is the nodal mass matrix, P and / are- the e-xternal and internal forces at the 

nodes and ii is the acceleration cre-ate-d at that incre-mc-ntal time The acceleration is 

then integrated explicitl>- in time to obtain the- nodal ve-locity, ii, that is integrated 

to obtain the nodal displacements, u according to the following equations. 

(Atit+At\ + Ai|t|) 
"|,+ ^ | = i^ | ,_^| + ^ «|t| (4.73) 

u\t+^t\ = u\t\ + ^t\t+At\uu+^i (4-74) 

Next, the element strain increments are calculated from the strain rates and 

then the stresses are calculated from the constitutive equations for the model [51]. 

Finally the nodal internal forces are assembled at each element and strain increment 

and stresses are calculated until the analysis has reached the desired total time. 

Thus the state at the end of the time increment is determined by the state 

(displacement, velocity, etc.) at the beginning of the increment. Thus it is aptly 

termed an Explicit method. The explicit dynamics algorithm can be summarized 

as following [125]: 

1. Calculations at each node 

(i) For dynamic equilibrium: 
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(ii) For Explicit t ime inte-gration: 

»|,+ A.j = " | ,_AI | + ^ ^ ^ " M 

»|/ + Ar| = "|t| + -^'|/ + A/|»|,^.A1|; 

2. Calculations at each element 

(i) Computation of element strain increments, dt, from the strain rate, e 

(ii) Computation of element stress, a, from the material constitutive equation. 

(iii) Assembling of the nodal internal forces , /|t+At|; 

3. Set / -j- Af to ^ and repeat from step 1. Thus the process is repeated for the 

next time increment. 



(CHAPTER V 

BASIC (X)NCFr IS AND PROCFDURIvS OF LAHM 

INPUT MODELS 

5.1 Introduction 

FE.A is an anal\'sis tool for studying the behavior of various thermo-mechanical 

designs. FEA can be used to predict the ability of a design to withstand extreme 

loading conditions that cannot be duplicated in an experiment. This chapter con

tains the basic terms and concepts used for writing the input model files for LAHM 

that uses ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit FEA solvers. 

Transient heat transfer analysis for LAHM is accomplished by using 

ABAQL'S/Standard with the help of user subroutines. The machining process for 

LAHM is accomplished by writing the input code to be used by the explicit dynamic 

procedure provided in ABAQUS/Explicit. 

LAHM has been modeled assuming plane strain since the thermal and mechani

cal loading along the workpiece edge does not vary significantly. The thermal prop

erties of the material are assumed isotropic. An interactive post processor called 

the ABAQUS/Post is used for all post-processing needs. 

73 
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5.2 Synopsis of the finite e-le-meut me^thod 

The finite element method consists of discretization of the physical problem by 

choosing appropriate element types and shape functions. This is known as the pre

processing. Elemental stiffness matrices and vectors are calculated for each element, 

and assembled to form the global stiffness matrix and the global vector. Boundary 

constraints are incorporated into these global formulations. 

In the analysis phase, a set of global equations are solved numerically to deter

mine the unknown field variables in the model. Figure 5.1 shows the main steps 

of the finite element method. The output of the finite element program contains 

huge amounts of data, hence the necessity of representing only the desired values 

is demanded. The process of only representing the required values is known as 

post-processing. 

It is to be noted that the finite element method is an approximation method, 

therefore modelling techniques are to be applied carefully such that it can be re

lated to an established database for validation. The issues that are satisfied in this 

research by using the finite element techniques for obtaining a LAHM simulation 

are modeling of the dynamic motion of the tool, comparison of stresses and strains 

with an established database and incorporation of the boundary conditions. The 

advantages of using the finite element method are the following: 

1. Complex geometries can be easily modeled. 

2. Non-linearity due to geometry and material effects can be readily handled. 
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3. .Arbitrary support and loading conditions can be liaiidled. 

4. Different non-line-ar thermal bonndai)- conditions can be t,rc-ated 

Discretization o( the physical geometry mocJel 

Selecting the approximating or shape functions 

Derivation ol the elemental equation by either 
variational or weighted reslcjual method 

Assemblage of the global system equation 

Incorporate the boundary conditions 

Numerical solution of the global equation 

A 
N 
A 
L 
Y 
S 
1 
S 

Post processing and presentation of results in 
graphical or animated form 

P 
0 
S 
T 

Figure 5.1: Steps in the finite element method 

5.3 Steps in model approximations 

The use of legitimate approximations serve the acceptability and purpose of the 

problem under investigation using the finite element technique. Before modeling 

the physical problem into a FEA input file for ABAQUS, approximations are made 

regarding the following: 
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1. Material properties, 

2. Geometry, 

3. Loading conditions, 

4. Boundary constraints. 

Approximations in the material propertie-s are made by weighing in their ac

cepted degree of variations. It is safe to assume isotropic material properties when 

the thermal variation is negligible. Geometric approximations reduce the dimen

sionality of the problem. Thus in LAHM, a plane strain model is a convenient 

representation of the full scale process. As a rule, for incident heat flux loading 

conditions the thermal loads are converted to nodal values. Boundary constraints 

for the tool and workpiece are defined such that the workpiece remains fixed and 

the tool moves with a constant cutting velocity. 

5.4 Conventional mechanical machining principles 

Machining processes can be orthogonal or oblique. In oblique machining, the cut

ting tool edge is not perpendicular to the direction of the tool motion and the plane 

the chip separates from, hence it is best suited for three-dimensional analysis. How

ever, for our present analysis we restrict ourselves to an orthogonal two-dimensional 

machining. Thus the orthogonal machining process is modeled as plane strain. The 

workpiece material undergoes large strains as it is forced to cross a thin region called 

the shear plane. The shear plane is the main region of plastic deformation. 
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In the contact re-gion the cutting forces are allected due t.o the friction forces 

at the tool-chip interface- and the ge-onu-tr\' of the chip. The machining operations 

follow glide and climb dislocation [38]. The de-lormation of the c:hips in the plastic 

region exhibit a change of thickness in the- chip, which is physically realistic with 

orthogonal machining operations. The chip is thinner whc-n there is less friction and 

vice \ersa. This is demonstrated in the FE simulation of the machining model by 

changing the friction coefficient as shown in Figure 5.2. The contact pair interaction 

between the tool and the work material present very high contact stresses. Also, it is 

noted that close to the cutting edge the compressive stresses are usually larger than 

the yield stress of the workpiece material. Figure 5.3 shows the basic terminology 

in orthogonal machining. During high strain rate machining, no built-up edge is 

formed. The reason for this is that the strain hardening is avoided due to the plastic 

flow of the chip. Thus, new surfaces are generated plastically as the tool moves into 

the workpiece. 

5.4.1 Modeling chip separation 

Chip separation is modeled using ABAQUS/Explicit. The model is nonlinear 

in terms of equivalent plastic strain due to the damaged elasticity. The machining 

input models will be described here for the chip separation. *FAILURE option 

is used to model the chip separation in ABAQUS/Explicit. This allows stable re

moval of failure elements during machining. The finite element model for orthogonal 
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Figure 5.2: Chip thickness versus friction 
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Tool Rake Fac;e 

Figure 5.3: Terminology in orthogonal machining 
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machining ge\->metr\ ccMisists of chip e-le-me-nts, base- e-lemeuts and failure elements. 

Figure 5.4 shows the base, cliip and fail e-leme-nts de-linc-d in the work|)iere for the 

.ABAQUS/Kxplicit input file. The edge- of the tool is phue-d just in front of the 

i ! • 
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j ! i 1 1 I 1 1 

1 . ! 

M • 1 i ' ' ! 1 ' 

, ' 11 
1 1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 
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1 

—' 

i 

1 

J| 1 M 1 , 
J CHIP 

1 1 1 

" FAIL 

-f J 
BASE 

Figure 5.4: Base, chip and fail elements 

failure elements. The chip separation is based on the value of the equivalent plastic 

strain. The stress-strain curve is given in Figure 5.5. The solid lines are the actual 

stress path, while the dashed lines depict the no damage or cutting condition. The 

failure strain value is assumed from Strenkowski [130]. The recommended range 

is 0.5 to 1.0. For this analysis the failure strain value is assumed to be 0.6 for all 

the machining model for our current purpose. The damaged elasticity is along the 

unloading path as shown in the Figure 5.5. The damage may occur as a result 

of low yield strength or due to damaged elasticity. As the tool advances into the 

workpiece, the equivalent plastic strain exceeds the failure strain, thus the elements 
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in the region are automatically dele-ted from the- nie-sh. The damage is zero when 

the offset plastic strain, < / ' , equals the equivalent plastic strain, ? ' . But when it 

equals the failure strain, t'j''', the damage is unity [125]. The damage is calculated 

from the equi\alent plastic strain using the following e-c|uation: 

D = 
? ' - e:/ 

e/ pi .pi 
to 

(5.1) 

^yitld 

D = 0 

Figure 5.5: Stress-Strain curve for the failure option 

The ABAQUS/Explicit input files for the machining verification models are 

given in Appendices A. and B. The journal files for those input files are also included 

in the Appendices respectively. It is noted that the effective plastic strain is denoted 

by the variable, PEEQ, in ABAQUS. Also to be considered in meshing is the ratio of 

the workpiece deformation speed to the wave speed. This ratio must be less than one 

for the mesh to be acceptable and excessive deformation to be avoided. Hourglassing 
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is taken care of inherently in ABAQUS/Explicit. The- tool material has a very high 

elastic modulus and is modeled as a rigid body [131]. The strain rate sensivity 

and the coetlicient ol isotropic hardening of the- material that are included in the 

input .AB.AQUS/Explicit file are obtained from Erpenbeck [129]. These constants 

are approximated for ceramics for the present ])urpose. In modeling the machining 

part, the role of the friction coefficient is important in tool-chip interaction and thus 

cannot be neglected. The value of friction coefficient is assumed to be 0.3. 

5.4.2 Damage and softening 

Constitutive equations for the LAHM model with damage and thermal softening 

are implemented using ABAQUS/Explicit. The damage model used is based on 

rate dependency in ABAQUS/Exphcit . Such a model accounts for the softening 

at higher strain rates at elevated temperatures for ceramics. For rate dependency 

damage an overstress power law has been used. This model accounts for the strain 

rate effects. 

The material constants for the overstress power law is temperature dependent 

as given in Appendix C. In this way damage is related to strain rates at higher 

temperatures. This is used in conjunction with the incremental plasticity model 

described in ABAQUS/Explicit theory manual [125]. The incremental plasticity 

theory is formulated in terms of a yield surface that determines the material response 

to stress and temperature, a flow rule that describes the inelastic deformation that 
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occurs and an iscUropic harde-ning/sortening law that cicfines the- evolution of the 

>ield surface due to the plastic deformation. 

The material is hold toge-lher due to the bonding fore c- between the atoms. When 

debonding occurs damage proce-ss starts. This procc-ss directly influences elasticity, 

since the number of atomic bonds is responsible- lor the- elastic parameters at the 

mesoscale level. In particular, the damaged plastic yield surface is defined as 

ayd = (1 - D)ay (e^') (5.2) 

Thus when damage reaches a value of one the yield surface shrinks to a single 

point in stress space. The model becomes nonlinear in terms of plastic strain because 

the damaged elasticity, is obtained from the degradation of the elasticity, which is 

given as 

Ed = {l- D)E (5.3) 

5.5 Description of the ABAQUS input file 

In this section we have given the general description of both 

ABAQUS/Standard and /Explicit input files. The input file consists of the 

"model data" and the "history data". Both the model data and the history data 

consist of the keyword lines and the data lines. The keyword lines are usually the 

english words that describes a specific action or option called by the input file and 
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the data lines are numerical \alne-s charac te-ristics of that, option. Any data that 

specify the model itself is called the mode-l data. Thus the- node-s, elements, 

element properties and material delinitions are- given in the mode] data. History 

data describes what happens to the model and it is de-lined in a sequence of steps. 

.An> keyword that appears before the *STEP keyword option are the model data. 

Each step ma> include history of loading type, procedure type, e.g., heat transfer 

or stress analysis, output requests and control parameters for non-linear problems. 

The *STEP option begins the history steps and *ENDSTEP ends it. In non-linear 

problems sequence of events follow one another. The initial condition for one step 

is the non-linear step that occurs before that step. In ABAQUS input files, option 

blocks are used to describe the problem definition. Option blocks are defined by a 

set of data consisting of ABAQUS keywords including the parameters associated 

with those keywords. 

5.5.1 Spatial modelling 

The *HEADING option that describes the input model type is the first 

keyword. The *NODE option is used to model the spatial coordinates of the 

workpiece and tool. *NSET and *NFILL are additional options that facihtate 

geometric pre-processing. The *BIAS option is used to control the mesh spacing. 

The master element is defined by the *ELEMENT option and the elements are 

generated using the *ELGEN option. 
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5.5.2 Element characterization 

Geometr>- modeling in ABAQUS is convenient because of the availability of 

se\craJ types of elements. Elements in ABAQUS are characterized by the TYPE 

parameter. Continuum family of elements are considered because solid materials 

are handled. Degrees of freedom are directly related to the element family. For 

stress cinal> sis, degrees of freedom at each node of the element are defined by the 

number of nodes per element and the order of the polynomial interpolation function. 

For thermal analysis, only one degree of freedom is specified since temperature is 

a scalar quantity. Element formulation is based upon the mathematical theory to 

define the element's material behavior. 

In ABAQUS stress/displacements are defined using the Lagrangian description, 

i.e., the element deforms with the material. Eulerian descriptions are not used in 

ABAQUS/Explicit. Therefore, convection-diffusion elements in heat transfer analy

sis using ABAQUS/Standard cannot be used because the stress analysis performed 

in ABAQUS/Explicit will mismatch. 

The Gaussian quadrature method is used as the numerical integration scheme 

in ABAQUS/Explicit to preserve the generality in material response at each 

integration point in each element. We are interested in plane strain elements only. 

This is because the lateral dimension in the machining problem are negligible 

compared to the thickness of the workpiece. Therefore, loading and deformations 

are restricted to this plane. It is noted that for plane strain problems, out of plane 
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normal and shear strains are- /e-ro. Since- plane st rain theory assumes zero strain in 

the thickness direction, isotro[)ic tlie-rmal e-xjiansion may c aiise stresses in the 

thickness direction. However, we ignore- these- out-of-plane stresses. The 

continuum plane strain eleiiie-nts are use-d for complex non-linear analyses 

involving contact, plasticit>- and large deformations. 

5.5.3 Material non-linearity and definition 

Both -ABAQUS/Standard and /Explicit define material data under the 

*^LATERLAL option. Material data block is assigned the material name and can 

have temperature or field variable dependencies. Stress in ABAQUS means the 

Cauchv- stress while strain means the logarithmic strain. For material definitions 

the +DENS1TA' option is used for defining all types of material behavior. The mod

ulus of elasticity does not vary much with temperature [38]. This elastic behavior 

is defined by the ^ELASTIC option in ABAQUS. In defining the plastic material 

behavior, the yield stress is defined as a function of the plastic strain. We have to 

use the *PLASTIC option to define this since at high temperature ceramic mate

rials follow the associated flow rule and behave plastically (i.e., yield function and 

flow function are same) which is best described by using isotropic hardening or soft

ening concepts. This means that the material remains isotropic after deformation. 

In isotropic hardening the size of the yield surface changes uniformly keeping the 
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center of the vield surface constant. Thus the si/e of I he- yield siirface changes keep

ing the shape and orientation unchanged as shown in I'̂ ignre- 5.6. Plasticity models 

a. 

/ / 

initial yield surface 

1 r - j -

^ / / 
/ / / 

Figure 5.6: Isotropic hardening 

depending on the strain rate is are developed by the incremental plasticity theory in 

ABAQUS. The reason for implementing incremental plasticity theory is that if two 

loading paths reach the same point on the yield surface following different routes, 

then plastic strains are different. Thus using incremental plasticity total strain is 

obtained by summation. For rate dependent plasticity models, the yield function 
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has a positive \alue but in the case- of rate- inde-pendent plasticity models, this is 

zero during plastic flow. When material is llowing plastic ally t he incremental plastic 

(inelastic) strain component is de-liued by the flow rule as follows 

dc,/ = dX ~J'^ (5.4) 

where dX is a posit i\e scalar measuring the amount of plastic flow for rate dependent 

plasticity and g is the plastic or flow potential and is a function of stress, tempera

ture and the hardening parameter. This equation also defines the plastic straining 

as outward normal to the plastic potential and is generally known as the normality 

principle. If the plastic potential function, g and the yield function / have similar 

shape then the flow rule is called the associated flow rule [82]. The yield criteria de

fines the limit of elasticity under various possible combination of stresses. One such 

yield criterion can be the von Mises yield criteria with the plastic strain increments 

calculated using the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule [82]. The yield function represents a 

surface in stress space and divides the elastic states from the plastic states. The 

yield function is defined by the stress, plastic strain and a hardening parameter. 

The rate form of the flow rule is essential to incremental plasticity theory, because 

it allows the history dependence of the response to be modeled. Therefore isotropic 

hardening theory is used for dynamic problems when the yield stress is affected by 

large plastic strains and temperature. Mathematically, 

f{a) = a° (e^',T) , 

file:///alue
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.A linear material model follows tlie^ simple linear stress-strain curves. But this is 

not the case in materials that deform plastically. That, is the mec:hanical behavior 

changes during the course of the simulation. For example, ceramics at high tem

perature and strain rate exhibit plasticity, that is, it shows a yield surface [42]. 

The elastic-plastic behavior of the material is defined by various yield criteria and 

hardening rules. 

*RATE DEPENDENT option is used to model practical materials at high 

strain rates. Rate dependent yield is used on the elements that are deformable. 

Rigid elements do not use this option. This is important for high energy dynamic 

events or manufacturing process. At high temperatures, ceramics are elastic up to 

a point defined by the modulus of elasticity. Rate dependency means that flow 

stress increases as the strain rate increases. We have used an over stress power law 

definition for rate dependency to take care of the input model in 

ABAQUS/Explicit. The yield stress decreases as the temperature of the material 

increases, thus it is easier to remove material plastically. The values of the rate 

dependent data are obtained from high strain rate experiments on ceramic 

materials. The values calculated are shown in the Appendix C. The overstress 

power law is used in conjunction with the isotropic hardening curves in the input 

files. An experimental hardening curve is used to obtain the related values for use 

in the input file. It must be noted that the plastic strain value is used in the 

hardening curve. This is described in the chip separation section in the next 
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chapter. The inelastic failure model in AHAQUS/Explicit is possible- by the 

ductile failure model. The mate-rial failure option will remove an element from the 

mesh when the equivalent plastic strains at all material points in the element 

reach the failure strain. Since we need to show the failure of the elements during 

machining, the +F.AILURE option is rc-ciuire-d. 

5.5.4 Geometric and boundary non-linearity 

Large deformations and rotations are the source of geometric non-linearity. In 

that case linear strain-displacement relations cannot be used as it would spit out 

unrealistic zero strains, because of rigid body motion. ABAQUS/Exphcit handles 

geometric non-linearity by default. ABAQUS/Exphcit also provides hourglass 

control to control extreme deformations. We use an hourglass control element 

CPE4R with reduced integration plane strain elements. The solution of this type 

of non-linear problem is obtained by an incremental iterative process. Any type of 

contact interaction problem is a source of non-linearity. This type of non-linearity 

is known as boundary non-linearity. The boundary (due to contact) non-linearities 

are inherently handled by ABAQUS/Explicit. The convergence problem in contact 

simulations mainly arise due to unstable separation of contacting surfaces, 

chattering and poorly defined master surfaces. Unstable separation of contacting 

surfaces are handled in ABAQUS/Explicit by adding inertia to the problem. When 

inertia is added to an unstable contact problem, the inertial forces counter balance 
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the forces created by the unstable contact conditions. Chattering is a phenomenon 

that arises due to single node contact and re-sults in se-ve-rc- discontinuous iteration. 

This problem is soKed b\- extending the maste-r surface. This prevents the slave 

node from sliding off the master surface. Maste-r surfaces can be poorly defined 

because it may be incorrectly oriented, have a "seain" or "crack" and have a 

faceted surface rather than a smooth one. To circumvent this problem the master 

surface or the tool is defined by analytical rigid surfaces in the input files. 

5.6 Transient heat transfer solution procedures 

Both linear and non-linear, steady and transient heat transfer analyses can be 

solved using the ABAQUS/Standard finite element solver. The transient solution is 

in effect if the parameter STEADY STATE is not used. Non-linear boundary con

ditions makes the heat transfer problem non-linear. Sequentially coupled thermal 

stress analysis is possible in ABAQUS. The solved heat transfer problem provide 

the temperatures at the nodes from the '.fil' file. If the temperatures are pre

scribed in a sequential couple analysis, thermal strain will arise if the *EXPANSION 

option is used in the material property definition. In order to transfer the re

sults file from standard to explicit, the same versions of ABAQUS/Explicit and 

ABAQUS/Standard are used. To take advantage of the modeling heat transfer 

problem in ABAQUS/Standard we keep the workpiece fixed while the laser moves 

over the surface at constant scanning speed. This is done in order to incorporate 
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the Lagrangian definition of the modc-l in ABAQUS. The global model's dimen

sions are drawn in the x-y plane, with an out of-plane- dimension of 1.0. It is 

noted that the meshes used for the heat transfer input files should be same for 

the corresponding stress elements. The se-cond-order heat transfer elements usually 

gi\e more accurate results for the same number of nodes in the mesh. A modified 

Crank-Nicholson method is implemented for the time incrementation. This ensures 

unconditional stability. .Automatic time incrementation is usually preferred. The 

convection-diffusion elements in ABAQUS/Standard cannot be apphed in this case 

because of incompatibility with the ABAQUS/Exphcit Lagrangian code used for 

the machining problem with the plane strain formulation. Also the convective dif

fusion elements are unsuitable to take care of latent heat effects. It is also possible 

to have either user defined time incrementation or automatic time incrementation. 

User defined time increment is preferred. There is a relationship between usable 

time step. At and the element size, Al (length of a side). In transient heat transfer 

analysis with second-order elements the usable time step should be greater than 

2.31 X 10~^s for our heat transfer procedure because any time step smaller than this 

will cause nonphysical spurious oscillations and ABAQUS does not provide a check 

for this. Thus the time step must not violate the usable step time. 
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For the stress analysis procedure to be- stable, the- time increment is given by the 

following condition, 

/ < ^ ; 7 - (5.6) 

.'here. 

P 

where, A and p are Lame's constants. For solid this becomes. 

\X + 2// 
c (5.7) 

(5.8) 

where r ' is the velocity of sound in the material. 

To avoid oscillations in the solution, finer meshes are placed in the region of 

high temperature gradients. Since the laser beam diameter on the surface is very 

small, we need very fine meshes in the finite element model for an effective 

solution. In the heat transfer option it is required to specify the time step, time 

period and minimum time increment. The maximum time increment is not 

required in our case because automatic time incrementation is not activated in the 

input files. It is to be noted that the uncoupled *HEAT TRANSFER option is 

used prior to the stress analysis. 
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5.6.1 Non-isothermal design ablation surface and 
discontinuity treatment 

The current FEA model scans the full length of the surface in one pass of the 

laser, instead of operating between a pre-determined start (on) and stop (off) posi

tions for simulating the continuous wave (CW) laser scan. The LAHM FEA model 

shows the non-isothermal surface due to ablation; this is unlike the Stefan condition 

(single temperature ablation phase change) assumed during laser machining. 

It is very diflBcult to track the moving boundary closely with fixed uniform 

meshes. This is because the state variables do not update over equal intervals of 

t ime steps. This is a very typical numerical discontinuity problem. Due to this 

reason it is common to see plateaux as shown in Figure 5.7. This stepwise nature 

falls in both the phases (gas and solid). Voller and Cross [63] manipulated enthalpy 

to correct this kind of problem, such that at each time step the boundary moved 

from one node to the next. Another way to improve this is to choose At and element 

length so small that the temperature is a Co continuity. But this is computationally 

expensive. Also it is noted here that because of the temperature range during phase 

change, front tracking methods (moving meshes) cannot be applied. 

We find the enthalpy at a particular point by multiplying the heat of removal 

at that point with the calculated slope (effective specific heat) between the min

imum and maximum temperature range. The enthalpy is taken as equal to the 

heat of removal if it exceeds the maximum temperature. To ensure that we have 
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Figure 5.7: Typical discontinuities in time versus state variable 

correct temperature update equally over the intervals we use a fraction of 0.25 of 

the temperature increase in the interval and then find the enthalpy at the updated 

temperature. This ensures energy balance at the phase boundary automatically. 

Once we have obtained the the moving front between the specified temperature 

range the rest of the work is done in post processing. 

We have incorporated the non-isothermal ablation routine using the subrou

tine UMATHT. In this subroutine, phase change or laser ablation occurs non-

isothermally over a temperature range. The final non-isothermal design ablation 

surface is obtained by using a post processing interpolation procedure taking into 

account the thermal variation due to the time increments. We call this surface 
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non-isothermal design ablation surface 

thermal iso-lines 

increment in 

depth 
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Figure 5.S: Post processing of design non-isothermal ablation surface 

the non-isothermal design ablation surface. Thus, we have a procedure to obtain a 

moving non-isothermal ablation surface in a fixed workpiece. The schematic param

eters in determining the interpolation of the design non-isothermal ablation surface 

are shown Figure 5.8. if the variable temperature phase change region is examined 

closely. It is interesting to note in this context that Rick et al. [132] assumed 

a polynomial function to predict the melt lines based on a constant temperature. 

To improve the t ime integration accuracy in this transient thermal model we used 

*CONTROL parameters in ABAQUS/Standard. We also used a line search algo

rithm option provided in ABAQUS to improve the accuracy in the initial iterations 

of the Newton's method. This is discussed more elaborately in the ABAQUS manual 

[125]. 
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5.6.2 Thermal expansion, specific heat and density 

Thermal expansion coefficients can be defined by using the *EXPANSION 

option. Thermal expansions are the total extensions from a reference temperature. 

Since we are considering isotropic expansion only one value of the thermal 

expansion coefficient is needed. The *SPECIFIC HEAT option is used to define 

the material specific heat. This appears in conjunction with the *DENSITY 

option. Specific heat can be specified as linear or non-linear if it is dependent on 

the temperature. This option is used both in the ABAQUS/Standard heat 

transfer and the ABAQUS/Explicit stress analysis models. User defined material 

behavior can also be specified in ABAQUS/Explicit . An element will be deleted 

from the mesh only after all the material points in the element are deleted. 

5.6.3 Developing the user subroutine 

Specific user subroutines can be developed and called within ABAQUS. This 

demands considerable effort in developing an effective subprogram written in 

FORTRAN, according to the input syntax rules. For our present model we are 

interested in the DFLUX and UMATHT subroutines. In order to apply the laser 

heat flux on the workpiece the user subroutine DFLUX is developed. This option 

stretches the feature of ABAQUS. The DFLUX subroutine is used to apply the 

laser heat flux on the workpiece surface according to the definition of heat flux in 

the model. This laser flux can be distributed as a function of position in the heat 
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transfer analysis. The- use-r subroutine DFLUX ignoic-s any AMPLITUDE 

reference that nia\- apju-ar in the associate-d tDFLU.X opt,ion. This subroutine-

uses the nodes of the lu-at transfer e4e-me-nts as the flux integration points. The 

INPU r parameter can be used to call the subprograms. If it is not used then the 

subroutine has to be written in betwe-en the next keyword command. It is advised 

to debug the user subroutines on a single element before applying to the whole 

analysis. For debug output FORTRAN unit 7 is used to write in the *.msg file 

and unit 6 is used to write in *.dat file. FORTRAN units 15 through 18 are used 

for writing and reading user information. It is noted that a full path name must 

be given for any file to be used by OPEN statement. The user subroutine 

I 'MATHT is developed to take care of the non-isothermal ablation process and 

changing heat of removal. It is possible to control the non-isothermal process and 

make it isothermal by controlling the LATENT HEAT parameter. 

5.7 Stress analysis solution procedures due to machining 

There is no option in ABAQUS/Explicit to do heat transfer analysis. Hence 

temperature histories are derived from the ABAQUS/Standard version to obtain 

the complete 2-D thermal-mechanical solution. Quadrilateral plane strain elements 

are used in defining the meshes in the stress problem, where as DCD2 elements 

are used in the thermal problem. As has been previously stated, the convection-

diffusion type of heat transfer elements cannot be used in our case which is for a 
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mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian method because- ABAQUS/Explicit is based on a purely 

Lagrangian definition. 

The interaction of heat flux and stre-ss distribution is important,, because the 

thermal field influence-s the material propertie-s and modifies the extent of the plastic 

zone. Since the thermal equations are sequentially coupled with the mechanical 

equations it is necessar>- to include the mechanical equations required to solve the 

complete thermal-mechanical problem. 

ABAQUS/Explicit also provides a convenient method for complex loading his

tories. Other features include element deletion when certain criteria are exceeded. 

Also contact can be specified between nodes and surfaces, which is necessary for 

simulating machining problems. The advantages of using ABAQUS are the special 

options that provide an interface between user developed programs and the main 

program thus offering a generality in modeling. The structure of the input file is 

shown in Figure 5.9. 

INPUT 

SIZE OF WORK PIECE 

DEPTH OF CUT 

TOOL RAKE ANCLE 

INITIAL INCREMENT 

1 MAXIMUM INCREMENT 

ELASTO-PLASTIC 
RESPONSE 

HEADINGS 

USER ELEMENT PROGRAM 

GEOMETRIC MODELING OF WORKPrECE AND CHIP 

DERNE MATERIAL PROPERTY 

DEHNE TOOL GEOMETRY 

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

OUTPUT 

DEFORMED MESH 

FORCES 

STRESSES AND STRAINS 

Figure 5.9: ABAQUS input file for mechanical model 
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For a non-linear analysis an updated Lagrangian formulation is convenient to 

use because the global coordinate\s are- fixed in si)ace- (onveigency is determined 

b>- either user control or automatic c cmtrol. 

5.7.1 Contact analysis 

Contact analyses comes into play wheiu-ve-r bodies touch or separate mechani

cally. This is the source of boundary non-linearity. ABAQUS/Exphcit is used to 

simulate contact during the machining process. The contact problem in machining 

involves a rigid and a deformable body. The body that is coming into contact must 

be defined appropriately by defining the surface or contact node sets. Friction can 

be included during the contact. For contact to take place between two surfaces, they 

must be defined by appropriate surface normals. Contact constraints are history 

data in AB.AQL'S/Explicit. The motion of the rigid surface is controlled by the rigid 

body reference node. Rigid body reference nodes can be defined by pin nodes which 

only involve translational degrees of freedom and tie nodes which define both trans

lational and rotational degrees of freedom. Pure master-slave conception is used by 

default in modeling contact. In our case the tool is the master and the deformable 

body is defined as the slave. It is to be noted that the nodes on the master surface 

can penetrate the slave and nodal constraints are defined on the slave. Also to be 

noted is the fact that surfaces cannot be disconnected. Surfaces can be defined and 

modified in any step of the analysis. The elements that are necessary to define the 
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surface must be defined at the start. Each surface is given a name; a new sc-t of 

element is used to form a surface and is assigned the name of an c-xisting surface, the 

new surface replaces the pre\ iously de-fined surface- Element faces are used to form 

the surface. The surface normal defines the direction of contact. Thus for contact 

to take place between two bodies the- surface normals must be directed towards the 

other surface. In an explicit analysis this is usually done in the history definitions. 

Contact definitions can be added, removed or modified from step to step. Surface 

orientation errors axe checked by the datacheck analysis. Surfaces internal to the 

body are defined b>' the face identifier approach. Rigid surfaces are used for the 

tooling and are defined by element faces. It is to be noted that the elements mak

ing the rigid body do not deform but undergo rigid body motion. Rigid bodies 

are ideally suited for modelhng toohng. Thus in ABAQUS/Exphcit the rigid body 

elements should be of the same type. For rigid elements a face identifier must be 

given to define a valid surface because it is impossible to ascertain which face to 

consider for contact without this option. Contact between two rigid surfaces can

not be modeled in ABAQUS/Explicit. ABAQUS/Explicit automatically uses the 

finite shding algorithm to ensure that proper contact conditions are enforced. The 

order of the slave or master surface is not important in ABAQUS/Explicit. The 

overdosed boundary information is provided in the, ' .sta', '.msg' and '.res' files. 

All contact modelling by default is frictionless but friction can be added to 

realistically simulate the machining operation. A classical isotropic coulomb 
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fricticm model is used. The- parame-te-r (^PRI'ISS is used to find the contact, 

pressure. I'he option parameters like -i-SUR!'\A('!•: DI'IFINITION, tCONTAtlT 

PAIRS, ^ R K ; 1 D BODY or sRlGlD SURFACE are used lor contact models. The 

interaction is invoked by *CONTACT PAIR option. *SURI'ACE DEFINITION 

must be used to define the surfaces of cont.ict. The- NAME |)arameter is used to 

assign a surface label to a newly defined surface. To define frictional effects in a 

contact pair, the *SURFACE INTERACTION and the *FRICT10N options are 

utilized. 

5.7.2 Temperature transfer from results file 

Temperature data is properly transferred from the heat transfer analysis to the 

stress anahsis using the results file. The command to do this is, "read, file=results 

file,step= ". Zero increment results file output can be requested using *FILE 

FORM.AT,ZERO INCREMENT option in the Standard but this is not available in 

the Explicit program. 

5.8 Sequentially coupled analysis 

A sequentially coupled analysis consists of two runs. The first run is the heat 

transfer analysis and the second is the stress analysis. In the second run nodes 

may be removed that are non-structural parts of the heat transfer mesh, e.g., the 

ablated elements. Thus when the results file is read into the stress analysis 

problem the temperature nodes that are not used in the mesh are ignored. It is 
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also noted that for this iypv e)f anal>'sis the node- numbe-rs must, be- same- for 

coriesponding nodes in the strc-ss analysis and he-at transfer analysis mesh. The 

results file data is imiH)rle-d at the- corre-ct incremc-nt in time if the- stress analysis 

time period is same as the heat analysis time- pe-rlod. It is to be noted that fully 

coupled heat transfer/stress analysis is not ne-c-dc-cl if the-re is no inverse 

dependency. 

5.9 Procedure to run ABAQUS/Standard 

An AB.AQUS/Standard input file is run using the command, "abaqus 

job=filename". This command creates several files. The restart file with extension 

*.res and the results file with *.fil extension are the two most important files. The 

restart file is used in post processing. The result file is used for graphical plots and 

input of the nodal temperatures in another step or run. 

5.10 Procedure to run ABAQUS/Exphcit 

An ABAQUS/Explicit input file is run using the command, "abaqus 

job=filename". This command creates several files. The restart file with an 

extension *.res, writes the complete state of the model. This file is used to run the 

simulation in steps and also used for post processing for graphical display. The 

results file with *.fil extension and the selected results file with a *.sel are the two 

most important files. The results file is used for file output results in 

post-processing. The selected result file is used for history plots. These files are 
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used only alter con\e-rsion to the s|)e-eific formal by using the- command, "abaqus 

job=filename, con\e-rl=a]l." 

5.11 rrocedure to run ABAQUS/Post 

.ABAQl'S/Post is used for all the post-proce-ssing iic-e-ds. Post processing is 

done either in the interacti\e mode or the batch mode. ABAQUS/Post is invoked 

by using the command, 'abaqus post restart=restart file name'. The restart file 

ends with an '*.res' extension, the selected results file has an '.sel' extension and 

the results file has an ".fil' extension. Once the post environment is put into effect 

the post processing is controlled from the command line [133]. The results, the 

restart and selected results files are used to extract useful data to plot the data. 

ABAQUS/Post provides wire-frame, color filled and shaded plots. It is better to 

save the post runs in a journal file as this can then be reused to post process the 

results from the same input file again and again. To invoke the journal file, the 

command, "set, journal file=filename.jnr' is used. To get a hard copy print out, 

the command, "hard copy,file=*.mpr' is used in the journal file. Finally, the plot 

command, "abaqus plot job" is used to get a device independent postscript file. 



CHAI'TER VI 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(i.l Introduction 

L.AHM is a no\el h\brid machining process which is an amalgamation of a laser 

machining and a mechanical orthogonal machining proc e-ss. The laser machining 

processes uses the heat flux to renun e material by ablation. Due to the temperature 

gradients produced b>- laser ablation, the tensile strength in the workpiece is relaxed 

below than that found at room temperature and additional material removal is thus 

made easier by orthogonal machining. 

This chapter provides the results from the LAHM model simulations. The theo

retical formulation was presented in Chapter IV and the ABAQUS implementation 

in Chapter \ . There are two types of LAHM simulations discussed in this chapter: 

LAHM simulation for opaque solids are referred to as LAHM Surface Absorption 

(LAHM-SA) model, and LAHM simulation for semi-transparent material is referred 

to as the LAHM Volume Absorption (LAHM-VA) model. The thermal part of either 

LAHM model uses the same laser optical system. 

Vahdation of LAHM model: Before presenting results from LAHM, code val

idation is needed. Ideally, experimental data would be used to compare and/or 

vahdate data predicted by the LAHM model; however this data does not exist for 

the LAHM process. (Recall this work is providing a feasibilty study of the LAHM 

104 
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process to evaluate its potential.) rhc-re-foie-, validation of the- LAHM process will be 

pen-forme^d by qualitatively comi^aring LAHM submode-ls (niec-ha,iiical and thc-rmal) 

with data from \arions models. 

Thermal (submodel): The thermal modc-l validation involves a c|ualitative com

parison of experimental data that incorporated a Stefan like lase-r machining model. 

The ablation surface and material removal rate- for a laser (1100 W or 1500 W) 

moving at two different scan speeds (10 cm/s and 20 cm/s) are available. In the 

thermal model validation only the surface absorption model is used. The LAHM-

SA thermal submodel \alidation compares the experimental surface contour and 

material removal rate data obtained from Modest [85]. 

We have not found any experimental or numerical data to compare the results 

obtained from the volume absorption model. The volume absorption model results 

are presented without any comparison. 

The thermal model in LAHM is described by an Eulerian mesh. In an Eulerian 

mesh the mesh is fixed while the material flows through the mesh as shown in Figure 

6.1. 

Mechanical (submodel): For the mechanical model, two qualitative validations 

have been performed. The first validation is qualitative because the ALE (Arbi

trary Lagrangian Eulerian) solving procedure calculates motion at every time step 

followed by a mapping phase in which the mesh is not rezoned (Lagrangian), rezoned 

to it 's original shape (Eulerian) or rezoned to some "advantageous" shape between 

file:///arions
file:///alidation
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Figure 6.1: Eulerian mesh 

Eulerian and Lagrangian. The second machining validation is qualitative because of 

the explicit solving procedure (ABAQUS/Explicit) used in our model is in contrast 

with the implicit solving procedure (ABAQUS/Standard) of the benchmark models. 

In the mechanical machining submodel validation of the LAHM model (surface or 

volume absorption ), thermal calculations have been turned off. The mechanical 

machining part is modeled as plane strain. It is to be noted that in the machining 

model, the built-up edge is neglected because the rigidity of the tool material does 

not significantly promote the formation of a built-up edge. The mechanical part of 

LAHM is described by a Lagrangian mesh in which the elements are deformed with 

the mesh, as shown in Figure 6.2. 

After the verification of the thermal and mechanical submodels, LAHM simu

lations for the case of surface and volume absorption of laser flux density in the 
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uncjeformed mesh deformecd mesh and material 

1 

Figure 6.2: Lagrangian mesh 

material are presented. We have used two types of materials. Silicon is consid

ered for volume absorption of laser flux and silicon nitride is considered for surface 

absorption. The thermal boundary conditions defined in Chapter III are incorpo

rated in the simulation models separately in the ABAQUS/Standard thermal input 

models. 

The purpose of predicting the temperature distribution within the material is to 

determine the location of the HAZ. The tool is to be located at a depth greater than 

the HAZ so that conventional machining in a "softened" material can be performed. 

Material softening will be indicated by the reduction in cutting forces prediction. 

The reduction in cutting force becomes evident if the tool is placed at a fixed position 

after the full extent of the HAZ. We define a quantity, HAZTL (Heat Affected Zone 

actuated Tool Location), as the ratio of temperature, at the tool location to that 

of the HAZ temperature. The feasibility of the LAHM process will be evaluated 
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Figure 6.3: LAHM simulation model flow chart 
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based on the value of the HAZTL. The tool location is determined only once from 

the final thermal profiles after the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) is identified. Figure 

6.3 shows the LAHM simulation model flow chart. 

6.2 Mechanical validation of the LAHM machining 

Orthogonal machining is a complex process involving large deformation at high 

strain rates, thermal energy generation, chip separation and contact pair interaction 

between tool and chip. Strain rate sensitivity and rate dependent failure are to be 

considered in machining problems because deformation depends on the speed of the 

tool[134]. Mechanical complexities of the machining process make the experimental 
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Table- t i . l : Plast ic- paraine-t,e-rs 

l y i>e 

\ i e ld strength 
Te-nsile strength 

Plastic stress 
_ o-(Mpa) 

411 

'.r-.ei 

Modulus 
ra,t,io, m 

0.0 
0.00183 

determination of the stress \alues hard to measure-. Thus, a reliable FE simulation 

is a valuable complement for the satisfactory predictions of the mechanical stresses 

in the work material. 

The elastoplastic material constitutive model uses isotropic strain hardening 

with strain rate sensitivity. The chip debonding is described by a damage pa

rameter. (The damage formulation is given in Chapter V.) The material model is 

applicable for a variety of engineering materials at high strain rates. To model the 

chip separation contact friction is included. Table 6.1 contains the plastic param

eters are used in the validation model. The plastic to elastic modulus ratio, also 

called the coefficient of linear work hardening, is designated by the subscript "m". 

6.2.1 Material parameters for the machining submodel 

Material parameters for the validation models are borrowed from Erpenbeck 

[129] and Olovsson [135]. The present ABAQUS/Explicit model is verified with 

both. The Olovsson model is compared in terms of the equivalent plastic strain 

while the Erpenbeck model is compared in terms of the equivalent plastic strains, 

stresses, chip length and thickness. The constants to be used in the machining input 

file:///ield
file:///alues
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file for strain rate sensitivity machining are- give-n in the Appendix (I The material 

is isotropic stevl in both the cases. 

(1.3 Xerificatioii of me-chaiiical snlniiodel using Olovsson values 

The cutting speed uscxl in the Olovsson mode-l is INOm/min, and the depth of 

cut is set equal to 0.5 mm. The constitutive mode-l used in this first verification 

model is elasto-plastic with isotropic strain hardening and strain rate sensitivity. 

This constitutive model allow the variation of flow stress and simulates a continuous 

chip separation. It is noted that in the Olovsson model [135] no thermal effects are 

considered. This comparison is only on the basis of the effective plastic strains. It 

is observed that the Lagrangian input machining model developed for the LAHM 

model qualitatively matches the Olovsson model. In the Olovsson ALE (Arbitrary 

Lagrangian Eulerian) model, the chip geometry is modeled a priori with a fixed chip 

geometry. The model fails to model chip separation as well as chip curl. Another 

drawback of the Olovsson constitutive model is that it is independent of the strain 

rate effects. 

The present FEA model includes strain rate effects and is a more reahstic por

trayal of the physical machining process. The drawback of the Olovsson model is 

successfully mitigated by simulating the deformation and separation of the chip us

ing the present model. The verification model simulates continuous chip separation 

using a Lagrangian description, and thus provides a study of cutting operations in 
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Fable- (i.2: \'alne-s from the- Olovsso n inocle 

MCHIC-I paramc-tc-rs 
^oung"s Modulus, E 
De-nsitw p 

CoeMticient of friction 
Poisson's ratio, ;-
Rake angle-
Depth of cut 
Length of workpiece 
Height of workpiece 
Cutting speed, u 

a realistic manner. The relevant data from the Olovsson model is given in Table 

6.2. The two dimensional ABAQUS/Explicit finite element input vahdation model 

has 801 elements (CPE4R) and 807 nodes. 

6.3.1 Chip deformation in ABAQUS/Explicit 

The machining deformed model is superimposed on the undeformed model in 

Figure 6.4. Tool movement and chip separation as a function of time are illustrated 

in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. Note the chip is deformed as the time progresses. The 

FEA input validation file for the Olovsson model is listed in Appendix A together 

with the journal file. 

6.3.2 Comparison of strains 

The effective plastic strain contour value from the Olovsson verification machin

ing model are given in Figures 6.7. The PEEQ (effective plastic strain) values in 
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^ 1 + 

Figure 6.4: Undeformed and deformed model using Olovsson values 
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^ 

t=0.0128nns 

+ 
t=0.064 ms 

Figure 6.5: Deformed model at initial time increments 
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t=0.08 ms 

t=0.13ms 

Figure 6.6: Deforming FE model at final time increments 
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this figure occur at 0.13 ms. The contour valne-s are qualitatively comparable to 

those obtained by the cutting simulations performe-d by Olovsson as shown in Figure 

(i.8. It is shown that the maximum (-Ih-ctive e-cpiivalent plastic strain value occurs 

in the rake face in both the \e-rification and the- original modc-l. The- range of the 

rake face strain values are 0.4 to l.S. Ligure 6.!) shows the e.omparison of the ALE 

strains to that obtained from ABAQUS/Explicit run. In the ALE, the analysis is 

done on a fixed mesh (Lagrangian), while a mapping function relates any boundary 

movement with this mesh. A qualitative comparison shows a very good correla

tion between the ALE and ABAQUS/Explicit results. The maximum percentage 

of error is within 3.5%. The justification in choosing an ABAQUS/Exphcit solver 

over the .ALE method is that the, ALE method produces non-physical "pinch-off" 

regions due to the mesh distortions during mapping. 

The iso-strain plots shown in Figures 6.10 to 6.12 at different time increments 

(at increments of 38 ps) show that the plastic strain is low at the beginning, but 

as the chip begins to curl the strain values are increasing in the chip. This estab

lishes physically why the plastic dissipation energy increases with each increment 

of deformation. 

6.4 Mechanical submodel validation using Erpenbeck-Komvopoulos values 

The undeformed model using Erpenbeck-Komvopoulos dimension is shown in 

Figures 6.13. The dimensions are in units of millimeters. The deformed model shown 
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PEEQ VALUE 
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+ 4 . 4 8 E - 0 1 
- + 8 . 2 3 E - 0 1 
• + 9 . 9 7 E - 0 1 
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- + 1 . 5 5 E + 0 0 
• + 1 . 8 2 E + 0 0 
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Figure 6.7: Effective plastic strain ABAQUS/Explicit verification 
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Figure 6.8: Effective plastic strain Olovsson ALE simulation 
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Companson of Effective Plastic Strain 
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of effective plastic strain with Olovsson ALE 

Figure 6.10: Effective plastic strain values at 0.013 ms 
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Figure 6.11: Effective plastic strain values at 0.051 ms 

Figure 6.12: Effective plastic strain values at 0.089 ms 
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1.905 

Figure 6.13: Undeformed geometric model using Erpenbeck values 

in Figure 6.14 depicts the deformation relative to the undeformed position of the 

material. The rake angle is 20 °. The deformed model reveals the chip characteristics 

such as chip curling and localization of shear flow. The input machining model 

together with the journal file is given in Appendix B. The machining parameters 

are given in Table 6.3. 

6.4.1 Comparison of strains, chip contact length and 
chip thickness 

The chip is formed due to plastic deformation of the material due to high shear 

strain in the primary shear zone. From inspection of the equivalent plastic strains, 

it is obvious that the primary shear zone extends from the point of contact to 
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.3 1 

Figure 6.14: Deformed model using Erpenbeck values 

Table 6.3: Values from Erpenbeck-Komvopoulos 

Model parameters 
Young's Modulus, E 
Density, p 
Coefficient of friction 
Poisson's ratio, u 
Rake angle 
Depth of cut 
Length of workpiece 
Height of workpiece 
Cutting speed, u 

Values 
207GPa 
7768 ^ 
0.3 
0.3 
20° 
1.27mm 
3.81mm 
1.905mm 
1 8 3 ^ 

min 
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Figure 6.15: Equivalent plastic strain 

the free surface of the workpiece. It is observed that the elements in the primary 

shear zone undergo more plastic deformation than the nearby elements. This is 

evident from the increasing values of the effective plastic strain in the primary 

shear zone as seen in Figure 6.15. This increase is due to the strain hardening and 

localized enhancement of stiffness. From the simulation an approximate value of the 

shear angle is obtained from the iso-strain contour plots. The predicted shear angle 

value ranges from 30 ° to 34 " and compares very well with Erpenbeck's machining 

model (2b) using an elastic-plastic with strain hardening and strain rate sensitivity 

(EPHSR) with a sliding coefficient of friction (0.15). 
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Figure 6.16: Equivalent plastic strain values verifying Erpenbeck model 

The effective equivalent plastic strain compared in Figure 6.16 closely rephcates 

the values that are obtained from the Erpenbeck simulation (2b) [129]. The Er

penbeck simulation (2b) is based on an ABAQUS/Standard simulation whereas 

ABAQUS/Explicit is used in the machining submodel of LAHM. As expected 

the maximum 89c error is near the chip separation region from the rake face. 

This is because the chip geometry is modeled before the simulation is run in 

ABAQUS/Standard. 

The predicted chip contact length is close to the experimental and numerical 

obtained values as shown in Figure 6.17 [129]. The Erpenbeck simulation models 

vary in friction coefficient and constitutive formulation. It is seen that the models 

with no friction coefficient and E P P (Elastic perfectly plastic) show the maximum 
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Chip Length Comparison 
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Figure 6.17: Chip contact length comparison 

deviation from the ABAQUS/Explicit simulation model. The EPHSR models (2b 

and 2c) compares very well with ABAQUS/Explicit run and the error is within 4%. 

The chip thickness predicted from the ABAQUS/Explicit run correlates very 

well to the experimental and numerical obtained values from Erpenbeck as shown in 

Figure 6.18 [129]. It is observed that the models with no friction coefficient and EPP 

(Elastic perfectly plastic) deviate with a maximum error greater than 5% from the 

ABAQUS/Explicit simulation model. The EPHSR (Elastic plastic with isotropic 

strain hardening and strain rate sensitivity) models (2b, 2c and 3) compares very 

well with ABAQUS/Explicit run and the error is within 4%. 
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Chip Thickness Comparison 
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Figure 6.18: Chip thickness comparison 
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6.4.2 Comparison of stresses 

It is evident from Figure 6.19 that the shear stresses in the chip along the rake 

face of the tool are high until the chip is in full conta,ct and then tend to decrease 

with separation or curling from the tool. Finally, the shear stress is zero and the 

chip completely separates from the tool at this point. This result is in qualitative 

agreement with Erpenbeck's (2b) results. The percentage error is within reasonable 

hmits (less than 20%), considering the fact that the chip is formed as the geometry 

is deformed. In ABAQUS/Standard the deformed chip geometry is defined and 

separation is not modeled like ABAQUS/Explicit simulation. The comparison in 

Figure 6.19 show a good correlation of the shear stress during machining along the 

raJce face. 

Because of the small rake angle, effective normal stresses are high near the 

cutting edge. It is observed from Figure 6.20 that the normal stresses decrease 

as the chip progresses along the cutting tool after the separation of the mate

rial. The explicit solution is qualitatively in good agreement with Erpenbeck's 

ABAQUS/Standard (2b) solution. The percentage of error is less than 5%. It is 

also observed that after a first few micrometers of the chip deformation along the 

rake face, the predicted effective normal stress predicts a higher value than the 

ABAQUS/Standard (2b) value. This phenomenon can be attributed to the inertial 

effects of the machining process being taken into account in the ABAQUS/Explicit 

run and ignored by the ABAQUS/Standard run. 
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Shear stress 
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Figure 6.19: Shear stress along the rake face 
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Figure 6.20: Normal stress along the rake face 
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6.4.3 Vector plot of chip deformation 

Figure 6.21 shows a \ector plot of the displacinnent vectors that reveals the 

physical deformation of the chip. It is seen that the greatest amount of 

displacement occur in node 466 where the bulk of the cutting force is applied. 

Node 466 is located at a distance of 1.27 mm (depth of cut) from the top of the 

workpiece surface. The displacement of the node at this tool contact point is 

63.5 /um. From the vector plot, it is evident that as the tool advances into the 

material, the displacement of the material points far inside the chip decreases 

because the thrust force is decreasing as the separation of the chip takes place. 

The vector plot also indicates that the maximum amount of cutting force lies on 

the rake face of the tool. The direction of the vectors indicate that the separation 

occurs in the direction of the primary shear zone. 

6.4.4 Cutting force verification 

Comparison of the cutting forces in machining also qualitatively validates the 

current machining model. Figure 6.22 shows the Erpenbeck cutting force values 

obtained from ABAQUS/Standard run compared with these obtained from the 

ABAQUS/Explicit model. It is observed that the prediction of the cutting force 

by the ABAQUS/Explicit run is higher than that of the ABAQUS/Standard run 

because of inertial effects. The graph suggests a value for friction coefficient sub

stantially reduces the percentage error in the prediction. The error is more than 

file:///ector
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Figure 6.21: Displacement vector plot in the workpiece 
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Figure ti.22: Cutting force comparison in the workpiece 

S% when the .ABAQUS/Explicit model is compared with the EPP (elastic-perfectly 

plastic model 1) model without any coefficient of friction. It is seen that the intro

duction of strain rate sensitivity decreases the error in the prediction of the cutting 

forces. 

6.5 Adiabatic analysis ignored in Explicit 

The adiabatic analysis is ignored in the ABAQUS/Explicit machining analysis 

because the uncoupled heat transfer analysis does not allow temperature files to be 

imported from the ABAQUS/Standard solution if the adiabatic option is chosen. 

The question as to why the adiabatic heat generation can be neglected is suitably 

addressed by performing an adiabatic analysis with the explicit program. A simple 
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Figure 6.23: Thermal profiles at room temperature due to machining 

adiabatic analysis at room temperature without the laser is simulated. The results 

showing the amount of temperature increase are illustrated in Figure 6.23. 

Since the thermal coefficient of expansion is very small for ceramics, the largest 

amount of temperature increase due to adiabatic heat generation is 76 ° C. This value 

when compared to the ablation temperature can be ignored. It is to be noted that 

adiabatic analysis is done only once. The adiabatic analysis is mutually exclusive 

from the sequential stress analysis obtained after the thermal analysis and cannot be 

included in the explicit input file during the stress analysis. Hence, LAHM coupling 

is essentially unidirectional. 
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6.6 \^alidation of LAHM thermal submodel 

The LAHM thermal validation is followed by a convergency analysis. The con

vergency analysis establishes a valid mesh for the thermal LAHM models. The 

initial and boundary conditions of the FEA models are described in section 4.6 of 

Chapter I \ ' . 

It is noted that the LAHM thermal submodel uses improved material properties 

obtained from the results by Zhang and Modest [87]. Table 6.4 shows the improved 

material properties used in the thermal submodel. 

6.6.1 Values for the laser system 

For the thermal verification, values for the laser system must be first defined 

in the ABAQUS/Standard input files that define the optical system of the laser. 

The laser power levels considered are 1100 W and 1500 W, respectively. The laser 

scanning speeds used are, 10 cm/sec and 20 cm/sec. The focal radius of the laser 

beam is Ro = 147 pm. The numerical aperture of the system is then, NA = 0.023. 

A focal length of Fi = 270 mm and a lens of diameter, Di = 12.7 mm, is used to 

Table 6.4: Improved properties used in LAHM 

Heat of removal 

Ablation temp 

Modest - Roy 
6206g 

2151 K 

LAHM 

12100g 

2151K to 2400K 
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achieve this. The laser flux density with respect t<. distance for 1500 W is given in 

Figure 6.21. A similar graph can hv ol)t;uned fur the 1100 W laser. 

The laser is focussed on the surface; that means I) == 0 (in Equation 4.8) for all 

the simulations. It is reimrted from exi)erimental observations that more material 

is removed at a gi\en powtM- and scanning speed when the focus of the beam is at 

or above the surface [1]. The pulse duration of a continuous wave laser varies from 

approximatelN- 0.1 ms ~ 10 ms [lA]. The Gaussian scan profile for the continuous 

wave (CW) laser at 10 cm/sec traverses 1 mm in 10 ms where as for the 20 cm/sec 

laser traverses the same 1 mm distance in 5 ms. The chosen scan velocities are well 

below the fracture cur\e during laser cutting [32] for the material concerned. 

The laser on time, for a CW laser, is the total period of the number of pulses. It is 

important to note that a CW CO2 laser has a pulse duration of several milliseconds. 

Thus, for example, given a pulse length of 1 ms and 10 pulses, the total laser on 

time period is 10 ms. For our case, one pass of the laser takes slightly more than 

three pulses to cover the length of the workpiece in 10 ms when the scan speed is 

10 cm/sec. This is unlike the pulsed lasers having pulse period in the nanoseconds 

range and several on-off times. 

6.6.2 Thermal submodel computational domain 

The computational domain considered for all the FEA models is a rectangular 

area, the length of which is 1000 pm and the height is 500 pm. A continuous wave 
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Figure 6.24: Spatial intensity distribution for 1500W 
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laser of 1100 W or 1500 W scans the up|)er surface in one pass. The scanning 

\elocities used aie 10 cm/s and 20 cm/s . The total period of each laser scan are 

10 ms and 5 ms, respecti\el\-. In the Flv \ mesh delinition the (CMjrdinate system is 

fixed on the workpiece material and the laser nn)ves over the surface of the workpiece. 

This is done with a \iew to capture the transient ellects of the laser on the workpiece. 

The transient temperature distribution is updated at each step of movement of 

the laser, as depicted in Figure 6.25. The time step is 0.001 sec. Figure 6.26 shows 

the progression of the laser on the surface of the workpiece as evidenced by the 

non-ablative isotherms that are below the minimum ablation temperature. This 

figure has been given for visual perception of the laser movement. 

6.7 Convergency of the thermal submodel 

In the finite element literature the term convergency has special meanings. Gen

erally, the term, convergency is used to indicate that with appropriate mesh refine

ment, the finite element solution converges to the exact solution if it is known. This 

is also known as mesh convergence or h-convergence. In a nonlinear analysis, con

vergency indicates that the solution process for the nonlinear system of equation 

converges. Convergency is ensured by both mesh convergency (sensitivity) and time 

dependency. 
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Figure 6.25: Temperature update due to laser movement 
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Figure 6.26: Laser moving on the workpiece 
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6.7.1 Mesh convergency of surface absorption thermal 
LAHM submodel 

The main objective of a mesh analysis is to capture the rapid temperature 

variabilitN- and ensure convergency. The sensitivity of a mesh can be varied in two 

ways. One is to change the mesh density (h-refinement) from one part of the model 

to another. The second is by changing the interpolation order (p-refinement) of the 

elements or by mixing elements. Implementing p-refinement is avoided because it 

leads to a significant increase in computer time. 

We have noticed that even with quadrilateral elements (DC2D4) the computer 

time involved is unbelievably high. To reduce the time of solving the equations, we 

adopted models that used varying mesh density in the workpiece. In all the models 

the upper surface is more finely meshed than the lower surface to account for the 

effect of the laser. 

In varying the element mesh, close attention is given to element distortion; 

simplex and complex elements are not mixed because gaps might appear during the 

machining process and meshing. It is gathered that too fine a mesh is prohibitively 

time consuming and thereby not cost effective. This section demonstrates that the 

model with the optimum mesh size corroborates the simulation without significant 

deviations from the finer mesh analysis. 

The LAHM surface absorption thermal subproblem is developed and run on 

three different models: one with a very fine mesh size, consisting of 2800 elements 
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Figure 6.27: Mesh sensitivity analysis for surface absorption 

(Model C), one mesh consisting of 1400 elements (Model B), and one mesh consisting 

of 800 elements (Model A). A 1100 W laser is used for the mesh sensitivity analysis. 

Three different meshes and the corresponding predicted thermal profiles are 

compared in Figure 6.27 at a depth of 350 pm under a laser power of 1100 W. It is 

seen that the temperature profile of 1400 element mesh (Model B) closely matches 

the finer, 2800 (Model C) element mesh. The trade off in selecting the coarser mesh 

size is that it sufficiently locates the heat-affected-zone. The input files are given in 

Appendices D, E and F, respectively. 

Considering both the convergency analysis and the total computational expense 

(see Table 6.5 and Table 6.6), Model B is the most viable model for FEA analysis 
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Table ( .̂5: Comparison i4 snrlace absorption FEA models with h-re(inement 

FK.\ Thermal 
LAHM Model 

surf, ab. 
Model A 
Model B 
Model C 

Num. 
of Elcm. 

800 
1400 
2800 

remp. 
at target depth 

K 
M(i7 
20-1-1 
2133 

I'arg.'t 
l e i i i ] ) , 

K 

2151 

Percent 
Error 

32 
5 
1 

Engg. 
Soln, Time 

hours 
5 
9 

33 

Table 6.6: Break down of engineering solution time in hours 

Model 
Model A 
Model B 
Model C 

Pre-processing 
1 
1 
1 

Post-processing 
2 
2 
2 

Solver time 
2 
6 

30 

of LAHM thermal process. The minimum ablation temperature has been defined 

as the target temperature in this calculation because this temperature must be 

attained for ablation. The percentage error is only 5% from the target temperature 

at a predetermined target depth of 350 pm from the top surface. Though Model 

C is more accurate, it is avoided for our analysis because it is computationally 

expensive. The total computational expense includes the cumulative time of pre

processing, post-processing and the solver time. A break down of the engineering 

solution time is given in Table 6.6. 
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6.7.2 Time sensitivity of the surafce absorption thermal 
subnK)del 

The thermal time dependency of the transient LAHM surface absorption thermal 

model with 1400 elements is validated here. A 1500 W laser is used for the time 

sensitivity' study. In this case, we run Model B with two time steps at 0.001 sec 

and 0.0002 sec. Physically, the power of the laser remains constant at all times but 

the temperature of the material increases depending on the total time period of the 

laser on the surface of the material. Neverthless, we must ensure that taking two 

different time increments gives the same thermal solution at the total time period. 

Figure 6.28 shows that the thermal solution profile is essentially the same for 

the two different time steps with a slight deviation (less than 3% at the surface) 

occuring between 800 pm and 1000 pm, distance from the leading edge. Therefore, 

for all simulations a time step of 0.001 sec will be used. 

6.8 LAHM surface absorption thermal validation 

In order to validate the LAHM surface absorption finite element model with the 

benchmark experimental model [85], we compared the experimental model with the 

first four ABAQUS/Standard input models as listed in Table 6.7. The benchmark 

experimental results are obtained from Modest [85]. Comparison includes ablation 

depth of the laser along the beam width and material removal rate. 
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Figure 6.28: Time dependency for LAHM surafce absorption 

Table 6.7 lists the various LAHM surface absorption models that will be pre

sented in this dissertation. All the models in this table consist of 1400 elements 

which has been fixed after the convergency analysis (section 6.7.1). 

Table 6.7: LAHM surface absorption simulation models 

Model No. 
Model-1 
Model-2 
Model-3 
Model-4 

LaserPower 

llOOW 
llOOW 
1500W 
1500W 

Scan Velocity 

sec 
2Qcrn 

sec 

1 0 ^ 
sec 

2Qcm 
sec 

LAHM Method 

LAHM-SA 
LAHM-SA 
LAHM-SA 
LAHM-SA 
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Figure 6.29: Material removal rates verification 

6.S.1 Material removal rates vahdation for LAHM-SA 
thermal submodel 

The material removal rates obtained from LAHM surface absorption (LAHM-

SA) thermal simulation using the ABAQUS/Standard input models are vahdated 

with that from the laser machining experiment by Modest [85]. The comparison 

shows good correlation in Figure 6.29. The deviation between the predicted values 

is within 6%. 

6.8.2 Ablation depth validation for LAHM-SA thermal 
submodel 

In this section we will compare the ablation depths due to LAHM surface ab

sorption with the experimental data. Figure 6.30 shows the comparison between 
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Model 1 versus Modest [86] 
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Figure 6.30: Model 1 ablation depth comparison 

Model 1 and the Modest data at 1100 W and 10 cm/s. It is seen that the ablation 

depth is maximum at the beam center. This is in agreement with the physical 

attribution that maximum energy is absorbed at this location. 

The width of the laser beam is normahzed at 212 pm in the LAHM-SA input file. 

The error is maximum 6% at the trail end of the laser. This is an inconsequential 

error since we are interested in the maximum amount of ablation depth, i.e., material 

removal. The error in predicting the maximum ablation depth in Model 1 is 2%. 

Thus the LAHM-SA model can be used for predicting the thermal ablation for 

hybrid machining. 

Figure 6,31 shows the comparison between Model 2 and the Modest results at 

1100 W and 20 cm/s . The error is maximum 6% at the trail end of the laser. The 

error in predicting the maximum ablation depth in Model 2 is zero. 
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Model 2 versus Modest [86] 
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Figure 6.31: Model 2 ablation depth comparison 

Figure 6.32 shows the comparison between Model 3 and the Modest results at 

1500 W and 10 cm/s . The error is maximum 4% at the trail end of the laser. The 

error in predicting the maximum ablation depth in Model 3 is 2%. 

Figure 6,33 shows the comparison between Model 4 and the Modest results at 

1500 W and 20 cm/s . The maximum error is less than 7% at the trail end of the 

laser. The error in predicting the maximum ablation depth in Model 4 is less than 

4%. 

6.9 LAHM surface absorption examples 

Stress and displacement predictions during LAHM surface absorption require 

consideration of plastic material behavior and strain hardening. It is observed that 

to perform a sequential coupled analysis both the standard and explicit program 
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steps must match within the time incuMiient and time |)eriod used. Also to be 

noted in the thermal profiU>s during the explicit solution is that though quadratic 

(CPE4R), plane strain elements are us(<d, there is a slight discontinuity at the 

fail elements. The reason for the discontinuity is due to the rea,s(;n that the code 

implemented temperature interpolation procc-dures used in ABAQUS/Explicit at 

stress-displacement solution times differ from the thermal solution times used in 

the .•\B.\QLTS/Standard because of a different incrementation controlhng criteria in 

the two ajialyses. This has been taken care of by using CONTROL statements in 

the input file. 

.\s the laser progress ablation phenomena take place within 10 ms or 5 ms, 

depending on the scan velocity. The model predicts the surface recession that occurs 

when the material temperature exceeds the ablation temperature range. This is 

attributed by the kinetics and the phase change phenomena. 

6,9.1 Extent of the HAZ in LAHM surface absorption 

The heat-affected-zone (HAZ) is unwanted in laser ablated materials. But it is 

developed due to laser machining, when an area is subjected to high temperatures 

for a short period of time. These high temperatures can cause structural properties 

of the material to change and may cause embrittlement or cracking. In the laser 

machining process this zone is left untouched. A hybrid machining process like 

LAHM can remove this zone provided the extent of the HAZ is determined. The 
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theoretical extent of the HAZ is a temiH-rature above which the material begins to 

show plastic behavior and beK)\v which it exhibits no structural change. Thus the 

size of the H,AZ is a function of laser pulse duration, thermal conductivity, specific 

heat and laser wa\elength (refractive index). For silicon nitride this temperature is 

near 1653 K [45], and it is this value that will be used to deliue the HAZ for silicon 

nitride in this work. 

6.9.2 Tool location in LAHM surface absorption 

It is noted the tool is not placed at the initial ablated location, but the tool 

location is determined after the whole period length (10 ms or 5 ms depending on 

the speed) of the laser. The cutting tool is then placed below the heat-affected-zone 

(HAZ). The tool position has been fixed for all the runs but the ratio of temperature 

at tool position to the same at HAZ (HAZTL) is defined to present the effect of 

HAZ. This is done in order to qualitatively compare the cutting force, thrust force, 

the normal stresses with HAZTL. Figure 6.34 shows the cutting tool location and 

the HAZ location (dotted line) for the highest powered laser (1500 W) at the slowest 

scan speed (10 cm/s) . Theoretically, this will give the greatest extent of the HAZ. 

The HAZTL at the cutting tool position is 0.7. 

For silicon nitride 1653 K marks the extent of the HAZ above which material 

behaves plastically. This is approximately 47 pm below the ablation surface. The 

tool is physically placed well below the HAZ. The distance of the tool from the last 
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end of HAZ is approximately, 86 //m. The tool position (roin the initial surface is 

310 /mi, for all the cases. 

6.9.3 Non-isotlKMinal ablatit)n surface during surface 
absorption LAHM 

Figures 6.35 to 6.38 show the final shai)e of the non-isothermal ablation surface 

due to laser ablation and the thermal distribution within the workpiece. Since the 

temperature \ariation is \ery small, it is not possible to see this non-isothermal 

variation of the ablating surface in the computational domain. To get this non-

isothermal surface special post processing is required, which has been discussed. It 

is represented by a narrow band. It is also noticed that during surface absorption, 

the HAZ near the ablating surface is confined to a very small area compared to the 

overall thickness of the material. 

Figure 6.35 shows that the maximum depth of the ablation surface is approxi

mately 166 pm at the rake face. The HAZ depth lies to the extent of 43 pva below 

the ablated surface (between I and J) . The shape of the ablation surface near the 

trailing end is shallow than the leading end. This is attributed to the laser exit 

effects. As the ablation proceeds the material removal at the trailing end slows 

down due to the decrease in front velocity. 

For Model 2 shown in Figure 6.36, the faster speed of the laser causes the HAZ 

to be narrower than Model 1. The HAZ is only 26 pm below the ablating surface. 

The surface ablation depth at the rake face is 149 pm. As expected the thermal 

file:///ariation
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Figure 6.35: L.AHM-S.\ thermal profile and ablation surface : Model 1 

profiles at the side boundaries are perpendicular because of the adiabatic symmetric 

boundary conditions. 

For Model 3, the laser power used is the maximum and the scan speed is the 

slowest at 10 cm/s . Figure 6.37 shows that due to the slower speed of the laser 

the HAZ is larger than all the other Models. Figure 6.34 has shown Model 3 more 

elaborately and is discussed in that section. The ablation depth at the rake face is 

223 ^m for this model. 

Model 4, shown in Figure 6.38, depicts the laser ablated surface due to the high 

power laser at the highest speed. The HAZ extends slightly more than the low 

powered laser of Model 2 at the same speed. The HAZ is only 35 pm below the 

ablating surface. The surface ablation depth at the rake face is 150 pm. 
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Figure 6.36: LAHM-SA thermal profile and ablation surface : Model 2 
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Figure 6.38: L.AHM-S,^. thermal profile and ablation surface : Model 4 

Thus we observe that the laser affects the HAZ in two ways, first as the power 

is increased the H.AZ spreads with it and second as the velocity is increased the 

HAZ becomes narrower. The advantages are, first, if design improvement requires 

material processing speed to be increased we have the added benefit of maintaining 

structural integrity by removing less amount of material by increasing the speed. 

Secondly, more material removal is facilitated at lower scan speeds which can be 

increased furthermore by increasing the laser energy. 

6.9.4 Effect of temperature profile during surface 
absorption 

When surface absorption of the laser heat flux is included in LAHM, similar 

trends in the temperature profiles are observed. The thermal profiles are non-

dimensional. Figure 6.39 shows that the minimum ablation temperature as obtained 
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Figure 6.39: Temporal variations of LAHM-SA thermal profile at 10 cm/s. 

for the 1500 W and 1100 W laser for a scan speed of 10 cm/s. The peak ablation 

temperature for the 1100 W laser lags the ablation temperature of the 1500 W laser 

by a factor of 2% of the total period. We notice that the peak values for both the 

lasers occur approximately after one-third of the laser on-time. The thermal profiles 

for both the laser systems show a stabilizing trend near the end of the laser scan. It 

is observed that the repeatabilty of the predicted temeprature is very good in terms 

of both shape and magnitude. 
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Figure 6. 10 shows the similar thermal itrolile as seen in Figure 6.39 for a faster 

scanning laser of 20 cm/s . It is observed that the peak ablation temperature is 

lower for the higher scan speed. The reason bc-hind this is that the slower the laser, 

the more the time tor beam-material interaction. The [)eak temperature for both of 

the lasers are now almost at the mid-point of the total time period. This is because 

as the scan frequency is increased the thermal profile gets uniform. Also noticeable 

is that the difference between the two peak temperatures are more prominent at 

higher scan speeds. 

Figure 6.41 gives the non-dimensional thermal profiles at a particular laser power 

of 1100 W It is evident from this simulation that the slower laser (10 cm/s) reaches 

the peak temperature more quicker than the faster laser (20 cm/s) because of longer 

interaction times. The thermal profile levels to a value higher than the minimum 

ablation temperature. This value is dictated by the total time period of the laser. 

In Figure 6.42, we notice that for the 1500 W laser, the thermal response is 

steeper for the slow laser. Also the thermal peak value is more for the slower laser 

(10 cm/s) . Qualitative comparison with Figure 6.41 shows that the thermal peak 

values are more for the high power laser as it should be, physically. For the 10 cm/s, 

laser we see that the peak temperature rise is 33% more than the faster laser of 

20 cm/s . 

Figures 6.43, 6.44, 6.45, and 6.46 show the non-dimensional ablation depth with 

respect to the temperature. It is observed that the ablation depth is highest at 
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Figure 6.43: LAHM-SA thermal profiles at 1100 W 

the minimum ablation temperaure. This is because material is removed faster at 

a higher ablation temperature for the same laser on-time. Furthermore, we notice 

that for the same laser power of 1100 W, the slower laser (10 cm/s) , ablates 25% 

more material. 

6.9.5 Effect of normal stress in surface absorption 
LAHM 

It is seen that the normal stress in both the laser ablation direction and con

ventional machining direction are reduced greatly due to the effect of temperature. 
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riie failure strength is reduced from SOO MI'a t.) around 200 MPa. These are the 

stresses along the rake face o\' Ihe cutting tool. Immediately alxwe the tool tip the 

stresses start with a high \alue. .At low temperatures the normal sticsses are tensile 

in nature, while as the temperature increases it becomes compressive in nature. 

However, just near machining it is tensile in nature and is more than 200 MPa. 

Since this is more than the failure tensile strength ( 200 MPa) of the material at 

elevated temperature, conventional cutting is facilitated. Tensile stresses are the 

predominant stresses in tool-workpiece interaction zone near (low HAZTL). The 

compressive stresses prevail in the upper zone near the chip just below the ablated 

material (high HAZTL). 

From the Figure 6.47 it is observed that S l l , the normal stress in the tool 

cutting direction is more than 255 MPa for Model 1. This facilitates the cutting of 

the workpiece by a conventional tool. We notice that the normal stress relaxation 

occurs as the temperature is increased along the rake face of the tool. The normal 

stress in the laser ablation direction (S22), on the other hand, is mostly compressive. 

The compressive normal stress is relaxed to 85 MPa as the workpiece temperature 

along the rake face is increased due to laser ablation. We notice yielding of the 

material as it is above the compressive yield strength of silicon nitride. The range 

of compressive strength has been reported as 7 - 70 MPa for silicon nitrides [136] 

at a temperature of 1200 K. Failure occurs due to the high tensile stress at the rake 

face. It is observed that the nature of the normal stresses are relaxed similarly as 

file:///alue
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Figure 6.47: Thermal stresses of LAHM-SA: Model 1 

shown in Figures 6.47 and 6.48. For the high speed lasers failure also occurs as the 

tensile stress exceeds the materials strength. We notice that for the high powered 

laser the stress is relaxed more quickly (0.7 HAZTL) than for the low powered laser 

(0.6 HAZTL). 

Figure 6.48 shows in Model 2 for high scan speed (20 cm/s) at the same laser 

power that, S l l , near the HAZ is shghtly more than that at the lower cutting speed. 

This value is approximately 263 MPa. This is because enough stress relaxation 
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Figure 6.48: Thermal stresses of LAHM-SA: Model 2 

could not take place at this short period of time. But since this value is above the 

tensile strength value of 200 MPa as seen in Figure 6.48, tensile strength failure in 

the machine cutting direction occurs with less tooling force required. In the laser 

ablating direction compressive stress, S22, has a value of 88 MPa. This helps in the 

yielding of the material. 

Figure 6.49 shows the normal stresses for Model 3. In this case, we notice that 

the tensile stress zone has moved a little bit farther from the HAZ area. This is 

indicated by the HAZTL value near the cutting edge. The physical interpretation 
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Figure 6.49: Thermal stresses of LAHM-SA: Model 3 

of this is tha t due to the high powered laser the thermal influence zone is extended 

into the material. Also we notice that the tensile stress relaxation is the maximum 

in this case. The value of tensile stress near the HAZ is thus the minimum, which 

is, 208 MPa. It is thus advisable to machine near the HAZ, because the tool will 

face less resistance in cutting the material. The compressive stress is 75 MPa which 

is greater than the compressive yield strength (70 MPa) of the material, initiating 

yielding. 
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Figure 6.50: Thermal stresses of LAHM-SA: Model 4 

Figure 6.50 shows that for 20 cm/s at 1500 W laser power (Model 4), stress in 

the machine cutting direction, S l l , has a value of 210 MPa. Since this value is above 

the tensile strength value of 200 MPa as seen in Figure 6.50, tensile strength failure 

in the machine cutting direction is favorable near the HAZ. In the laser ablating 

direction compressive stress, S22, has a value of 83 MPa and causes the material to 

yield. 
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6.9.6 Effect of cutting force in surface absorption LAHM 

Figures 6.51, 6.52, 6.53 and 6.54 show the reduction in cutting force and thrust 

force due to LAHM surface absorption machining at two different scan speeds 

(10 cm/s or 20 cm/s) and laser powers (1100 W or 1500 W). At the start the 

initial cutting force is large because a heat-affected-zone (HAZ) has yet not been 

defined. As time progresses, the full thermal profile in the workpiece is defined, 

and just below the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) the plasticity of the material causes 

the cutting force and the thrust force to be reduced significantly. The reduction of 

these two forces due to the increase in temperature (HAZTL) is also an indication 

of decreased flow stress. 

Cutting and thrust forces in Model 1 decrease as temperatures increases and 

the material ablates. The physical explanation is that due to ablation material 

stiffness is reduced and since force is directly proportional to stiffness, the reduction 

in cutting forces takes place. The initial cutting forces in LAHM is 39.6 N and the 

final force at the end of the laser scan is 21.2 N. It is seen that the thrust force closely 

follows the same trend. The thrust force is 37.8 N at the begining and reduces to l8 

N after the run is complete. 

In Model 2, as shown in Figure 6.52 the decrease in thrust and cutting force is 

lower than for Model 1. The reason is that the speed of the laser does not provide 

enough time to ablate the same amount of material as the first model. In this 

case the HAZTL is low indicating possible granular chip formation. The plastic 
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Figure 6.51: LAHM-SA process forces for Model 1 
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Figure 6.52: LAHM-SA process forces for Model 2 

deformation initiation begins at this stage. Again near the last extent of the HAZ, 

HAZTL has a value approximately equal to 1.0. Fully plastic region is developed 

from onward. The strength of the material is greatly reduced as the temperatures 

increase due to material ablation. The initial cutting forces in LAHM is 39 N and 

the final force at the end of the laser scan is 23 N. It is seen that the thrust force 

closely follows the same trend. The thrust force is 37 N at the begining and reduces 

to 20 N after the run is complete. 
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Figure 6.53: LAHM-SA process forces for Model 3 

Model 3, shown in Figure 6.53, also predicts the decrease in thrust and cutting 

force. It is observed that the HAZTL value is high indicating continuous type chip 

formation just like metal cutting. Because of the reduced flow stress, initial cutting 

forces in LAHM is 37 N and the final force at the end of the laser scan is 18.2 N. It 

is seen that the thrust force closely follows the same trend. The thrust force is 35 

N at the begining and reduces to 16.4 N after the run is complete. 
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Figure 6.54: LAHM-SA process forces for Model 4 

Figure 6.54 shows the decrease in thrust and cutting force of Model 4 due to the 

increase in HAZTL, i.e., temperature. The smooth reduction in the process forces 

indicate absence of any brittle fracture at this temperature range. Cutting force at 

initiation is 36.4 N and the final force at the end of the laser scan is 21 N. It is seen 

that the thrust force closely follows the same trend. The thrust force is 35 N at the 

beginning and reduces to 18 N after the run is complete. 
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6.9.7 Comparison of avera,ge process forces in LAM and 
LAHM surface absorption 

\\V know that at high temperature (cramics exhibit rate dependent behavior 

[38]. It is observed that cutting forces decrt'ase as the temperature range increases to 

1300°C or 13S0°C [45]. This temperature gives a theoretical estimation of the HAZ 

depth. The chips formed are of the plastic deformation type and are continuous, 

this being evidenced by the smooth reduction of the process forces. The plastic 

nature of the ceramics is due to the decreasing flow stress. The resulting plastic 

beha% ior of ceramics due to the LAHM-SA closely resembles that of a metal cutting 

process. The present simulations also confirm the statement. The graph in Figure 

6.55 shows the average cutting force is decreased by 65% when compared to LAM 

[45]. A similar trend is exhibited fro the thrust force in Figure 6.56. It is seen that 

more reduction in process forces occur near the defined HAZ depth at HAZTL equal 

to 1.0. 

From the ABAQUS/Explicit machining model we can verify the trend of these 

two forces during cutting simulations in as much as qualitative comparison with 

available LAM data suggests that LAHM is advantageous since reduction of cutting 

as well as thrust forces increase tool life. It is thus recommended that the tool 

be therefore placed below this heat-affected-zone (HAZ), so that any structurally 

altered solid materials can be conventionally machined. 
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6.10 LAHM volume absorption FEA validation 

There is no direct comparison available for the thermal LAHM volume absorp

tion model because experimental or numerical databases are not found for laser 

volume absorption and emission for optically thin materials like Silicon. In the fol

lowing sections, LAHM volume absorption model example results are presented in 

terms of cutting forces, thrust forces, ablation depth and thermal profiles. These 

%'alues are qualitatively compared with that of the LAHM surface absorption models 

and LAM. These indirect validations affirm the nature of the LAHM-VA physical 

process. 

6.11 LAHM volume absorption examples 

The LAHM models involving volume absorption include absorption as a function 

of depth as well as emission. This is achieved by a second order exponential integral 

function that incorporates the effect of radiation in the semi-transparent medium. 

Scattering inside the medium is not considered. The input thermal model file for 

ABAQUS/Standard uses DFLUX and UMATHT subroutines, which are modified 

to handle volume absorption. 

Simulations of LAHM volume absorption using laser powers of 1100 W and 

1500 W with laser scan speeds of 10 cm/sec and 20 cm/sec, respectively, are per

formed. The total t ime period of the simulations are 10 ms and 5 ms respectively. 
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lableb.S: L.AHM \'olunu> a.bsor])t,ion simulation models 

Model No. 
Model-5 
Model-6 
ModeL7 
Model-8 

Laserl\)\ver 
llOOW 
llOOW 
1500\V 
1500\V 

Scan Velocity 
IQim 
20^^ 
10- ' 
20'^ 

LAHM Method 
LAHM-VA 
LAHM-VA 
LAHM-VA 
LAHM-VA 

The simulation predicts the internal temperature distribution, the shape of the ab

lation front, the stress distribution within the material and the cutting force. The 

CW laser operates on the full length of the workpiece. The velocity changes as well 

as heat of removal variations are incorporated in the thermal submodel input file 

as given in the .Appendix H. The machining input file is given in Appendix I. 

Table 6.8 fists the various LAHM volume absorption models that will be pre

sented in this dissertation. All the models in this table consist of 1400 elements 

which has been fixed after the convergency analysis. 

6.11.1 Extent of the HAZ in LAHM volume absorption 

The heat-affected-zone in laser ablated materials is defined as an area which is 

subjected to high temperatures for a short period of time. This high temperature 

region causes a local change in the microstructure and the strength of the workpiece. 

Within the HAZ the flexural strength of silicon is reduced by almost 66% [36]. In the 

laser ablation process this zone is left untouched. The original strength is regained 

if grinding or other machining is performed below the heat-affected-zone (HAZ). 
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A h\brid machining process like LAHM can remove this /one provided the extent 

of the H.AZ is determined. I'\)r the LAHM volnine absorption simulation the cutting 

tool is placed at a fixed position below the HAZ; < on.se(|uently the material in the 

HAZ is removed by conventional machining. The theoretical extent of the HAZ is 

a temperature abo\e which the material lie,u;iiis to show plastic behavior and below 

which it exhibits no structural change. Thus the size of the HAZ is a function of 

laser pulse duration, thermal conductivity, specific heat and laser wavelength. The 

temperature 1273 K is a theoretical estimation of the extent of the HAZ in sihcon 

[1]-

6.11.2 Tool location in LAHM volume absorption 

In order to determine a convenient cutting force, thrust force and thermo-

mechanical stresses for ease of material removal by a cutting tool, they are compared 

relati\e to a quantity known as HAZTL. HAZTL is the ratio of temperature at the 

fixed tool location to the HAZ temperature. Since the position of the HAZ changes 

depending on the speed and power of the laser, it is advantageous to keep the tool 

position fixed for the finite element models. Because if the tool is just placed at 

the HAZ, only the cutting forces at that position is determinable and the history of 

reduction in forces near the HAZ is lost and there is no way we can trace back the 

stress or cutting force profile along the rake face. 
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Figure 6.57: Tool location for LAHM volume absorption 

Figure 6.57 shows the non-isothermal ablation surface (zoomed view), HAZ lo

cation (dotted line) and the cutting tool location for the highest powered laser 

(1500 W) at the slowest scan speed (10 cm/s) . Theoretically, this will give the 

greatest extent of the HAZ. For silicon 1273 K marks the extent of the HAZ above 

which material behaves plastically. This is approximately 81 pm below the ablation 

surface. The tool is physically placed well below the HAZ. The distance of the tool 

from the last end of HAZ is approximately, 170 pm. 
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6.11.3 Non-isothermal ablation surface during volume 
absorption LAHM 

Figures 6.58 to 6.61 show the final shape of the non-isothermal ablation surface 

due to laser ablation and the thermal distribution. Since the temperature variation 

is ver> small, it is not possible to see the non-isothermal variation of the ablating 

surface in the computational domain. To get this non-isothermal surface, special 

post processing is required which has been discussed. It is thus represented by a 

narrow band. It is also noticed that the HAZ near the ablating surface is confined 

to a \'ery small area compared to the overall thickness of the material. The input 

file is given in .Appendix H. 

Figure 6.58 shows that the maximum depth of the ablation surface is approxi

mately 96 ^ m at the ralce face. The HAZ depth lies to the extent of 77 /im below 

the ablated surface (between G and H). The shape of the ablation surface near the 

trailing end is more shallow than the leading end. This can be attributed to the 

affect of the exponential integral function over time. As the ablation proceeds the 

emission quantity is exceeded by the absorption amount resulting in a less amount 

of material removal at the trailing end. This phenomena is very prominent for the 

slower speed lasers of Model 5 and Model 7. 

For Model 6 shown in Figure 6.59, the HAZ is narrower than Model 5 due to 

the faster speed of the laser. The HAZ is only 48 pm below the ablating surface. 

The surface ablation depth at the rake face is 81 pm. The thermal profiles at the 
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Figure 6.5S: L,AHM-VA thermal profile and ablation surface : Model 5 

side boundaries are perpendicular because of the adiabatic symmetric boundary 

condition. 

For Model 7 the laser power is the maximum and the scan speed is the slowest 

at 10 cm/s. Figure 6.60 shows that due to the slower speed of the laser the HAZ 

is larger than all the Models. Figure 6.57 shows Model 7 more elaborately and is 

discussed in that section. 

Results for Model 8 is shown in Figure 6.61 and depicts the laser ablated surface 

due to the high power laser at the highest speed. The HAZ extends slightly more 

than the low powered laser of Model 6 at the same speed. The HAZ is only 60 pm 

below the ablating surface. The surface ablation depth at the rake face is 90 ^m. 

Thus we observe that the laser effects the HAZ in two ways, first as the power is 

increased the HAZ spreads with it and second as the velocity is increased the HAZ 

becomes smaller. The advantages are also two-fold, first, if design improvement 
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Figure 6.60: LAHM-VA thermal profile and ablation surface : Model 7 
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Figure 6.61: L.AHM-VA thermal profile and ablation surface : Model 8 

requires process speed to be improved we have the added benefit of maintaining 

structural integrity by removing less amount of material. Secondly, more material 

removal is facilitated at lower scan speeds which can be increased furthermore by 

increasing the laser energy. 

6.11.4 Effect of temperature profile during volume 
absorption LAHM 

The LAHM-VA thermal model developed predicts the temperature distribution 

in the workpiece as well as the location of the moving front. Transient heat transfer 

analysis is performed for the thermal analysis model that includes phase change. 

User subroutines UMATHT and DFLUX subroutines are developed to interface 

with ABAQUS/Standard and incorporate laser ablation. This thermal solution is 

later sequentially coupled to a two-dimensional plane strain mechanical model. In 
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the machining model, the built-up e(lg(> is neglected because of the high rigidity of 

the tool material. 

The following graphs represent the non-dimensional temperatures history of the 

workpiece at the rake faci- This non-dimensional particle trace of a point shows 

that the sensiti\ ities of the minimum ablation temperature of the non-isothermal 

phase boundar.N- depend mainly on two laser parameters: the laser power and the 

laser scan speed. 

.At a slow scan speed of 10 cm/sec, it is seen that the thermal response for the 

high powered laser of 1500 W is faster than that of the 1100 W laser. This is 

e\ident b\- the steeper thermal slopes in Figure 6.62. For laser power of 1500 W, 

the non-dimensional thermal history of point, (x = 0, y = 0.34) is plotted in this 

graph with respect to the non-dimensional total time. Also, we observe that the 

minimum non-dimensional ablation temperature for Model 7 (high powered) laser is 

achieved approximately 0.1 times earlier than that of the Model 5 laser of 1100 W, 

at which minimum ablation temperature occurs at point, (x = 0, y = 0.19). Thus, 

for the same scan speed the thermal ablation point is reached earlier for a high 

powered laser than the low powered laser by increasing the non-isothermal nodal 

temperatures along the surface to the minimum material ablation range. This is 

also reason that when ablation occurs it occurs deeper into the material for the high 

powered laser. 
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Figure (\XV.], likewise, affirms that at a faster scan s])ee(l of 20 cm/sec, the thermal 

response for the 1500 \V Model S .it node (x ^ 0, y - I).18) is faster than that of 

the 1100 W laser (Model 6) at nod.^ (x - 0, y = O.l(i) . This non-dimensional 

time lead factor is up to 0.25 times of the total time period near the ablation point. 

This is evident b>- the steeper thermal slope shown in Figure 6.63. Thus, it agrees 

very well with the physical concept and takes less time for a high powererd laser to 

perform material ablation. It is seen that after 0.4 times of the total time period, 

the thermal response of both the lasers levels off and behave almost similarly due 

to the full thermal profile develoment. 

Figures 6.64 shows the thermal profiles for different scan velocities of 10 cm/s 

and 20 cm/s at the same laser power of 1100 W. The full thermal profile near the 

minimum ablation temperature for the 20 cm/s scanning speed laser, will take more 

time to develop than that for the 10 cm/s laser. The non-dimensional point tracking 

at X = 0,y = 0.16 for the faster laser shows that the thermal gradient in the rake 

face flatten quicker than the slower laser. The physical characteristic can be related 

to the early HAZ development near the ablation front. 

The non-dimensional thermal profiles in Figure 6.65 are at different scan veloci

ties of 10 cm/s and 20 cm/s at the same laser power of 1500 W. At this power, the 

full thermal profile for the 20 cm/s scanning laser takes longer time to fully develop 

than that for the 10 cm/s laser. The faster laser shows a flatter slope when non-

dimensional point tracking at node x = 0,y = 0.18 is viewed. This when compared 
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Figure 6.65: Temporal variations LAHM-VA thermal profile at 1500W 

at the same time frame has a response lag. This can be attributed to the early 

HAZ development near the ablation front for the faster laser. The thermal response 

time for the slower laser also shows steep thermal gradients at the begining at node 

location x = 0,y = 0.34 which suggests possible thermal stress development in this 

region. The temperature gradient in the workpiece near the HAZ is not that ex

treme which suggests that the stress relaxation has already occurred near the fully 

developed thermal profile, i.e, from the HAZ to the ablation temperature range. 

Figure 6.66 shows the non-dimensional distance from the bottom of the work-

piece to the non-dimensional temperature at the right edge (tool side). It is seen 
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Figure 6.66: LAHM-VA thermal profiles at 10 cm/s 

that the minimum ablation temperature propagates from a height of 0.66 from the 

bottom face of the workpiece for the 1500 W laser at 10 cm/s as shown in Figure 

6.66. This value for the 1100 W laser is at 0.81 at the same laser speed. Thus we 

notice more than an 18% increase in ablation depth by increasing the laser power 

by 400 W from 1100 W at constant slow speed of 10 cm/s . 

The above observation is also true for the high speed laser of 20 cm/s as shown in 

Figure 6.67. However in this case the depth's increase is more than 2% by increasing 

the power by the same amount from the 1100 W powered laser. This suggests that 
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Figure 6,67: LAHM-VA thermal profiles at 20 cm/s 

at \ery high speed, optimum laser power needs to be evaluated at which material 

ablation depth will not increase significantly by increasing the power rating of the 

laser. Thus an economic zone of cutting can be proposed from these observations. 

Figures 6.68 and 6.69 compare the same non-dimensional parameters keeping 

the power of the lasers constant but changing the laser scan speeds from 10 cm/s to 

20 cm/s . It is seen that the 20 cm/s lasers deplete less material than the 10 cm/s 

lasers. It is also observed from Figures 6.68 and 6.69 that at any predetermined 

target depth the temperature of the material in the 20 cm/s laser is higher than the 
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10 cm/s laser. Figure ti.68 shows that the ablation depth is increased more than 

lo^'o by decreasing the speed by 100% at, a, constant power of 1100 W A similar 

result is observed for the 1500 W laser at but the depth iii(reas(> is more than 47% 

by decreasing the speed by 100% from 20 cm/s to 10 cm/s. 

Thus it is more effecti\e to decrease s|H"ed at tlu^ same power than to increase 

power at the same speed in order to remove more material. All of these observations 

translates that to obtain more material removal it is required to increase the laser 

power and decrease laser cutting speed keeping the materials fracture criteria in 

mind. 

6.11.5 Effect of normal stresses in volume absorption 
LAHM 

The LAHM volume absorption mechanical model developed predicts the stress 

distribution in the workpiece using ABAQUS/Explicit FEA analysis. In this model 

failure elements are used to remove material by machining. The debonding of the 

material is accomplished using a damage concept. High strain rate parameters are 

used to describe the rate dependent flow stress model. 

Figures in this section provide the normal stresses the machine cutting direction 

(S l l ) and the laser cutting direction (S22) with respect to the ratio HAZTL. Failure 

occurs when the compressive or tensile stress in the material due to the thermal and 

mechanical loading conditions exceed their known compressive or tensile strength. 
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The tensile and compressive strength ofsilicon is 100 MI'a and 121) MI'a respectively 

[137], 

Figure 6.70 shows that for Model 5, stress in the machine cutting direction, S l l , 

is more than S22 in the laser cutting dirtxtion along the rake face of the tool. We 

also notice that both the stresses in this model are relaxing as the temperature 

increases along the rake face. This is in agreement with the physical behavior of 

the material under thermal loadings [38], It is seen that the tensile stress is located 

before the ablated material, i.e., near low HAZTL area. The compressive strength 

on the other hand is predominant near the HAZ and just after the ablated surface. 

It is also observed is that at the initiation of the ploughing action of the tool, tensile 

stress (S l l ) is very high. 

The tensile stress decreases along the rake face and near HAZTL=1.0, it has a 

value more than the tensile strength (lOOMPa) of the material. We see that because 

of the temperature increase, the tensile strength below the HAZ decreases consid

erably. This facilitates tensile strength failure in the machine cutting direction. In 

the laser ablating direction compressive stress, S22 prevails. In this case yielding 

of the material, also occurs as the compressive stress is more than the compressive 

yield strength of the material (120MPa) [137]. Thus this non-traditional hybrid 

machining process has utilised the benefits of both the laser machining and tool 

cutting methods to facilitate material removal. 
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Figure 6.70: Thermal stresses of LAHM-VA: Model 5 
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As shown in Figure 6.71 for Model 6 with a high scan speed (20 cm/s) at the 

same laser power shows that, S l l , near the HAZ is slightly more than that at the 

lower cutting speed. This value is approximately 175 MPa. This is because enough 

stress relaxation could not take place at this short period of time. However, since 

this value is above the tensile strength value of 100 MPa as seen in Figure 6.71, 

tensile strength failure in the machine cutting direction occurs with less tooling 

force required. In the laser ablating direction compressive stress, S22, has a value 

of 170 MPa. This helps in the yielding of the material. 
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Figure 6.72 shows the normal stres.ses for Model 7 In this case, we notice that 

the tensile stress /one has mo\(>d a little bit farther from the HAZ area,. This is 

indicated b\- the HAZTL \<\lue near the cutting ecl^e The physical interpretation 

of this is that due to the high powered laser the thermal influence zone is extended 

into the material. .Also we notice that the tensile stress relaxation is the maximum 

in this case. The \'alue of tensile stress near the HAZ is thus the minimum, which is, 

125 MPa. It is thus advisable to machine near the HAZ, because the tool will face 

less resistance in cutting the material. The compressive stress is 137 MPa which is 

greater than the compressive yield strength of the material. 

Figure 6.73 shows that for 20 cm/s at 1500 W laser power (Model 8), stress in 

the machine cutting direction, S l l , has a value of 133 MPa. Since this value is above 

the tensile strength value of 100 MPa as seen in Figure 6.71, tensile strength failure 

in the machine cutting direction is favorable near the HAZ. In the laser ablating 

direction compressive stress, S22, has a value of 150 MPa causes the material to 

yield. 

6.11.6 Effect of cutting forces in volume absorption 
LAHM 

The cutting force at the initial tool position has a high value in all the simulations 

for volume absorption LAHM. This force is required to initiate the ploughing action 

of the tool for the chip separation to take place. The cutting force is predicted by 

determining the reaction force of the node of the failing element that is in contact 
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with the cutting tool. The i>osition of this node is located at a fixed distance from 

the bottom face. 

It is noted that the tool is not located until the full thermal simulation has been 

executed thus allowing the tool to be positioned below the 11AZ where the tempera

ture is between 1073K to 1273K and the tensile strength is relaxed to approximately 

lOOMPa. From these simulations it is predicted that the cutting force is lowest if 

the tool is placed near or at the HAZ, 

Figures 6.74, 6.75, 6,76, and 6,77 show the variation of cutting forces with respect 

to H.AZTL, In all of the cases, the thrust force is closely followed by the cutting 

force, but alwa>s lags in magnitude. The physical reason behind this is that the 

thrust force is just used to keep the tool in place using a thrust in the y-direction. 

Additional reduction of forces above the HAZ has not been determined because that 

area is machined off. But it is expected the reduction of forces in that area relative 

to the forces near the HAZ will not differ much because of the relaxation of the flow 

stress. 

Figures 6.74 shows the cutting and thrust forces of Model 5. The maximum 

cutting force is at the lowest HAZTL (0.4), which is 49 N. The cutting forces then 

decrease with temperature as evidenced by the higher value of HAZTL. At a HAZTL 

equal to 1.0, it has a value of 28.6 N. The thrust force also shows similar trend and 

decrease from 45 N to 23.8 N in the same range of HAZTL. We notice that the 

forces are not reduced linearly. This is in contrast with the LAM force reduction. 
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Figure 6.74: LAHM-VA cutting forces for Model 5 

which is mostly linear [45]. This behavior of the cutting and thrust forces can be 

attributed to the combined effect of the laser ablation and machining process. 

Figures 6.75 shows the cutting and thrust forces for Model 6. We notice that 

the HAZTL in this case is very low (0.4) hence the highest amount of cutting force 

(48.6 N) is required in machining in this area. This can be remedied by moving the 

cutting tool upwards near the high HAZTL zone (1.0) and the cutting force there 
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Figure 6.75: LAHM-VA cutting forces for Model 6 

would be the minimum 30.4 N. As before, the thrust forces show similar trends and 

decrease from 45 N to 24.3 N 

Figures 6.76 shows the cutting and thrust forces of Model 7. We notice that 

the cutting forces are reduced from average 46.36 N to 26 N. The thrust forces are 

reduced to 43.4 to 23.6 N. The HAZTL value is improved to 0.6 due to the increase 

in laser power. 
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Figures 6.77 shows that the cutting and thrust forces for Model 8 are reduced as 

temperature is increased. The highest cutting force in this case is 47.9 N which is 

reduced to 30 N. The thrust forces also show a decreasing tendency with increasing 

temperature (HAZTL). The value of the thrust forces decrease to 24 N from 43.6 N. 

Thus from the FEA simulation models we can predict the cutting force reduction 

due to LAHM machining on semitransparent materials. 
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6.11.7 Comparison of process Forces in LAM and LAHM 

volume absorption 

We know that at high temperatures silicon exhibits rate dependent behavior 

[88]. It is observed from the LAHM simulations that the cutting forces starts to 

decrease from a temperature of 800°C to 1000°C. Silicon chips are formed due to 

the decreasing flow stress in response to the temperature increase. The resulting 

plastic behavior of silicon due to LAHM volume absorption closely resembles that 

of a metal cutting process. The LAHM-VA simulation also confirms the statement. 

It is observed from Figure 6.78 that the average cutting forces for the volume 

absorption machining is more than that of the surafce absorption machining. In this 

case the temperature ranges are converted to HAZTL to compare the two processes 

qualitatively. The higher value of HAZTL signifies the higher value of temperature. 

Thus as temperatures increase cutting forces decrease for both the processes. The 

decrease in cutting forces for the LAHM-SA process compared to the LAHM-VA 

process is more than 20%. The reason is because silicon nitride is opaque and 

absorbs more thermal energy than silicon, a semi-transparent material. This is also 

true for the thrust forces shown in Figure 6.79. 

In LAM, in the microscale analysis there is no bond breaking and hence lattice 

structures remain intact. But in LAHM-VA, ablation is mainly due to bond breaking 

and some of the lattice structure falls apart resulting in reduced stiffness. Thus 

we observe a reduction in average cutting and thrust forces of more than 60% in 
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Figure 6.7S: .Average machining cutting forces of LAHM-VA and LAHM-SA 

Thrust versus HAZTL 
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Figure 6.79: Average machining thrust of LAHM-VA and LAHM-SA 
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Figure 6,80: ,A\erage machining cutting forces of LAHM-VA and LAM 

L.AHM-\'.A when compared to the LAM [45] process as shown in Figures 6.80 and 

voltemp2. 

From the .ABAQUS/Explicit machining model (Appendix I), we can verify the 

trend of these two forces during cutting simulations. Qualitative comparison with 

available LAM data suggests that LAHM-VA is advantageous, since reduction of 

cutting as well as thrust forces increase tool service life. Figure 6.80 shows our 

simulations exhibiting similar trends as LAHM-SA and LAM, i.e., reduction in 

force. The reduction is more than 60% relative to LAM but less than 20% when 

compared to LAHM-SA. 
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Figure 6.81: Average machining thrust forces of LAHM-VA and LAM 



CHAPTER Vll 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

Fhis chapter presents conclusions and briefly discusses the potential advantage 

of L.AHM o\ er L.AM and laser machining. Also recommended are future apphcations 

of L.AHM. .A direction for the future extension of the current model has also been 

proposed here. 

7.2 Conclusions 

We have identified a novel thermal-mechanical machining model for hard to 

machine materials utilizing Laser Ablation Hybrid Machining (LAHM). The scope of 

the current model dealt with isotropic and homogeneous materials. Two important 

theoretical derivations have been made. The first one is related to the volume 

absorption thermal model. The second one is applicable to both the thermal models, 

and gives the derivation of non-isothermal surface ablation. 

A transient heat transfer analysis has been performed for the thermal analysis 

model that includes phase change. User subroutines UMATHT and DFLUX are 

developed to incorporate the moving laser and update the ablation surface. It is 

to be noted that the developed ABAQUS input model for LAHM will pave the 

way for the tedious user calculations for the thermal fluxes due to a laser. Also, 
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incorporation o\: the phase chani;e moving boundary is tracked by updating the 

enthalpy. 

The numerical residts from l.AHM simulation of both surface and volume ab

sorptions has been presented. It is observed that to obtain better material ablation, 

an opaque material is more preferable. Silicon nitride is a good candidate in this 

regard. However, silicon can also be made opaque by using a high absorption 

coefficient coating material over its surface or by reducing the laser wavelength. 

The temperature gradient in the workpiece near the HAZ does not vary greatly, 

as evident from the slope of the curve at this point. This suggests that stress 

relaxation has occurred near the fully developed thermal profile. 

For the same scan speed, the thermal ablation range is reached earlier for a 

high powered laser than the low powered laser. The material removal rate increases 

at slow laser scan speed keeping the laser power constant. It is more effective to 

decrease speed at the same power than to increase power at the same speed to 

remove more material. 

At low HAZTL it is possible that granular chips may form. Because of this 

cutting forces begin to drop. The initiation of the plastic deformation begins at 

this stage. When HAZTL value equals to 1.0, fully plastic region is developed. 

The strength of the material at this point decreases due to the decrease in the flow 

stress. This point is taken as the last extent of the HAZ. Thermal influence zone is 
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extended with the increase of the la.ser power as indicated by further movement of 

the tensile stress /.one. 

It is important to note that when contouring for tem|)erature in ABAQUS/Post 

the variation of temperature a,pp(\us isc)thermal because of the large range of tem

peratures in the model. The contour level rangc-s are hK> high to see this variation in 

temperatureb because the range values include almost all the phase change temper

ature range. Thus, in order to see the non-isothermal variation in ABAQUS/Post, 

the contour set maximum and minimum must be set a priori. 

To obtain the stress results, a dynamic explicit analysis has been used. Unidi

rectional sequential coupling is used in the stress analysis. It is advantageous to 

keep the tool fixed for finite element models because if the tool is just placed at the 

H.AZ, only the cutting forces at that position are determinable and the history of 

the forces near the HAZ is lost and there is noway we can trace back the stress or 

cutting force profile along the rake face. 

The process forces due to LAHM are reduced significantly. The reduction is 

more than 20% of the amount of force required to cut a semi-transparent volume 

absorption material and 65% more than LAM. The smooth reduction of the process 

forces indicate absence of any brittle fracture which is indicative of a continuous 

type chip formation at this high temperature range. 

It has been shown that machining of hard to machine materials will be aug

mented if implemented with the aid of LAHM. The benefit of this model is that it 
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helps to understand a uo\c\ hybrid machining pro(ess involving both laser machining 

and conventional cutting tools. 

7.3 Potential acKantage over LAM and laser machining 

The potential ad\ ant ages of LAHM over LAM and laser machining have been 

included here: 

1. Laser machining only uses thermal energy to remove material whereas LAHM 

uses both thermal energy and conventional machining to remove material. 

2. L.AHM potentially uses less toohng force than LAM for the same depth of cut. 

3. Possibly better tolerance can be achievable by LAHM rather than LAM because 

of less chip material to be removed per feed. 

4. Laser machining induces surface micro-cracks and alters material composition 

at one surface which may possibly be reduced by machining using LAHM. 

5. Laser machining accumulates removed material at new locations which should 

be reduced in LAHM due to conventional machining, 

7.4 Recommended LAHM application 

Application of LAHM for machining technical ceramics and hard-to-machine 

materials is promising. In laser ablation machining, material removal by vapor

ization is small, approximately 0.001 of an inch. This is a limitation LAHM can 

mitigate by removing additional material provided the requisite isotherms can be 

determined. Dross free machining could be attainable using LAHM; whereas in 
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laser machining we nsuall)' ha,\(> adhesion of dross. Dross is t,he erosion marks in 

the wall containing material scum or ejects. LAHM can also be used to mitigate the 

errors commonl> found in sinterc^d ctMamic parts as shown in Figure 7.1. Material 

is redeposited in laser ablation, this is observed by s( aiming micrographs, this ne

cessitate simultaneous conxentional machining. JMlerer et al. [138] have presented 

the commercial \ia,bility of laser ablation process in ceramic material processing in 

rapid protot> ping of fluid mechanical microstructures. Thus the need for LAHM is 

well substantiated. 

edge chip 

material 
build-up 

^ pits 

burr 

Figure 7.1: Errors in ceramic parts 

7.4.1 Medical industry 

The application of LAHM in processing ceramics for bioimplants is viable. It 

has been reported that ceramic implantation can promote tissue formation and 

accelerate bone growth [34]. With the aid of LAHM, implants are possible and may 

be advantageous in the areas of dental and orthopedic replacement. Modification 

of hard biological tissues (e.g., cartilage) can be augmented by LAHM for medical 
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purposes. Thus the application of LAHM seems very ex( Iting as a cutting edge pre-

surgeiN- implant technology. Flu- next generation ofartilicial hips won't set off metal 

detectors at airports. LAHM can be ai)i)lied to produce replacement bones from 

ceramic, fliese bones will be cheaper and faster to manufacture than conventional 

bone replacements that are carved from cadaver bones or made out of metal. Use 

of ceramic bone is advantageous since surrounding tissue can attach itself to the 

implant due to its porositv. 

7.4.2 MEMS technology 

Lasers are ideal for micromachining as it can be focussed to a very small spot. 

Millions of micromachined devices are used worldwide annually in automobiles and 

in many other mechanical and electronic systems. Use of LAHM can avoid distor

tion of these micromachined products because bulk of the heat escapes outward. By 

virtue of this LAHM can provide improvements in the packaging industry. Appli

cations to repair defective integrated circuit components are possible which would 

otherwise be scrapped. 

7.4.3 Semiconductor technology 

Silicon wafer processing include a number of very complex processes [88]. Process 

step reduction is possible with the apphcation of LAHM. LAHM can thus ensure 

higher yield and good device performance. Specially with the application of LAHM 

we can do away with wafer cropping which uses a internal diameter band saw and 
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crystal and Hat grindine, steps are elimin.ited by a, potentially siiij;le LAHM step, 

as shown in Fii;;ure 7.2. 

^ . _ Laser beam 
Tool 

Silicon crystal ingot 

Figure 7.2: LAHM in wafer cropping 

.Application of L.AHM in laser assisted CVD process can be utilized by introduc

ing the processing gas in the system. This suggests a promising new technique in 

simultaneous C \ D [43] processing and circuit tracking. Figure 7.3 shows LAHM ap

plication in C\ 'D. -Another application of LAHM may be in the removal of 'hillocks' 

that are produced due to the application of laser processing only [139]. 

Due to varying thickness of the film layer and variable topography there are 

problems concerning accessibility and process stability while processing integrated 

circuit tracks. LAHM application in structuring circuit patterns, possibly, lies in the 

processing of contour elements. Also in wafer manufacturing due to the presence 

of rough lined structures, electrical field densities may vary giving an erroneous 

result in C-V testing. Thus giving wrong data in testing of wafers before product 
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Laser beam 

L 

Process gas inlet Tool 

Wafer 

Heating plate 

Figure 7.3: LAHM in CVD 

marketing. It is, therefore, necessary to have this lines straight using LAHM as 

shown in Figure 7.4. 

Figure 7,4: Errors in circuit tracks 

7.5 Future extension of the model 

The following ideas could be addressed as an extension to the current model 

1. Determine the effect of plasma formation and also add photochemical ablation 

in the model. Also investigation of the non-thermal radiation possibilities due 

to laser radiation can be investigated. 
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2. Se\eral comi>osit(^ laser machining processes can be (ompared and simulated, 

e.g., water jet and laser li\brid machinin.t;, etc 

3. Study the applicability of L.AHM in making micro (dlular solids made of ce

ramics or glass. The potential use of cellular solids has been outlined by Gibson 

[140]. 

4. Include studies in nanotechnology, micromachining and MEMS involving 

L.AHM model and also change the constitutive model to handle more realistic 

lajnellar chip formation (Figure 7,5). 

Lamellar Chip 

Continuous Chip 

Figure 7.5: Lamellar and continuous chips 
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APPI'NDIX A 

Nl'KlFlCAriON INPUT FILF, FOH OLOVSSON 

MODEL 

*HKAD1XC^ 
CUTTIXc; SIMULATION 
*RES 1 ART.WRl rF.XUMBFR-lO 

^^DEFINE WORKPIECE 

*XODE 
1.0.,0. 
51,2.54.0. 
1001,0..0.889 
1051.2.54.0,889 
1101.0..0.939 
1151,2.54,0.939 
1601,0.,1.193 
1651.2..54.1.193 
'XGEX.NSET=LLXE1 
1.51,1 
='NGEN,XSET=LINE2 
1001,1051,1 
''NFILL,BIAS=1,8 
LINE1,LINE2,10,100 
*NGEN,NSET=LINE3 
1101,1151,1 
*NGEN,NSET=LINE4 
1601,1651,1 
='NFILL,BIAS=.8 
LINE3,LINE4,5,100 
*ELEMENT,TYPE=CPE4R 
1,1,2,102,101 
*ELGEN,ELSET=WORK 
1,50,1,1,16,100,100 
*ELSET,ELSET=BASE,GEN 
1,950,1 
*ELSET,ELSET=FAIL,GEN 
1001,1050,1 
*ELSET,ELSET=CHIP,GEN 
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1101,1.550,1 

^SOLID SECTION,KLSF,L=BASF,M.\TER1AL=MAL1 
^SOLID SKCriOX.FLSF.r t'IIIP,M.\TERIAL=MATl 
^SOLID SFCriOX,FLSF;L=FAIL,M.\TERlAL=MAT2 
^M.ATERlAL,NAMF=MAri 
*DFXSIT^ 
7.8F-6 
^ELASTIC 
2,05E5,0.3 
"PLASTIC 
414, 

*M.ATERIAL.XAME=M.AT2 
*DEXS1TA 
7.8E-6 
"ELASTIC 
2.05E5.0.3 
*PLASTIC 
414. 
"FAILURE 
0.9, 

** DEFLXE TOOL 

"NODE 
5001,3.2240,2.8184 
5002,2.554545,0.939 
9999,0.0,0.0 
*ELEMENT,TYPE=R2D2,ELSET=TOOL 
5001,5001,5002 
*RIGID BODY,ELSET=TOOL,REF NODE=9999 

** DEFINE BC'S 
** 

*NSET,NSET=LEFT,GEN 
1,1601,100 
*BOUNDARY 
LINEl,1,2,0,0 
LEFT,1,1,0.0 
9999,2,6,0.0 
** 

** DEFINE ELSET FOR CHIP CONTACT 
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** 

*ELSET,ELSET=CONTACT,GEN 
1101,1150,1 

*STEP 
*DA'NAMIC,EXPLICIT 
,.0001282 
•SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=CONTACT 
C0NTACT,S1 
1150,82 
1250,S2 
1350,82 
1450,82 
1550,82 
•SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=TOOL 
5001,82 
•CONTACT PAIR 
TOOL,CONTACT 
*BOUNDARY,TYPE=VELOCITY 
9999,1,1,-3000. 
•FILE 0UTPUT,TIMEMARKS=YES,NUM=1 
•NODE FILE 
U,RF 
•ENERGY FILE 
•END STEP 

* * * , *'olov2.jnI: journal file for oIov2.inp 
set,hardcopy=on 
set,dtitIe=off 
dr,d 
elset ,elset=test ,all 
eIset,eIset=test,op=remove 
1044,1050,1 
detail,elset=test 
dr,d 
reset, all 
dr 
restart ,step=l 
dr 
restart ,file=olov2 
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dr 
dr,d 
set,dtitle=off 
dr,d 
set,el n=on 
dr,d 
set ,undeformed=otf 
dr,d 
zoo,cursor 
1, 0,6.5061224, 0..59Uvl716 
1, 0.797tr2624, 0.27712203 
dr,d 
elset,elset=test.all 
elset.elset = t est ,op=remo\e 
1044.1045.1046,1047.1048.1049,1050 
dr.d 
det ai 1.elset=test 
dr.d 
set,el n—off 
dr.d 
con,v=peeq 
set.caverage=on 
con,v=peeq 
zoom,reset 
con,v=peeq 
set,ctitle=off 
con,v=peeq 
zoom,cursor 
1, 0.57032070, 0.68259458 
1, 0.81237609, 0.32449032 
con,v=peeq 
zoom,reset=on 
set,clabels=on 
con,v=peeq 
set,hne segments=80 
set,line segments=60 
con,v=peeq 
zoom,reset 
set,clegend=on 
SET,PAN=( O.OOOOE-bOO, 0.1220 ) 
CON,V=PEEQ 
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8ET,PAN=( O.OOOOE-FOO, 0.1220 ) 
CON,V=PEEQ 
sequence,time,bstep= 1 ,estep=1 
dr,d 
END 
sequence,time,bstep= 1 ,estep=1 
con,v=peeq 
END 
set,clabels=off 
•• INFORMATION: • 
sequence,time,bstep= 1 ,estep= 1 
con,v=peeq 
END 
detail, 
dr 
dr,d 
set,outIine=eIement 
sequence,time,bstep= 1 ,estep=1 
dr,d 
END 
sequence,time,bstep=1 ,estep= 1 
dr,d 
END 
set,outIine=perimeter 
sequence,time,bstep=l ,estep=1 
con,v=peeq 
END 



APPENDIX B 

VF.RIFK^ATION INPUT FILE FOR ERPENHIOCK 

MODEL 

•HEADING 
CUTTING SIMULATION 
*RESTART,WRITE,NUMBER=20 
:?. * 

••DEFINE WORKPIECE 

•NODE 
1,0.,0. 
31,3.81,0. 
32.0.,.457 
62,3.81,.457 
94,0.,.514 
124,3.81,.514 
125,0.,.635 
155,3.81,.635 
435,0.,1.905 
465,3.8,1.905 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE1 
1,31,1 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE2 
32,62,1 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE3 
94,124,1 
•NFILL 
LINE2,LINE3,2,31 
*NGEN,N8ET=LINE4 
125,155,1 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE5 
435,465,1 
•NFILL 
LINE4,LINE5,10,31 
•ELEMENT,TYPE=CPE4R 
1,1,2,33,32 
•ELGEN,ELSET=WORK 
1,30,1,1,14,31,30 
•EL8ET,ELSET=BASE,GEN 
1,90,1 
•ELSET,ELSET=FAIL,GEN 
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91.120,1 
^ELSFT.ELSET=CIIIP,(;I:N 
121,420,1 
^XSFr,NSFT=ALL 
1.465.1 
"SOLID SFClKn',FLSET=BASL:,M.\TERIAL=MATl 
"SOLID SKCnOX,FLSF,T-ClllP,MATERIAL=MATl 
"SOLID SFCL10X,KLSKL=FAIL,M.ATER,IAL=MAT2 
"M.ATERIAL.XAME=M.AT1 
"DEXSITA" 
7.768E-6 
•ELASTIC 
2,07E5.0,3 
"PLASTIC 
414,.0, 
759,..00183 
"RATE DEPENDENT 
2.21E5,2.87 
"INELASTIC HE.AT FRACTION 
0.95 
"EXPAXSIOX 
l.E-5 
"SPECIFIC HEAT 
460.6E3 
"MATERIAL.NAME=MAT2 
•DENSITY 
7.768E-6 
•ELASTIC 
2.07E5.0.3 
"PLASTIC 
414.,0. 
759.,.00183 
•RATE DEPENDENT 
2.21E5,2.87 
•INELASTIC HEAT FRACTION 
0.95 
•EXPANSION 
l.E-5 
•SPECIFIC HEAT 
460.6E3 
•FAILURE 
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0.9 

^^ DEFINE LOOL 

"NODE 
466,5.4,5. 
467,3.81,.635 
999,0.0.0,0 
"Fl.FMEX 1 ,T^PK=R2n2,KLSET=TOOL 
5001,4(^6,467 

•RIGID BODY.ELSET= I 0 0 L , K 1 : F N 0 D E = 9 9 9 

•• DEFINE BC'S 

" X S E T , X S E T = L E F T , G E N 

1,435,31 
"BOUNDARY 
LIXEl,1.2.0,0 
LEFT,1,1.0.0 
999.2.,0.0 
999,6„0.0 
"" DEFINE ELSET FOR CHIP CONTACT 
X X 

•ELSET,ELSET=CONTACT,GEN 
121.150,1 

•STEP 
"DYNAMIC.EXPLICIT,ADIABATIC 
,.000211667 
•SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=CONTACT 
C0NTACT,S1 
150,S2 
180,S2 
210,S2 
240,82 
270,S2 
300,82 
330,82 
360,S2 
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390,82 
420,82 
•SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=TOOL 
T00L,8NEG 
•SURFACE INTER.ACTION,NAME=FRIC 
•FRICTION 
0.3 
•CONTACT PAIR,INTERACTION=FRIC 
TOOL.CONTACT 
*BOUNDARY,TYPE=VELOCITY 
999,1,1,-3000. 
•INITIAL CONDITION,TYPE=TEMPERATURE 
ALL,20. 
•FILE 0UTPUT,TIMEMARK8=YES,NUM=1 
•NODE FILE 
U,RF 
•ENERGY FILE 
•EL FILE 
PEEQ,MI8E8,PE,LE,NE 
•HISTORY OUTPUT,TIME=0.0 
•NODE HI8TORY,N8ET=LINE3 
U 
•EL HISTORY, ELSET=WORK 
MI8E8,PEEQ 
•NODE HI8TORY,N8ET=LINE4 
U,RF 
•END8TEP ********** / / / / 
•••erpenbek.jnl: journal file 
set,hardcopy=on 
yes 
dr 
dr,d 
set,dtitIe=off 
dr,d 
elset,elset=: test,all 
elset ,elset=test ,op=remove 
59,60,89,90,119,120 
detail,elset=test 
dr,d 
zoom,cursor 
1, 0.32000000, 0.68448931 
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1, 0.72618076, 0,18019072 
dr,d 

set.outline=periiiu^t(>r 
dr,d 
con, \=peeq 
set,ca\erage=on 
con,\ =peeq 
set,ctitle=off 
con,v=peeq 

SET,PAX=( 3.40001v02, 7.6000E-02) 
C O X , \ = P E E Q 

sequence,bstep= 1,est ep=1,time 
con,\ =peeq 
END 
set.clabels=on 
con,v=peeq 
sequence,bstep=1 .estep=1 ,time 
con.v=peeq 
END 
zoom,reset 
con,v=peeq 
con,v=mises 
set.clabels=off 
con,v=mises 
con,v=sl l 
con,v=s22 
con,v=sl2 
zoom.f=2. 
con.v=sl2 
SET,PAN=( 0.1620 , 0.4660 ) 
C0N,V=S12 
set,clabels=on 
con.v=sl2 
con ,v=s l l 
con,v=s22 
con,v=mises 
con,v=peeq 
read curve,name=stress,variable=mises,element=work,sum 
display curve 
stress 
curve style,symbol type=circle,frequency=1 
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cur\e st \ le,s\nibol tyjie-circle.l"re(piency--l,name-stress 
disphw cur\e 
stress 

read cur\t\na,me=linelrfl,\a,riable: rfl,node=linel 
displax cur\e 
linelrfl 

cur\e Style,name=linidrfl,frequency = 1 
display curve 
linelrfl 

read curve,na,me=linelrfl,variable=rfl,node=linel,sum 
display cur\e 
linelrfl 

curve style,name=linelrf 1 ,frequency=1 ,symbol type=circle 
display curve 
linelrfl 

read curve,name=hne2rf 1 ,variable=rf 1 ,node=line2,sum 
cur^•e st>le,name=linelrf2,frequency=l,symbol type=circle 
read curve.name=line2rfl ,variable=rf 1 ,node=line2,sum 
curve st>le.name=line2rfl,frequency=1,symbol type=circle 
display cur\e 
hne2rfl 

read curve.name=hne3rfl.variable=rfl,node=line3,sum 
curve style,name=line3rfl,frequency=l,symbol type—circle 
display curve 
line3rfl 
read curve,name=hne4rfl ,variable=rf 1 ,node=hne4,sum 
cur\e style,name=line4rfl,frequency=l,symbol type=circle 
display curve 
line4rfl 
read curve,name=hne5rfl,variable=rfl,node=line5,sum 
curve style,name=line5rfl,frequency=l,symbol type=circle 
display curve 
line5rfl 
read curve,name=hnelrf2,variable=rf2,node=linel,sum 
read curve,name=line2rf2,variable=rf2,node=line2,sum 
read curve,name=hne3rf2,variable=rf2,node=line3,sum 
read curve,name=hne4rf2,variable=rf2,node=line4,sum 
read curve,name=hne5rf2,variable=rf2,node=line5,sum 
curve style,name=line5rf2,frequency=l,symbol type=circle 
curve style,name=hne4rf2,frequency=l,symbol type=square 
curve style,name=line3rf2,frequency=l,symbol type=cross 
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curve style,name-line2rr2,liv, |nemy=l„symbol type::.diamond 

curve style,name=line2rr2,riv(|ii,-ncyr. I .symbol typ<'^ triangle 
define ciir\-e,operation=appeml,iiame=rr2s 
linelrf2 
Iinc2rr2 
displax cnr\e 
rf2s 
delete cur\e 
delete cur\e,na.me=rr2s 
y 
dr 
dr 
detail,elset 
dr 
detail,elset =work 
dr 
detaiLelset 
dr 
set .outline=element 
dr 
set.nn=on 
dr 
zoom,cursor 
1. 0.85488338, 0,84554149 
1. 0,91746356, 0,24491159 
dr 
zoom, reset 
set,nn=off 
dr 
path,variable=mises,name=mises,nodelist,absolute,distance 
155,186,217,248,279,310,341,372,403,434,465 
display curve 
mises 
curve style,name=mises ,frequency=l,symbol type=triangle 
display curve 
mises 
path,variable=sl2 ,name=shear,nodelist,absolute,distance 
155,186,217,248,279,310,341,372,403,434,465 
curve style,name=shear ,frequency=l,symbol type=htriangle 
display curve 
shear 
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ice 

• ( ' 

path,\ariable —rfl ,name- reacl,iio(lelist,absolnt,e,dista,n 
path,\ariable=rf .name=reacl,no(lerist,al)solut,e,dista,ii( 
path,varia,ble=sl 1 ,name strl I .nodelist,,al)solut,e,distance 
155.186,217,2 IS,279,310,3-11,:{72,103,-13-l,-l(i5 
cur \e st\ le .name=strl 1 .fre(|iiemv = l,symbol type=litriangle 
display curve 
s t r l l 
path,variable=s22 ,nanie=str22,nod(Tist .absolute,tlistance 
155,186,217,2 18,279,310,3 11,372,103,13-1,465 
curve style,name=str22 ,frequcncy=l,symbol type= triangle 
display curve 
str22 
path,\ariable=s22 ,name=str22,nodelist, distance 
155,186,217,248,279.310,341,372.403,434,465 
cur \e style.name=str22 ,frequency=1,symbol type= triangle 
display curve 
str22 
selected results file,file=erpenbek 
read cur\e, \=allen,name=allenergy 
display curve 
allenerg 
curve style,frequency=5,name=allenerg 
display curve 
allenerg 
cur\e style,frequency=15,name=allenerg 
display curve 
allenerg 
curve style,frequency=35,name=allenerg 

display curve 
allenerg 
curve style,frequency=65,name=allenerg 

display curve 
allenerg 
curve style,frequency=95,name=allenerg 

display curve 
allenerg 
curve style,frequency=150,name=allenerg 

display curve 
allenerg 
graph legend,origin=(0,45,0.95) 

display curve 
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allenerg 
graph legend,origin=(0.41,0.95) 
display curve 
allenerg 
dr 
set,ctickmark=on 
con,v=cpress 
set,clabels =on 
con,v=cpress 
set,outIine=perimeter 
con,v=cpress 
dr 
detaJl,aJI 
detail 
set,outline=perimeter 
dr 
con,v=cpress 
set,fiIl=on 
con,v=cpress 
eIset,eIset=test,aJI 
elset ,eIset=test,op=remove 
59,60,89,90,119,120 
detail,elset=test 
con,v=cpress 
dr 
dr,d 
con,v=cprees 
con,v=cpress 
set,undeformed=off 
con,v=cpress 
con,v=ul 
con,v=u2 
set,cborder=on 
con,v=u2 
zoom,f=2. 
con,v=u2 
SET,PAN=( 8.2000E-02, 0.4080 ) 
C0N,V=U2 
set,fiIl=off 
con,v=u2 
con,v=ul 
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vect.v=ul 
vect,v=u2 
vect.v=u 
vect,v=u,di 
vect,v=rf,di 
vect,v=rfl,di 
vect.v=rf2,di 
zoom,reset 
vect,v=rf^,di 
8ET,PAN=( O.OOOOE-bOO, 5.6000E-02) 
VECT.V=RF2,DI 
vect,v=rfl,di 
vect,v=rf2,di 
vect,v=rf ,di 
sequence,bstep=1 ,estep=1 ,time 
vect,v=rf ,di 
END 
read curve,v=rf,name=react,node=467 
display curve 
react 
sequence,bstep=l ,estep= 1 ,time 
vect,v=rfl,di 
END 
sequence,bstep=l,estep=l,time 
vect,v=rf2,di 
END 
sequence,bstep=l ,estep=1 ,time 
vect,v=rf2,di 
END 
dr 
detail 
dr 
set ,outIine=perimeter 
dr 
set ,outIine=eIement 
dr 
set, nn =on 
dr 
zoom,cursor 1, 0.55615160, 0.38701646 
1, 0.65887755, 0.07628049 
dr 
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SFr .PAN = ( -0.,5800 ,-1,178 ) 
DR 

SFT,P.\X = ( 0.2.380 . -1.008 ) 
DR 

SKL.PAX=( 0.32 10 ,-0.1710 ) 
DR 

SKT,PAX^( 0,17(i0 . -0.23(it) ) 
DR 
set,n=467 
set ,nn=467 
set .size=2. 
set,nsize=,4 
dr 
set,nsize=,004 
dr 
set,nn=off 
set,nn=467 
dr 
zoom.reset 
dr 
con. v= temp 
set,outline=perimeter 
con.v=temp 
zoom,f=2. 
con.v=temp 
SET,PAN=( 5.8000E-02, 0.4200 ) 
COX,V=TEMP 
con,v=temp 

path,variable=mises,name=mises,nodehst,absolute,distance 
155.186.217,248,279,310,341,372,403,434,465 
display curve 
mises 
curve style,name=mises ,frequency=l,symbol type=triangle 
display curve 
mises 
path,variable=sl2 ,name=shear,nodelist,absolute,distance 
155,186,217,248,279,310,341,372,403,434,465 
curve style,name=shear ,frequency=l,symbol type=htriangle 
display curve 
shear 
define curve,name=misesll ,operation=divide,constant=1 
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mises 
define curve,name=sheral 1 ,operation=divide,constant=l 
mises 
cset,name=stressplot 
misesll 
shear11 
graph axes,ytitle=Stress 
curve style,frequency=l ,name=stressplot 
display curve 
stressplot 



APPENDIX C 

HIGH STRAIN R.ATE SENSI'LIVITY PARAMETERS 

In all stress analyses. materiaPs stiffness is a property must be included. For 

linear elastic stress analysis the stiffness is constant. But this is not so for the 

present case, when the material is loaded above its elastic limit. The continuous 

variation of the stiffness can be estimated from a functional approximation of the 

flow curve. This is defined as the constitutive law of the material and is a necessary 

condition for any type of stress analysis. 

It is known that high strain rates are encounterd during machining. If the cutting 

tool moves with a relative velocity, u, and a depth of cut, Cc, is removed, then the 

strain rate is given as, according to Ashby [72], with the fluxional dot notation: 

e = - . (C.l) 
a. 

The strain rate is therefore very large. The machining thickness is in the order 

of hundreds of micron and the tool velocity is around 21m/min ~ 180m/min. These 

give a strain rate in the order of 10^ tO 10^/s. The strain rate sensivity of a material 

may be approximated as 

i = D^[^-iy (C.2) 

where ayd and a, denote the damaged dynamic and static upper yield point 

stress, e is the plastic strain rate. The high strain rate machining parameters to 

be used in the input file are calculated here. The validity of the above equation 
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depend on the temi)erature dependent material ct)nsta,iits /),,„ and p. Ideally, these 

parameters should be iibtaiiu^l using experiment al procedures e.f̂ ,, split Hopkinson's 

bar test at high strain rates with increase in temperature In view of the limited 

data available for the latter paramet.Ms at high strain rates they are assumed as 

following in this feasibilit\- study of LAHM, The value of stress exponent, p at high 

temperature generally ranges between 2 ~ 10, The value of the stress exponent 

p in the above equation is assumed to be 3,5 [141] for silicon nitride at the initial 

cutting depth and temperature below 1653K (last extent of HAZ). The inverse of 

this is known as the strain rate sensivity. It is known that strain rate sensivity also 

increase with increase in temperature. The stress exponent above 1653K is taken 

as 2.5. We ha\e assumed a linear relationship with temperature in this case. For 

silicon, the values are 3.5 below 1273K and 3.0 above 1273K (last extent of HAZ 

for silicon). Similarly the value of material parameter. Dm (a measure of material 

movement with tool movement), is also assumed to vary linearly with temperature. 

The value of e is taken as the strain rate to be used in the machining. And generally 

the dynamic yield stress is higher than the static yield stress. The stress ratio - ^ , 

is sometimes approximated as between 2 ~ 3[81] when damage value is not known. 

Rate dependency is needed to define the materials yield behavior accurately when 

the yield stress depends on the rate of straining and temperature. 

We note that mechanical properties of solids are markedly affected by temper

ature and speed of deformation. At higher temperatures, the strengths of all solids 
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Table C.l: Plastic |->araiiiet(-rs lor Silicon nitrid* 
last ic st.ress 

rr(Mpa) 
200 

210 

Modulus 
ratio, m 

0.0 
0.00850 

become more and more rate dt-in-mlent. During high strain rates many materi

als generallx- show strain hardening. But due to temperature yield strength of the 

material decrease to a le\el such that the combined effect of strain hardening and 

thermal softening e\entuall>- deliver a net softening. Thus the concept of deforma

tion mechanism maps using homologous temperatures and strain rates are useful 

in understanding rate dependent material behavior [72]. The average value for 

parameter. Dm is estimated as 2,18 x 10^ at temperature below 1653K for sihcon 

nitride using these values. Since the material ablates the depth of cut decrease as 

a result, the material parameter. Dm, increase to an average value of 1.3 x 10^ at 

temperatures above 1653K. 

Similarly for silicon as the machining speeds used are the same, we have used 

the same material parameter value that measures movement of material (fluidity) at 

temperatures above and below 1273K (last extent of HAZ for silicon). The elastic 

to plastic modulus ratio is also estimated and is given in Table C.l from the stress-

strain diagram for silicon nitride at 1400°C from Figure 3.2. Similarly these values 

can be assumed for silicon as in C.2 to start the initial machining process. 
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Table C.2: Plastic parameters for Silicon 

Plastic stress 
a (Mpa) 

100 
110 

Modulus 
ratio, m 

0.0 
0.00850 



APPENDIX I) 

LAHM SURFACE ABSORP'LION THERMAL SOO 

ELEMENTS 

"HEADINCLSPAKSF 
"RESTARl.WRITE 
"NODE 
1 
51.1000.e-6 
501,0..202.e-6 
551,1000.e-6.202.e-6 
601,0..210.e-6 
651,1000.e-6,210,e-6 
1601,0,,500.e-6 
1651,1000,e-6,500.e-6 
'^XGEX.XSET=LINE1 
1,51,1 
"XGEN.N8ET=LINE2 
501,551.1 
-^NFILL 
LINE1.LINE2,5,100 
"XGEN,NSET=LINE3 
601,651,1 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE4 
1601.1651,1 
•NFILL 
LINE3,LINE4,10,100 
"ELEMENT,TYPE=DC2D4,ELSET=ELALL 
1,1,2,102.101 
*ELGEN,ELSET=WORK 
1,50,1,1,16,100,100 
*NSET,NSET=ALL 
1,1651,1 
•SOLID SECTI0N,ELSET=W0RK,MATERIAL=MAT1 
l.e-6 
•MATERIAL,NAME=MAT1 
•USER MATERIAL, TYPE=THERMAL,C0NSTANTS=5 
12.14,1294.5,7707173.5,2151.,2181.45 
12.14,1294.5,7641195.,2181.45,2220.75 

12.14,1294.5,7573717.,2220.75,2252.09 
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12,14,129-1.5 

12.11,1291.5 

12,1 1,1291.5 

12.1-1,12915 

12.14,1291.5 

12.14,1291.5 

7501697.,2252.1)9,22S:L-1S 

7 l:Mt)93.5.228.3.-18,231-1.91 

72S79-1S.0,231-1.•)l,23-l(i.39 

7212307.5.23 16.39.2377.9-1 

713-1882,0.2377.9 1,2-109.53 

7055613.0.2109.5:L21 11.19 

"DENSITY 
3310. 
"IXITIAL COXnil IONS, L^PE=TEMPERATURE 
ALL.293.0 
•PHA SICAL COXSlAXT,ABSOLUTE ZER,O=-273.0 
"XSET.XSET=LEFT.GEN 
1.1601.100 
"ELSET,ELSET=QB.GEN 
1536,1550,1 
"ELSET,ELSET=QC,GEN 
1.521,1535.1 
"ELSET.ELSET=QD,GEN 
1506.1520.1 
"ELSET.ELSET=QE,GEN 
1501,1.505.1 
•USER SUBROUTINES 
subroutine dflux(flux,tempjstepjinc,time,noeI,npt,coords,jltyp) 
C TEMP :ESTIMATED TEMPERATURE IN HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
C TIME(1)/TIME(2): DEFINED IN TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 
C TIME(l): CURRENT VALUE OF STEP TIME 
C TIME(2): CURRENT VALUE OF TOTAL TIME 
C COORDS : ARRAY OF CURRENT COORDINATES OF THIS POINT 
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C DIMENSION COORDS(3),FLUX(2),TIME(2) 
C 
PARAMETER(PI=3.141593) 
X=C00RDS(1) 
Y=C00RDS(2) 
T=TIME(1) 
C 
D=0.0 
ANGLE=0.0 
U=10.0E-2 
AP=1500. 
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A=0.85 
ALAMBDA = 10.6F6 
FL=276.0E-3 
DL=12.70E-3 
.AXA=0.5^(DL/FL) 
ALPHAA=2.1F6 
RO=U0.tvrALAMBnA)/ANA)*0.5 
FO=(2."AP)/(Pl*(RO-2.)) 
LHETA = AXCiLF*PI/180.0 
DTERM=SQRT((1-FTAN(THETA))**2.0) 
RF=.00294 
c 
IF(T.LK.RF)THEN 
FLUX(1)=A"DTERM*FO*(EXP(-2.0*((RO U*T)**2.0/(RO^^2.0)))) 
ELSE 
FLUX(1)=0.0 
ENDIF 
C 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c L ser subroutine umatht 
subroutine umatht(u,dudt,dudg,flux,dfdt,dfdg,statev,temp, 
-L dtemp,dtemdx,time,dtime,predef,dpred,cmname,ntgrd,nstatv, 
+ props,nprops,coords,pnewdt,noel,npt,layer ,kspt,kstep,kinc) 
c 
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
c 
character^8 cmname 
c 
dimension dudg(ntgrd),flux(ntgrd), 
-L dfdt(ntgrd), 
-L dfdg(ntgrd,ntgrd),statev(nstatv),dtemdx(ntgrd),time(2), 
-L predef(l),dpred(l),props(nprops),coords(3),ts(10),tsl(10) 
c 
c 
c read in properties 
c 
cond = props(l) 
specht = props(2) 
alatht = props(3) 
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tsmin = l>roiis(4) 
tsniax = props(5) 
c 

LempatTdT = temp-Ldtemi) 
TempatT = temp 
c 
ulatnl = O.dO 
ulatn2 = O.dO 
ulatnp = O.dO 
slope = O.dO 
frac = 0.25d0 
c 
c input specific heat 
c 
dudt = specht 
deltu = dudt^dtemp 
c 
c fixed domain method account for latent heat effects^*J. Crank 
c 
if (TempatT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatT .It. tsmax) then 
ulatnl = (TempatT-tsmin)^alatht/( tsmax - tsmin) 
else if (TempatT .gt. tsmax) then 
ula tnl = alatht 
end if 
c 
if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatTdT .It. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = (TempatTdT-tsmin)^alatht/( tsmax - tsmin) 
slope = ala tht / ( tsmax tsmin) 
else if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = alatht 
slope = O.dO 
end if 
c 
if (ulatn2 .ne. ula tnl) then 
deltu = deltu-l-ulatn2-ulatnl 
dudt = dudt-Lslope 
if (slope .eq. O.dO) then 
tempp = TempatTdT-frac^dtemp 
if ( tempp .gt. tsmin .and. tempp .It. tsmax) then 
ulatnp = (tempp tsmin)*alatht/( tsmax tsmin) 
slope = ala tht / ( tsmax tsmin) 
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else if (tempp .gt. tsm.ix) then 
ulatnp = alatht 
slope=0.dO 
end it 
c 
if (ulatni^ "(^ ulatn2) then 
dudt = dudt-fslopi^ 
end if 
end if 
end if 
c 
u = u-(-deltu 
c 
c input flux = -[k]^dtemdx 
c 
do i= l , ntgrd 
flux(i) = -cond"dtemdx(i) 
end do 
c 
c input isotropic conductivity 
c 
do i= l , ntgrd 
dfdg(i.i) = -cond 
end do 
c c return 
end 
"STEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
"HE.AT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00294,l.OE-10 

•FILM,OP=NEW 
QB,F3,293.0,7.87 
*RADIATE,OP=NEW 
QB,R3,293.0,4.82E-8 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
QB,83NU 
•CONTROLS, ANALYSIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
•CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=FIELD 
,1-, 
*CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=-LINE SEARCH 
4,1.0,0.5,0.001,0.001 



"NODE PRIN'L.FRFQ l,SUMMAin=NO 
NTll.RFL 
•el print.freci = 2,positioii:-a\eraged at nodes,summary-no 
HFL.TEMP 
^XODE K1LK.FREQ=2 
XT 
•EL FlLF.FRFQ=.2.P0SlT10N = ,-\\FHA(;f;I) AT NODES 
HEL.snx 
"END STEP 
"^^"•••••STEP 2 LASER MO\ES TO NEW POSITION 
"STEP.IXC=2.50000,UNSAMMETRIC=YES 
"""•"CHANGED 7/6/2000^""^^^^* 
"HE.AT TRAXSFER,DELTMX=300, 
,000294,0.00294,l.OE-10 

"FIL.M,OP=MOD 
QC.F3,293.0,7.87 
"RADLATE,OP=MOD 
QC,R3.293.0,4,82E>8 
"DFLUX. OP=NEW 
QC,S3NU 
•CONTROLS, ANALYSIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
'^CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=FIELD 
.1,, 
•CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=LINE SEARCH 
4,1.0,0.5,0,001,0,001 
"NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NT11,RFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
"NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL,SDV 
•END STEP 
••••STEP 3 LASER MOVES TO NEW POSITION 
•STEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
•HEAT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00294,l.OE-15 

•FILM,OP=MOD 
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QD,K:L293.0 ,7 .S7 

M^A1)1ALK.0P-.M0D 
QD.R3,293.0,l.S2lvS 
•DFLUX, OP = NEW 
QD,S3XU 
"COX I HOLS, AXAIA SIS-DISCONTINUOUS 
"COXTROLS,PARAMi; 1T,KS=FIELD 
,1. . 

"COXTROLS.PARAMKTFRS=LINE SEARCH 
4.1,0.0,5.0.001.0.001 
"NODE PRIX L.FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NTll.RFL 
'el print.freq=2.position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL.TEMP 
"NODE FILE.FREQ=2 
XT 

"EL F1LE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL,SDV 
"END STEP 
""---STEP 4 FINAL LASER POSITION 
"STEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
•HE.AT TRAXSFER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00118,1.0E-15 
at St se * X je a t - - / / ? / 2 n n 0 * * "̂  "̂  *^ * ' ^ * * * * * * * * 

•FILM,OP=MOD 
QE,F3,293.0.7.87 
•RADIATE.OP=MOD 
QE,R3,293.0,4.82E-8 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
QE.S3NU 
•CONTROLS, ANALYSIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
•CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=FIELD ,1. , 
•CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=LINE SEARCH 
4,1.0,0.5,0.001,0.001 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NT11,RFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
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HL4,,SD\ 
^END S L 



APPENDIX E 

LAHM SURFACE ABSORPTION THERMAL 1400 

ELEMENTS 

•HEADING,SPARSE 
Model-2: Thermal model for LAHM surface absorption problem 1400 elements 
•RESTART.WRITE 
•NODE 
1 
91,1000.e-6 
501,0.,102.e-6 
591,1000.e-6,102.e-6 
601,0.,llO.e-6 
691,1000.e-6,110.e-6 
1601,0.,500.^6 
1691,1000.e-6,500.e-6 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE1 
1,91,1 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE2 
501,591,1 
•NFILL 
LINE1,LINE2,5,100 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE3 
601,691,1 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE4 
1601,1691,1 
•NFILL 
LINE3,LINE4,10,100 
*ELEMENT,TYPE=DC2D4,EL8ET=ELALL 
1,1,2,102,101 
*ELGEN,EL8ET=W0RK 
1,90,1,1,16,100,100 
•N8ET,NSET=ALL 
1,1691,1 
•SOLID 8ECTI0N,ELSET=W0RK,MATERIAL=MAT1 
l.OOe-6 
•MATERIAL,NAME=MAT1 
•USER MATERIAL, TYPE=THERMAL,C0NSTANT8=5 
12.14,1294.5,7707173.5,2151.,2181.45 
12.14,1294.5,7641195.,2181.45,2220.75 
12.14,1294.5,7573717.,2220.75,2252.09 

12.14,1294.5,7504697.,2252.09,2283.48 
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* 

2.14,1291.5,743109:L5,22S3.1S,2:!M.9I 

-M-1.129-1.5,72879-18.0.2.!1 1.91,2.3 l(i.:i!) 
2.14,1291.5,7212307,5.2.316.39,2377,9 1 

12.14.129-1.5.71.3-1882.0,2377.9-1,2 10!).53 
12.14.129-1.5,7055613.0,2109.53,2 1-11.19 

cond. spht.first temp.secondtciiip,alatht 
•DENSITY 
3310.0 
"initial conditions,type=temperature 
ALL.293.0 
PHYSICAL COXSl ANTS,ABSOLUTE ZERO=-273.0 

"NSET,XSFT=LEFT,GEN 
1.1601,100 
"ELSET,ELSET=QB,GEN 
1564,1590,1 
"ELSET.ELSET=QC,GEN 
1537,1563.1 
"ELSET,ELSET=QD.GEN 
1510,1536,1 
"ELSET,ELSET=QE,GEN 
1501.1509,1 
•USER SUBROUTINES 
SUBR0UT1XEDFLUX(FLUX,TEMP,JSTEP,JINC,TIME, 
• NOEL,NPT.COORDS,JLTYP) 
C TEMP :ESTIMATED TEMPERATURE IN HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
C TIME(1)/TIME(2): DEFINED IN TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 
C TIME(l): CURRENT VALUE OF STEP TIME 
C TIME(2): CURRENT VALUE OF TOTAL TIME 
C COORDS : ARRAY OF CURRENT COORDINATES OF THIS POINT 
C23456789012.345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM,INC' 
C 
DIMENSION COORDS(3),FLUX(2),TIME(2) 
C 
PARAMETER(PI=3.141593) 
X=C00RDS(1) 
Y=C00RDS(2) 
T=TIME(1) 
C 
D=0.0 
ANGLE=0.0 
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U = 10.0F-2 
AP=1500. 
A = 0.85 
ALAMBl)A-10.61v6 
FL=276.0F-3 
DL=12.70E-3 
AXA-0.5*(DL/FL) 
ALPHA A=2.4E6 
RO=((0.64^ALAMBDA)/ANA)n).5 
FO=(2.*AP)/(PP(R0^^2.)) 
THETA=AXGLE"PI/180.0 
DTERM=SQRT((l-fTAN(THETA))^^2.0) 
RF=.00294 
C 
IF(T.LE.RF)THEN 
FLUX(1)=A^DTERM*FO^(EXP(-2.0^((RO U^T)^^2.0/(RO^^2.0)))) 
ELSE 
FLUX(1)=0.0 
EXDIF 
C 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c User subroutine umatht 
subroutine umatht(u,dudt,dudg,flux,dfdt,dfdg,statev,temp, 
-(- dtemp,dtemdx,time,dtime,predef,dpred,cmname,ntgrd,nstatv, 
-\- props,nprops,coords,pnewdt,noel,npt,layer,kspt,kstep,kinc) 
c 
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
c 
character^8 cmname 
c 
dimension dudg(ntgrd),flux(ntgrd), 
+ dfdt (ntgrd), 
-L dfdg(ntgrd,ntgrd),statev(nstatv),dtemdx(ntgrd),time(2), 
-L predef(l),dpred(l),props(nprops),coords(3),ts(10),tsl(10) 
c 
c 
c read in properties 
c 
cond = props(l) 
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specht = props(2) 
alatht = proi)s(3) 
tsmin = props(-l) 
tsmax = props(5) 
c 

Tempat Ld L = tenip-|-dtemp 
Lempat L = temp 
c 

ulatnl = O.dO 
ulatn2 = 0,dO 
ulatnp = 0,dO 
slope = 0,dO 
frac = 0,25d0 
c 

c input specific heat 
c 
dudt = specht 
deltu = dudt^dtemp 
c 

c fixed domain method account for latent heat effects^*J, Crank 
c 

if (TempatT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatT .It. tsmax) then 
ulatnl = (TempatT-tsmin)^alatht/( tsmax - tsmin) 
else if (TempatT .gt. tsmax) then 
ulatnl = alatht 
end if c 
if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatTdT .It. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = (TempatTdT-tsmin)^alatht /( tsmax - tsmin) 
slope = ala tht / ( tsmax tsmin) 
else if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = alatht 
slope = O.dO 
end if 
c 

if (ulatn2 .ne. u la tnl ) then 
deltu = deltu-i-ulatn2-ulatnl 
dudt — dudt-(-slope 
if (slope .eq. O.dO) then 
tempp = TempatTdT-frac^dtemp 
if (tempp .gt. tsmin .and. tempp .It. tsmax) then 
ulatnp = (tempp tsmin)^alatht/( tsmax - tsmin) 
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slope = alatht/(tsmax tsmin) 
else if (tempp .gt. tsniax) then 
ulatnp = alatht 
slope=0.dO 
end if c if (ulatnp .ne. nlatn2) then 
dudt = dudt-Lslope 
end if 
end if 
end if 
c 
u = u-(-deltu 
c 
c input flux = -[k]^dtemdx 
c 
do i = l, ntgrd 
flux(i) = -cond"dtemdx(i) 
end do 
c 
c input isotropic conductivity 
c 
do i= l , ntgrd 
dfdg(i,i) = -cond 
end do 
c 
c 
return 
end 
"""LASER IS STARTED H E R E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 

"STEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
•HEAT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300, 
.000294,0.00294,l.OE-10 
* * * * * * * [ - / r ) 0 / r ) Q n f ) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

•FILM,OP=NEW 
QB,F3,293.0,7.87 
*RADIATE,OP-NEW 
QB,R3,293.0,4.82E-8 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
QB,S3NU 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NT11,RFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
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HFL.TEMP 
^NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
XL 

"FL F 1 L F . 1 ' K F Q . . 2 . P 0 S I T 1 0 N - . \ V E I { A ( : E D A T NODES 
HFL,SD\-
"FXn STEP 
******^*^STEP 2 LASER MO\FS TO NEW POSITION 
"STFP,lXC=2.500tH),UNS^'MMETRIC = ̂ •ES 
"**^^CHAXGED 7/6/2000^^^^^^^^ 
"HEAT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300, 
.000294,0.00294,1,0E-15 

"F1LM,0P=M0D 
QC,F3,293.0,7.87 
•RADLATE.OP=MOD 
QC,R3.293.0.4,82E-8 
•DFLUX. OP = XEW^ 
QC,S3NU 
•CONTROLS, ANALYSIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
"CONTROLS.PARAMETERS=FIELD 
.1. , 
"CONTROLS.PARAMETERS=LINE SEARCH 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NT11,RFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
"NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL,SDV 
•END STEP 
"""•STEP 3 LASER MOVES TO NEW POSITION 
•STEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
•HEAT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00294,1.OE-15 
****:):**y/£j/r)rjQrj** * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

•FILM,OP=MOD 
QD,F3,293.0,7.87 
•RADIATE,OP=MOD 
QD,R3,293.0,4.82E-8 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
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QD,S3NU 
H'OXLROI.S, ANAL^S1S = D1SC0NTINU0^IS 
•COXLKOI.S,PAHAMFTL:US I'1L;LI) 
,1, , 

C 0 X T R 0 L S , P A R A M F I ERS = LINE SEARCH 
"NODE PR1XL,FRFQ-1,SUMMARY=N0 
XTIURFL 

•el print,freq = 2,iiosition=a,vera,ged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
"XODE F1LE,FREQ=2 
XT 

"EL F1LE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL,SDV 
•END STEP 
— S T E P 4 FINAL LASER POSITION 
"STEP.1XC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
^HEAT TRAXSFER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00118,l.OE-15 

"FILM,OP=MOD 
QE,F3,293.0,7.87 
*RADLATE,OP=MOD 
QE.R3,293.0,4,82E-8 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
QE,S3NU 
"CONTROLS, ANALYSIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
*CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=FIELD 
-1., 
•controls,parameters=line search 
•node print,freq=l,summary=no 
NTILRFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•el file,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes 
HFL,SDV 
•end step 

CThis program calculates the velocity normal with change in temperature 
C by Kaiser Matin for silicon nitride 
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t"23156789 
implicit real (a h,i> z) 

real hf.rv,t v,hgo.tc,ts( 10),tsl (10),hg,vn,mode,rho,dtinie 
open (unit = 15, lile="t(Mnp.dat', status='unknown') 
hf= 130000. 
hgo=9770000. 
tc=3500. 
tv=2151. 
rv = 59,45 
sv = 9614. 
cp=1294.5 
dele=260000. 
rho=3310. 
dt ime=.01 
tinf=293. 
del tatemp=30. 
do 10 i=1.10 
ts(i)=tv-L(i-l.)^deltatemp 
print^,ts(i) 
hg=hgo^sqrt(1.0-((ts(i)/tc)^^2.0)) 
tsl(i)=ts(i)-f((rv*(ts(i)^^2.0))/(hg))+(hg/(cp*tv)) 
delhv=hf-Lhg-Lcp^(tsl(i)-tinf) 
delg=cp^(ts(i)-tv)^(1.0-((2^ts(i))/(ts(i)+tv))) 
se=exp(-(dele)/(8.314^tsl(i))) 
sg=exp((-delg)/(rv^tsl(i))) 
vn=sv"se"(1.0-sg) 
dist=vn^dtime 
flux=rho^delhv^vn 
C print^, ' ts=' , ts(i) 
print^, "tsl = ",tsl(i) 
print^, 'hg=",hg 
print", 'vn=',vn^lOOO. 
print^, 'delg=',delg 
print^, 'delhv=',delhv 
print", 'sg=',sg 
print^, 'se=',se 
print^, 'flux=',flux 
print*, 'dist=',dist*1000000. 
write(15,29)tsl(i),dist*1000000,vn*10000,ts(i),hg 
29 FORMAT(4F12.5,fl2.1) 
10 continue 
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end 



APPENDIX F 

LAHM SURFACE ABSORPTION LHERMAL 2800 

ELEMENTS 

•HEADING.8PAR8E 
Model-3: Thermal model for LAHM surface absorption problem 2800 elements 
•RESTART,WRITE 
•NODE 
1 
91,1000.6-6 
1001,0.,102.e-6 
1091,1000.e-6,102.e-6 
1101,0.,llO.e-6 
1191,1000.e-6,110.e-6 
3201,0..500.e-6 
3291.1000.e-6,500.e-6 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE1 
1,91.1 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE2 
1001.1091,1 
•NFILL 
LINE1,LINE2,10,100 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE3 
1101,1191,1 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE4 
3201,3291,1 
•NFILL 
LINE3,LINE4,21,100 
•ELEMENT,TYPE=DC2D4,ELSET=ELALL 
1,1,2,102,101 
•ELGEN,EL8ET=W0RK 
1,90,1,1,32,100,100 
•N8ET,N8ET=ALL 
1,3291,1 
•SOLID 8ECTI0N,ELSET=W0RK,MATERIAL=MAT1 
l.e-6 
•MATERIAL,NAME=MAT1 
•CONDUCTIVITY 
12.14 
•SPECIFIC HEAT 
1294.5 
•LATENT HEAT 
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r07173.5.2151.,2181. 15 
641195.,2181.45,2220.75 
573717. ,2220.75,2252.09 
50-1697.,2252,09,2283.-18 
434093.5,2283.48,2314.91 
287918.0,2314.91,2.316.39 
212307.5,23-16.39,2377.9-1 
134882.0,2377.91,2109.53 
055613.0,2409,53,24-11.19 

"DENS1T\' 
3310. 
"INITIAL CONDITIONS,TYPE=TEMPERATURE 
ALL,293.0 
"PHASICAL CONSTANT,ABSOLUTE ZERO=-273,0 
"XSET,NSET=LEFT,GEN 
1,3201.100 
"ELSET.ELSET=QB,GEN 
3164.3190,1 
•EL8ET,ELSET=QC,GEN 
3137.3163.1 
•ELSET.ELSET=QD,GEN 
3110,3136.1 
•ELSET,ELSET=QE,GEN 
3101.3109,1 
"USER SUBROUTINES 
SUBROUTINE DFLUX(FLUX,TEMP,JSTEP,JINC,TIME, 
-^ NOEL,NPT,COORDS,JLTYP) 
C TEMP :ESTIMATED TEMPERATURE IN HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
C TIME(1)/TIME(2): DEFINED IN TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 
C TIME(l): CURRENT VALUE OF STEP TIME 
C TIME(2): CURRENT VALUE OF TOTAL TIME 
C COORDS : ARRAY OF CURRENT COORDINATES OF THIS POINT 
C234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012.34567890123456789012 
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
DIMENSION COORDS(3),FLUX(2),TIME(2) 
C 
PARAMETER(PI=3.141593) 
X=C00RDS(1) 
Y=C00RDS(2) 
T=TIME(1) 
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D=0.0 

ANC;LE=O.O 
U=10.0E-2 
AP = 1500. 
A=0.85 
ALAMBDA = 10.6E-6 
FL=276.0F-3 
DL = 12.70E-3 
AXA=0.5^(DL/FL) 
ALPHAA=2.4E6 
RO=((0.64"ALAMBDA)/ANA)^0.5 
FO=(2.^AP)/(PI^(RO^*2.)) 
THETA=ANGLE*PI/180.0 
DTERM=SQRT((1+TAN(THETA))^^2.0) 
RF=.00294 
C 
IF(T,LE,RF)THEN 
FLUX(1)=A*DTERM^FO^(EXP(-2.0^((RO U*T)^*2.0/(RO^*2.0)))) 
ELSE 
FLUX(1)=0.0 
ENDIF 
C 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c User subroutine umatht 
subroutine umatht(u,dudt,dudg,flux,dfdt,dfdg,statev,temp, 
-L dtemp,dtemdx,time,dtime,predef,dpred,cmname,ntgrd,nstatv, 
-\- props,nprops,coords,pnewdt,noel,npt,layer,kspt,kstep,kinc) 
c 
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
c 
character's cmname 
c 
dimension dudg(ntgrd),flux(ntgrd), 
+ dfdt (ntgrd), 
-L dfdg(ntgrd,ntgrd),statev(nstatv),dtemdx(ntgrd),time(2), 
-L predef(l),dpred(l),props(nprops),coords(3),ts(10),tsl(10) 
c 
c 
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c read in properties 
c 

cond = props(l) 
specht = props(2) 
alatht = props(3) 
tsmin = proi)s(4) 
tsmax = props(5) 
c 
TempatTdT = temp-|-dtemp 
TempatT = temp 
c 
ulatnl = O.dO 
ulatn2 = O.dO 
ulatnp = O.dO 
slope = O.dO 
frac = 0.25d0 
c 
c input specific heat 
c 
dudt = specht 
deltu = dudt*dtemp 
c 
c fixed domain method account for latent heat effects'*J. Crank 
c 
if (TempatT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatT .It. tsmax) then 
ula tnl = (TempatT-tsmin)^alatht/( tsmax tsmin) 
else if (TempatT .gt. tsmax) then 
ula tnl = alatht 
end if c 
if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatTdT .It. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = (TempatTdT-tsmin)^alatht /( tsmax - tsmin) 
slope = a la tht / ( tsmax tsmin) 
else if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = alatht 
slope = O.dO 
end if 
c 

if (ulatn2 .ne. ula tnl) then 
deltu = deltu-|-ulatn2-ulatnl 
dudt = dudt-Lslope 
if (slope .eq. O.dO) then 
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tempp = TempatTdT frac^dtemp 
if (tempp .gt. tsmin .and. tempp .It. tsmax) then 
ulatnp = (tempp tsmin)"*-alatht/(tsmax - tsmin) 
slope = alatht/(tsmax tsmin) 
else if (tempp .gt. tsniax) then 
ulatnp = alatht 
slope=0.dO 
end if c if (ulatnp .ne. ulatn2) then 
dudt = dudt-Lslope 
end if 
end if 
end if 
c 
u = u-fdeltu 
c 
c input flux = -[k]*dtemdx 
c 
do i = l. ntgrd 
flux(i) = -cond''dtemdx(i) 
end do 
c 
c input isotropic conductivity 
c 
do i= l , ntgrd 
dfdg(i,i) = -cond 
end do 
c 
c 
return 
end 
•••LASER IS STARTED HERE^^^^^^**^^**^^^^^^^ 
•STEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
•HEAT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00294,1.0E-10 
* * * * * * * r /oc /onnn**** * * * * * * * * * * * 

•FILM,OP=NEW 
QB,F3,293.0,7.87 
•RADIATE,OP=NEW 
QB,R3,293.0,4.82E-8 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
QB,S3NU 
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•NODE PRINT,FREQ=l,SUMMAin =N0 
NTILRFL 

•el print,freq-2.position = averaged at nodes,siimmary-no 
HFL.LKMP 
"NODE F1LF,FRFQ=2 
XL 

•Kl. FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERACED AT NODES 
HFL.SDA-
•END STEP 
. . . . . . ^ ^ * g ^ £ p ., LASER MOVES TO NEW POSITION 

"STEP.1NC=250000.UNS^MMETRIC=YES 
"""""CHANGED 7/6/2000^**^^^^* 
"HE.AT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300, 
.000294.0.00294.l.OE-15 

*FILM,OP=MOD 
QC,F3.293,0,7.S7 
•RADLATE,OP=MOD 
QC,R3,293.0,4.82E-S 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
QC,S3NU 
•CONTROLS, ANALYSIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
'^C0NTR0L8,PARAMETERS=FIELD 
.1. , 
"CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=LINE SEARCH 
"NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NTILRFL 
""el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL,SDV 
•END STEP 
••••STEP 3 LASER MOVES TO NEW POSITION 
•8TEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
•HEAT TRANSFER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00294,1.0E-15 
*****+:*'-r//?/2nnn**** * * * * * * * * * * * 

•FILM,OP=MOD 
QD,F3,293.0,7.87 
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* R.ADLATE,OP=MOD 
QD,R3,293.0,4.82F-8 
•DFLUX, OP=NLAV 
QD,S3NU 
•CONTROLS, ANAL^S1S=DISC0NTINU0US 
"CONTROLS,PAR AMETERS=FIELD 
.1,. 
"C0NTR0LS,PARAMETERS=L1NE SEARCH 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARN=N0 
XTIURFL 
"el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL.TEMP 
"NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
XT 
"EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL.SDV 
•END STEP 
" ' ' " S T E P 4 FINAL LASER POSITION 
•STEP,INC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
•HE.AT TRAXSFER,DELTMX=300, 
.000294,0.00118,l.OE-15 
:(cjt**3(>!*'T/g/9nnn******* ******** 
•FILM,OP=MOD 
QE,F3,293.0,7.87 
•RADIATE,OP=MOD 
QE.R3,293.0,4.82L>8 
•DFLUX, OP=NEW 
QE.S3NU 
•CONTROLS, ANALYSIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
"CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=FIELD 

,1-, 
•CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=LINE SEARCH 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,8UMMARY=N0 
NT11,RFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL,SDV 
•END STEP 
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* . - • . * * * * * * * . f * * ) i ( * * * ) ( ( f » i ' f * * i . * , * + *-f + - t - * * *^ - f 

t'' Lhis program calculates the \'(4ocit,y normal with (liange in temperature 
C by Kaiser Matin for silicon nitride 
C"234 56789 
implicit real (a-h,o-z) 
real hf,r\',t\-,hgo,tc,ts(10),tsl(10),hg,vn,mode,rlio,dtiiiie 
open (unit=15, file='temp.dat', status='iinknown') 
hf= 130000. 
hgo=9770000. 
tc=3500. 
tv=2151. 

rv=59.45 
sv=9614. 
cp=1294.5 
dele=260000. 
rho=3310. 
dtime=.01 
tinf=293. 
deltatemp=30. 
do 10 i= l , 10 
ts(i)=tv-|-(i-l .)^deltatemp 
print^,ts(i) 
hg=hgo*sqrt(1.0-((ts(i)/tc)^^2.0)) 
tsl( i)=ts(i)-K(rv^(ts(i)^^2.0))/(hg))+(hg/(cp^tv)) 

delhv=hf+hg-|-cp^(tsl(i)-tinf) 
delg=cp*(ts(i)-tv)^(1.0-((2*ts(i))/(ts(i)-Ltv))) 

se=exp(-(dele)/(S.314^tsl(i))) 
sg=exp((-delg)/(rv^tsl(i))) 
vn=sv"se*(1.0-sg) 
dist=vn*dtime 
flux=rho^delhv^vn 
C print*, ' ts= ' , ts( i ) 
print^, ' t s l= ' , t s l ( i ) 
print*, 'hg=' ,hg 
print*, 'vn=',vn*1000. 
print*, 'delg=',delg 
print*, 'delhv=',delhv 
print*, 'sg=',sg 
print*, 'se=',se 
print*, 'flux=',flux 
print*, 'dist=',dist*1000000. 
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write(15,29)tsl(i),dist*1000000,viUl0000,ts(i),hg 
29 FORM.AT(4Fl2.5,fl2.1) 
10 continue 
end 



APPENDIX G 

LAHM SURFACE ABSORPTION MACHINING 

INPUT FILE 

•HEADING 
Machining Simulation after laser thermal sequential 
•restart,write,number^ 10,time marks=yes 
•NODE 
1 
91,1000,e-6 
501.0.,102,e-6 
591.1000.e-6,102.e-6 
601,0.,110.^6 
691,1000.e-6,110.e-6 
1601.0.,500.e-6 
1691,1000.e-6,500.e-6 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE1 
1,91,1 
*NGEN,N8ET=LINE2 
501,591,1 
•NFILL 
LINE1,LINE2,5,100 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE3 
601,691,1 
*NGEN,N8ET=LINE4 
1601,1691,1 
•NFILL 
LINE3,LINE4,1Q,100 
•ELEMENT,TYPE=CPE4R,EL8ET=ELALL 
1,1,2,102,101 
•ELGEN,EL8ET=W0RK 
1,90,1,1,16,100,100 
*ELSET,ELSET=BASE,GEN 
1,590,1 
*EL8ET,ELSET=FAIL,GEN 
601,690,1 
*EL8ET,EL8ET=CHIP,GEN 
701,1590,1 
•N8ET,NSET=ALL 
1,1691,1 
•SOLID SECTI0N,EL8ET=BA8E,MATERIAL=MAT1 
•SOLID SECTI0N,EL8ET=CHIP,MATERIAL=MAT1 
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"SOLID SFC^LI0N.ELSET=FAIL,MATER1AL=MA'L2 
•M.ALFR1AL,NAME=MAL1 
•DENSIT\ 
3250. 
•ELASTIC 
2.80E9,0.2-1 
"PLASTIC 
200,e6,tl.O 
210,e6..008,50 
"R.ATE DEPENDENT 
2.18e2,2.5 
•INELASTIC HE.YL FRACTION 
0,95 
•SPECIFIC HE.AT 
1294.5 
•EXPANSION 
4.6E-6 
•MATERIAL,NAME=MAT2 
•DENSITY 
32.50. 
•ELASTIC 
280.e9,0.24 
"PLASTIC 
200.e6,0.0 
210.e6,.0085 
•RATE DEPENDENT 
1.3e4,3.5 
•INELASTIC HEAT FRACTION 
0.95 
•SPECIFIC HEAT 
1294.5 
*EXPANSION 
4.6E-6 
*FAILURE 
0.6, 
* * 

••DEFINE TOOL 
** 

•NODE 
5001,1285.e-6,800.e-6 
5002,1002.5e-6,102.e-6 
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9999,0.,0. 
•FLFMEN l,TYPF=R2l)2,FLSET=TOOL 
5001,5001.5002 
•RRHD B 0 D ^ - . E L S L ; I =TOOL.REF NOI)f;=9!)99 

••DEFINE BOUNDARY (^ONDITION 
** 

"XSET.XSFT=LEFT.C^.EN 
1.1601,100 
•BOUNDARY 
LIXEl.1.2,0,0 
LEFT.1,1.0. 
9999,2,6.0. 
* . 

""DEFLXE ELSET FOR CHIP CONTACT 

"ELSET.ELSET=CONTACT,GEN 
501,590,1 
"INITIAL CONDITIONS,TYPE=TEMPERATURE 
ALL,293.0 
•STEP,NLGEOM=YES 
•DYNAMIC,EXPLICIT 
..01 
"SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=CONTACT 
C0NTACT,S1 
590.S2 
690,82 
790,82 
890,82 
990,82 
1090,S2 
1190,82 
1290,82 
1390,82 
1490,82 
1590,82 
•SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=TOOL 
TOOL,SNEG 
*SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=FRIC 
*FRICTION 
0.3 
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HX)NTACT PAIR,INTFKAC'LI()N = FRIC 
TOOL,CONTACT 
"BOUNDAin ,'LVPIv=\ELOCl L̂  
9999,1,1,-,02 
"FILF OUTPU L.NUMBER INLF. RVAL=10,T1ME MARKS=YES 
•TEMPER.ATURE.FlLE=]100thermalnobnd,estep=4 
•EL F1LF,ELSET=W0RK 
MISES,PFFQ,LE,PE 
•XODE FILE 
U.\' 
"EXERCA" FILE 
•print.allke=yes.etotal=yes,critical element=yes,dmass=yes 
•END STEP 



APPENDIX H 

LAHM VOLUME ABSORPTION THERMAL 1400 

ELEMENTS 

•HEADING, SPARSE 
LAHM volume absorption 1400 elements 
•RESTART, WRITE 
•NODE 
1 
91.1000.e-6 
501,0..102.e-6 
591.1000.^6,102.e-6 
601,0.,110.e-6 
691,1000.e-6,110.e-6 
1601,0.,500.e-6 
1691,1000.e-6,500.e-6 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE1 
1,91,1 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE2 
501,591,1 
•NFILL 
LINE1,LINE2,5,100 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE3 
601,691,1 
*NGEN,N8ET=LINE4 
1601,1691,1 
•NFILL 
LINE3,LINE4,10,100 
•ELEMENT,TYPE=DC2D4,EL8ET=ELALL 
1,1,2,102,101 
•ELGEN,ELSET=WORK 
1,90,1,1,16,100,100 
•N8ET,N8ET=ALL 
1,1691,1 
•SOLID SECTI0N,EL8ET=W0RK,MATERIAL=MAT1 
•MATERIAL,NAME=MAT1 
••••generated by the program tem2.f *•*•••••* 
•USER MATERIAL, TYPE=THERMAL,C0NSTANTS=5 
18.14,1049.5,14958893.,1683.0,1747.53 
18.14,1049.5,14922633.,1747.53,1779.67 
18.14,1049.5,14885641.,1779.67,1811.85 
18.14,1049.5,14847913.,1811.85,1844.09 
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18.14,1049.5,1 1809-1-13.,181-1.0!), 1876.3S 
18.14.1049.5,1-177022 1..1876.38,1908.71 
18.14.ltL19.5,14730251.,1908.71,19-11.10 
18.14,1049.5,11689517.,19 11,10,1973,5-1 
18,14,10 19.5,14ti48017,,1973.,51,2006.04 
18.14.1049.5,1 ltU)57 1-1.,2006.0-1,2038.59 
•DENSITY 
2330.0 
"PHASICAL CONSTANT.ABSOLUTE ZERO=-273, 
"NSET,XSET=LEFT,GEN 
1,1601.100 
•ELSET,ELSET=QB,GEN 
15tvl. 1590,1 
"ELSET,ELSET=QC,GEN 
1537.1563,1 
"ELSET.ELSET=QD.GEN 
1510,1536.1 
"ELSET.ELSET=QE,GEN 
1501,1509,1 
"INITIAL COXDITIONS,TYPE=TEMPERATURE 
ALL,293.0 
•USER SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE DFLUX(FLUX,SOL,KSTEP,KINC 

,NOEL,NPT,COORDS,JLTYP,TEMP,PRESS) 
C 
INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
CHARACTER*8 CMNAME 
DIMENSION FLUX(2),TIME(2),COORDS(2) 
PARAMETER(PI=3.141.593) 
X=C00RD8(1) 
Y=C00RDS(2) 
T-TIME(l ) 
D=0.0 
H=2.0e-6 
ANGLE=0.0 
U=10.0E-2 
AP=1500.0 
A=0.85 

ALAMBDA=10.6E-6 
FL=276.0E-3 
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DL=12.70E-3 
ANA=0.5-^(DL/FL) 
ALP11AA^1.1E2 
RO=((0.(i.l*ALAMBDA)/ANA)*0.5 
FO=(2. 'AP)/(PP(R0^^2.)) 
T H E T A = A N C ; L T A P I / 1 8 0 . 0 

DTERM = SQRT((1-LTAN(THETA))^*2.0) 
RADrERM=R0"SQRT(l-b(D+Y)/(PI*(R0*^2.)/ALAMBDA)) 
REFN=3.42 
SIGMA=5.tHi9F-8 
SUM=0.000294 
RF=T1ME(2) 
IF(T.LE.RF)THEN 
do 10 i=l,501 
X=(FL0.AT(I)-1.)"H 
10 CONTINUE 
XMAX=1000.0e-6 
XMIN=XMAX-(2.0^RO) 
DO 30 J=1.21 
T l = (FL0.AT(J)-1.)^SUM 
A'=500.e-6 
H2=500.0e-8 
Y=Y-(J^H2) 
EXPINTAU=1.-L(.577-1.+DLOG10(ALPHAA^Y))*(ALPHAA*Y) 
IF(T1.LE.00294)THEN 
IF((X.GE.XMIN).AND.(X.LE.XMAX))THEN 
FLUX(1)=-4.0*ALPHAA*(REFN**2.)*SIGMA*(TEMP^^4.0) 
+ +A^ALPHAA^FO*EXP(-Y^ALPHAA)+2.0^ALPHAA 
4- •(REFN^^2.)^SIGMA^(TEMP^^4.0)*(1-EXPINTAU) 
ELSE 
FLUX(1)=0.0 
FLUX(2)=0.0 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
30 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
c 
c User subroutine umatht 
subroutine umatht(u,dudt,dudg,flux,dfdt,dfdg,statev,temp. 
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+ cltemp,dt.emdx.time,dtime,preder,dpred,ciiiname,ntgrd,nstatv, 
+ Piops,nprops.coiu-ds.pnewdt,noel,npt,layer,kspt,kstep,kinc) 
c 

INCLUDE'ABA_PARAM.IN(" 
c 

character"8 cmname 
c 

dimension dudg(ntgrd),flux(ntgrd), 
+ dfdt (ntgrd). 

+ dfdg(ntgrd,ntgrd),statev(nstatv),dtemdx(ntgrd),time(2), 
+ predef(l).dpred(l).props(nprops),coords(3),ts(10),tsl(10) 
c 
c 

c read in properties 
c 
cond = props(l) 
specht = props(2) 
alatht = props(3) 
tsmin = props(4) 
tsmax = props(5) 
c 
TempatTdT = temp-Ldtemp 
TempatT = temp 
c 
ulatnl = O.dO 
ulatn2 = O.dO 
ulatnp = O.dO 
slope — O.dO 
frac = 0.25d0 
c 
c input specific heat 
c 
dudt = specht 
deltu = dudt*dtemp 
c 
c fixed domain method account for latent heat effects**J. Crank 

c 
if (TempatT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatT .It. tsmax) then 
ulatnl = (TempatT-tsmin)^alatht /( tsmax - tsmin) 

else if (TempatT .gt. tsmax) then 
ulatnl = alatht 
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end if c 
if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmin .and. TempatTdT .It. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = (TempatTdT-tsmin)*alatht/(tsmax - tsmin) 
slope = alatht/(tsma,x - tsmin) 
else if (TempatTdT .gt. tsmax) then 
ulatn2 = alatht 
slope = O.dO 
end if c 
if (ulatn2 .ne. ulatnl) then 
deltu = deltu-|-ulatn2-ulatnl 
dudt = dudt-l-slope 
if (slope .eq. O.dO) then 
tempp = TempatTdT-frac*dtemp 
if (tempp .gt. tsmin .and. tempp .It. tsmax) then 
ulatnp = (tempp tsmin)^alatht/(tsmax tsmin) 
slope = alatht/(tsmajc - tsmin) 
else if (tempp .gt. tsmax) then 
ulatnp = aJatht 
sIope=0.dG 
end if c 
if (ulatnp .ne. ulatn2) then 
dudt = dudt-b slope 
end if 
end if 
end if 
c 
u = u-t-deltu 
c 
c input flux = -[k]*dtemdx 
c 
do i= l , ntgrd 
flux(i) = -cond^dtemdx(i) 
end do 
c 
c input isotropic conductivity 
c 
do i= l , ntgrd 
dfdg(i,i) = -cond 
end do c c 
return 
end 
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•S LEP.INC=250000,UNS^MMETRIC=VES 
^"•^"CHANCIED 5/28/2000*''•••^^ 
•IIF.AT I R A N S F E R . D K I ; L M X = 3 O O . 

.00029 1,0.00291,l.OE-15 

^DFLUX. 0 P = N F W 

QB.BFXU 

"COXTROLS, AXALAS1S=DISC0NT1NU0U8 
" C 0 N T R 0 L S . P A R A M F T E R S = F I E L D 

.1 . . 
• C O N T R O L S . P A R A M E T E R S = L I N E SEARCH 
4.1.0.,001,0.001 
•NODE P R I N T , F R E Q = 1 , S U M M A R Y = N 0 
NTll.RFL 
"el print.freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL.TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 

"EL FILE.FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL.SDA" 
•END STEP 
"STEP,LXC=250000,UNSYMMETRIC=YES 
"""""CHANGED 7/6/2000^^^^^*** 
"HEAT TRAN8FER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00294.l.OE-15 
. = c . j l : * : i : * - - / / ? ; 2 Q r ) r j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

*DFLUX, OP=MOD 
QC.BFXU 
*CONTROLS, ANALYSI8=DI8CONTINUOUS 
•CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=FIELD 
,1-, 
•CONTROLS,PARAMETERS=LINE SEARCH 
4,1.0,.001,0.001 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY-N0 
NTILRFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL,SDV 
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•END STEP 

\STEP.INC = 250000,UNS^MMETRIC=YI'S 
•HEAT TRAN8FER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.0029 1,1.0E-15 

•DFLUX. OP = MOD 
QD.BFNU 

•CONTROLS. ANALASIS=DISCONTINUOUS 
"CONTROLS.PAR AMETERS=FIELD 
.1., 
•C0XTR0LS.PARAMETER8=LINE SEARCH 
4.1.0,,001,0.001 
^NODE PRINT.FREQ=1,8UMMARY=N0 
"NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NTll.RFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL.TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 

"EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
HFL.SDV 
•END STEP 
"STEP,INC=250000,UN8YMMETRIC=YE8 
•HEAT TRAN8FER,DELTMX=300. 
.000294,0.00118,1.0E-15 
*****: t : . rr /g/2QQQ*r * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

•DFLUX, OP=MOD 
QE,BFNU 
"CONTROLS, ANALY8I8=DISCONTINUOUS 
•C0NTR0LS,PARAMETER8=FIELD 
,1-, 
•C0NTR0LS,PARAMETER8=LINE SEARCH 
4,1.0,.001,0.001 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,8UMMARY=N0 
•NODE PRINT,FREQ=1,SUMMARY=N0 
NTILRFL 
•el print,freq=2,position=averaged at nodes,summary=no 
HFL,TEMP 
•NODE FILE,FREQ=2 
NT 
•EL FILE,FREQ=2,P0SITI0N=AVERAGED AT NODES 
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H F L . S i n 
•END STEP 
• f j ) c J ( : . . - i 1 . S * t . 1 , S - » , f * . - t - i - t . 1 . - f - | . - f - H , * * * * * 

CThis program calculates the veK)city normal with change in temperature 
C b\' Kaiser Matin silicon 
C23456789 
C23456789112345678921234.567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 
implicit real (a-h,o-z) 
real hf.rv.t\-,hgo,tc,ts(10),tsl(10),hg,vn,mode,rho,dtime 
open (unit=15, file='temp2,dat\ status='unknown') 
hf= 1408000. 
hgo=15934000. 
tc=4886. 
tv=1683. 
tinf=293. 
rv=296.08 
sv=8023. 
cp=1049. 
dele=219000. 
rho=2330. 
d t ime=.01 
deltatemp=30.0 
do 10 i=l ,10 
ts(i)=tv4-(i-l .)^deltatemp 

print^,ts(i) 
hg=hgo^sqrt(1.0-((ts(i)/tc)**2.0)) 
tsl(i)=ts(i)+((rv*(ts(i)**2.0))/(hg))-L(hg/(cp*tv)) 

delhv=hf-l-hg+cp*(tsl(i)-tinf) 
delg=cp*(ts(i)-tv)*(1.0-((2*ts(i))/(ts(i)-btv))) 

se=exp(-(dele)/(8.314*tsl(i))) 
sg=exp((-delg)/(rv*tsl(i))) 
vn=:sv^se^(1.0-sg) 
dis t=vn*dt ime 
flux=rho*delhv^vn 

print^, 'hg=' ,hg 
write(15,^)tsl(i),dist^l000000,vn^l000.,hg 

10 continue 

end 



APPENDIX 1 

LAHM VOLUME ABSORPTION MACHINING 

INPUT FILE 

^HEADING 

Conventional Cutting Simulation Sequential to Volume Absorption 
•restart,write,number=10,timemarks=yes 
•NODE 
1 
91,1000.e-6 
501,0.,102.e-6 
591,1000.e-6,102.e-6 
601,0.,llO.e-6 
691,1000.e-6,110.e-6 
1601,0.,500,e-6 
1691,1000.e-6,500.e-6 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE1 
1,91,1 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE2 
501,591,1 
•NFILL 
LINE1,LINE2,5,100 
•NGEN,N8ET=LINE3 
601,691,1 
•NGEN,NSET=LINE4 
1601,1691,1 
•NFILL 
LINE3,LINE4,10,100 
•ELEMENT,TYPE=CPE4R,ELSET=ELALL 
1,1,2,102,101 
•ELGEN,EL8ET=W0RK 
1,90,1,1,16,100,100 
•ELSET,ELSET=BASE,GEN 
1,590,1 
•ELSET,ELSET=FAIL,GEN 
601,690,1 
•ELSET,EL8ET=CHIP,GEN 
701,1590,1 
*N8ET,NSET=ALL 
1,1691,1 
•SOLID 8ECTI0N,ELSET=BA8E,MATERIAL=MAT1 
•SOLID SECTI0N,ELSET=CHIP,MATERIAL=MAT1 

288 
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•SOLID SFCLI0N.ELSE'L=FAIL,MA'Lf:HIAL=MA'L2 
"M.ATER1AL,NAME=M.\T1 
•DENSIL^ 
2330. 
"ELASLIC 
150E9.0.25 
"PLASLIC 
100.E6,0.0 
110.E6..00850 
•R.ATE DEPENDENT 
2.1Se2,3,0 
"INELASTIC HEAT FRACTION 
0.95 
"SPECIFIC HE.AT 
1049.5 
"EXPAXSIOX 
4.7E-6 
•M.ATERIAL.XAME=MAT2 
"DEXSITY 
2330. 
"ELASTIC 
150.e9,0.25 
•PLASTIC 
100.e6,0.0 
110.e6,.0085 
•R.ATE DEPENDENT 
1.3e4,3,0 
•INELASTIC HEAT FRACTION 
0.95 
•SPECIFIC HEAT 
1049.5 
•EXPANSION 
4.7E-6 
•FAILURE 
0.6, 
* * 

**DEFINE TOOL 
** 

•NODE 
5001,1285,e-6,800.e-6 
5002,1002.5e-6,102.e-6 
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9999,0.,0. 

•ELEMENT,TA PE=R2D2,ELSET=TOOL 
5001,5001,5002 
•RIGID BODA ,ELSET=TOOL,REF NODE=9999 
** 

""DEFINE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
** 

•XSF L,NSET=LEFT,GEN 
1.1601.100 
"BOUNDARY 
LlNEl.1.2,0.0 
LEFT,1.1,0. 
9999.2,6,0. 

'DEFINE ELSET FOR CHIP CONTACT 
* * 

•ELSET.ELSET=CONTACT,GEN 
501.590.1 
•INITIAL CONDITIONS,TYPE=TEMPERATURE 
ALL.293.0 
•STEP.NLGEOM=YES 
•DYNAMICEXPLICIT 
,.01 
•SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=CONTACT 
CONTACT,81 
590,82 
690.S2 
790,82 
890.S2 
990.S2 
1090,82 
1190,82 
1290,82 
1390,82 
1490,82 
1590,82 
•SURFACE DEFINITION,NAME=TOOL 
T00L,8NEG 
•SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=FRIC 
•FRICTION 
0.3 
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•CONTACT PAIR,INTERACTION=FRIC 
TOOL,CONTACT 
•BOUNDARY,TYPE=VELOCITY 
9999,1,l,-.02 
•FILE OUTPUT,NUMBER INTERVAL=10,TIME MARKS=YES 
•TEMPERATURE,FILE=voabl400thrm,estep=4 
•EL FILE,ELSET=WORK 
MISE8,PEEQ,LE,PE 
•NODE FILE 
U.V 
•ENERGY FILE 
•print,alIke=yes,etotal=yes,critical element=yes,dmass=yes 
•END STEP 


